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Dr. lieed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
bv the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up*to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter.
with tiieir full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office SI, and consultation free.
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Published every Thursday Morning, at $3.50
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a vear.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
*ress" (which has a large circulation in every
(art of the State) for $1.00 per square for first inertion, and 50 cents per square for each subse

luent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 EXCHANGE STREET,
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Maille insurance against Fire cr Lightning in first j
class American and Foreign Cos at Lowest Rates. !
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701..
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METAPHYSICAL·
MENT AL Η Ε A L i Ν €·
shall visit Portland about May 22d, to give a
of lessons in Mental Healing ; any lady or
to learn a profession
gentleman who would like
\vhich will enable them to earn a handsome compensation would do well to learn the

Washington, May 7.
The indications for Portland and vicinity
ire fair weather, slightly warmer.
The indications for Maine, New Hauipiliire and Vermont today are fair weather,
allowed during Saturday by local rains,
ariable winds, and slightly warmer.
l.OCAL WEATHER BKPOBT.
Portland, Me., May c, 1880.
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SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALING.
A metaphysician can easily procure a practice
satisfactory to him as rewhich will be
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Practice

METEOROLOGICAL P.ΕΙΌHT.
(May 0, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment oï lime
all
stations.
it
Thermo'teri Wind

riace of

Observation.

Three Deaths Kave Already Occurred

Among the Injured.
Punishment Will Doubtless be

Just

Nleted Out to the Rioters.
For

Carrying Out Their Peculiar
Ideas of American Freedom.

Chicago, May G.—There is a greater feeling of confidence apparent this jnorning in
the ability of the authorities to preserve the
peace. The outlook continues threatening
in certain quarters and the police expect that
they may be called upon to disperse gatherings in certain quarters of the city, but the
arrest of the four Anarchists yesterday has
insured a -feeling that the clement will no
longer prove so troublesome, in view of the
fact that the police now believe that all the
leading instigators of the recent troubles
have been caged, with possibly one exception. The collecting of evidence against the
The
conspirators is proceeding rapidly.
State's Attorny says : "We will push the
prosecution of the men who instigated the
riot and helped carry eut the murder, as far
the law allows us. We intend and are determined to punish these rioters to the fullest extent of the law, and we hope justice
will not be cheated this time. We wilt to
look over all the evidence before deciding ou
what charge or charges to make, and I cannot now say what the charges will be. I
think we will bring the matter before the
next regular grand jury."
The Socialist's Idea of Freedom.
As an illustration of the character of some
of the alien Socialists and their-idea;- of
freedom, the News this morning prints the

following :
A reporter, who speaks the Bohemian language, mingled yesterday with the crowd
that was encouraging the bu^s to break Ilosenfeld's drug store windows, and engaged
one of the men in conversation. Tbfc man
said he could not understand why it is that
men could not do as they think best. He
llitu '''JHH.· tu LUIS
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Boston, Mass 29.93
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Portland. Me
Albany, Ν. Y
New York...
Norfolk. Va.

In them Every Objection to ready-made
The success at once
shoes is removed.
attained by our goods wherever introduced
is because they are glove-fitting, elegant
in style and finish, of the finest materials
and workmanship, and moderate in price.
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B. A. Kinney,
vatCr Signal Corps, U.

MEDICINE.
Never foils to relieve Languor and Want of \iàtality, which few escape at this season. An Impoverished condition of the blood is the prime cause of the
trouble, and the use of this reliable purifier early in
Spring should not be omitted. Take Vegetine now and
you successfully counteract the effects of Malaria
upon the system. Humors of a Cancerous or
Scrofulous nature ore most troublesome now, and
no other remedy has such power to eradicate them.
Should the blood impurity develop an Eruption of
the Skin, nothing will so effectually remove it as
Vegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by an impure state of the blood that is not
benefited by its use. As a tonic for convalescents,
ladies in delicate health and old people It is

C

Tonçrne,
Headache, Sideache, Coated the
mouth.
Taste in
Constipation, and Bitterknown.
25 cts. ; 6 boxes,
The best liver Rofimlator
$ 1.00. By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Fierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.
Cure
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IS4 fi-2 EXCHANCE STftE£7,
POBTLA1VD MAINE.
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We are
or civil nadetective business, of either a criminal
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lure enuustcu
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i^rms
Firms,
tions, Express Companies. "Banks, Law
Business Houses and Individuals. Will arrest,
for any State in the
convey and deliver fugitives
be
Union. All business intrusted to our care will
7 a.
Held strictlf confidential. Office hours from
* in. until 9 p. m. daily.
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Hon. Fred Robie. Gov. of Maine ; Hon.
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Blaine. Augusta,
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ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS,!®
CRUST, τ;
g INFLAMMATION", MILK
®
1 ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,

?

«
Ζ DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP
« SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES,^
c
ύ AND TENDER ITCHIMJS on all pnrts
soft M
Q I of the body. It makes the skin white,
the
and smooth ; removes tan and freckles, and is
BEST toilet dressing in THE WOELI>. Elegantly

of

up, two bottles in one package, consisting
>oth internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it. $1 per package.
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PONCE

NEW

ng at 7.30 p. m., led by B. C. Wentworth.
There was a crowded house and an injerestinp service.
Thursday, there was a prayer meeting at
ia. in., led by Wm. T. Jewell; prayer meeting at 8.30 led by E. Skinner. At U.30 the
conference organized. It was called to or-

ler by Bishop Warren. It was opened by
singing by the congrégation of the hymn,
"And are we yet alive.'' Prayer was offered by the Bishop and the sacrament adminRemarks were
istered to a large number.
The roll-call by the
Hade by the Bishop.

Secretary, W. H. Williams, was responded
;o by sixty members. The following officers
,vere elected : Secretary, W. H. Williams ;
issistants.iF. J. Haley. J. H.iBennett; statisiical secretary, B. C. Wentwortli; assistants,
J. 11. W. Wharff and W. T. Chase; conference cashier, C. B. Besse ; standing commit-

tee the same as last year. Ο. Π. Fernald
was introduced to the conference. Those
transferred were W- A. Spencer, ;D. I)., of
Philadelphia, Rev. Mr. Knox of the Kansas
Conference, Rev. Mr. Pottle of Maine.
It was voted to hold one session at Bucksport, J, W. Day and A. F. Chase committee
on arrangements. The statistical renort by
:
the Bishop proceeded to the 20th question
"Has the character of each preacher been
The reports of the preachers
and church membership, W. W.

examined?"
on

call

Marsh, reported sick, granted superannuated, re-elected. An address was made by I)r.
Spencer on church extension.
At 2 p. m. the annual missionary sermon
It was
was given by Rev. J. S. Thompson.
followa very interesting discourse and was
ed by the annual meeting of the Missionary
Mr.
Society, Rev. Wm. T. Jewell presiding,
Jewell was re-elected vice president, W. L.

Brown, secretary.
At 7.30 the anniversary of tiie church extension was held. The opening prayer was
Excellent music was
made by B. S. Arey.
furnished by a large chorus choir, and some
a£hmes and Japvery fine solos, including
afanese songs were sung by Dr. Spencer,
ter which he gave a thrilling address. At
of
the close of the meeting a subscription
WilS lBlSOU

Porto Rico Molasses
635 Hhds.
72 Tierces,

Molasses,
Fancy, Choice and &Prime
Co.'» Brand.
I'asSor, Marquez

lui' HI 13

The audiences are very large and the
terest in the meetings is increasing. Among
prominent visiting members are Bishop H,
W. Warren, Denver, Col., W. A. Spencer,
KanI). D. of Philadelphia, J. D. Knox of
A. W. Pottle, P. E., from
in-

Conference,
the Maine Conference.
sas

MAINE.
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Fields, Lewiston.
Major—George
Chaplain—H. L. Wright, Auburn.
A.

dies' Light
umbia -Safety" Bicycle.
STREET
C. II. LVMSO.V, 201 MIDDLE
d&wtf
Free,
Send fer Catalogne,

PHILADELPHIA
LAWN MOWERS.
Also Bradley'»
Prices reduced for 1880.
Lutvii Fertilizer and Lawn Orns» Seed.
At wholesale and retail.
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SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SALE OF

COLORS
FINE WATER
—ΠΥΡ. M. M.

B«H», OF MEW VOKK,
-AT-

Cl'BUS
Fine Art Rooms,

marlli

F.

(Jar-

diner.

The
The best In the world.
"Expert," "'Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New Improvements.
New ma
and prices reduced.
a Lachilien this year, including
Tricycle, and the Col-

nid,}

Sons of Veterans.

Lewiston, May G.—The annual encampment of the Maine Sons of Veterans was
held in the hall of Custer Post today. These
officers were elected :
Colonel—Edward K. Gould, Kocklaud.
Wadswortli,
Lieut. Colonel—-Charles O.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
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Winterport, May 0.—The East Maine
tfethodist Conference opened its thirty-nine
fissions at Winterport Thursday. Free cnertainrnent lias been provided for over two
limdred deligates and visitors,most of whom
The preliminary proceedings·
ire present.
iVednesday consisted of examination of
reunion and praise and prayer meet-
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at
Winterport
Sessions
Opening
Wednesday and Thursday.

unsurpassed.
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DAVIS'
610 Congress St.
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Shot by a Burglar.
Coe.
26, a
Boston, May G.—Georgeof the aged
American
nephew of the president and fatally woundshot
Exchange Bank Mas
Coe with two
ed by a burglar last niglit.
hint badfriends surprised the burglar, beat
friends attenthe
while
ly, but lie escaped
tion were directed to Coe's injuries.
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who had told him to emigrate had promised
him he would come to a free country. He

New
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a lot of red flags and banners,
of them emblazoned with most rabid
threats against constituted authorities.

A Long Trial Ended.
Eu.swohth, May 0.—The trial of Edward
E.
with burning a store in

Mills, charged

Amherst January 4th., which has occupied
five and one-half days and excited much interest, terminated this evening, the jury rendering a verdict of not guilty.
CAPT. CERRIOR

ACQUITTED.

Prompt Verdict of Not Cuilty in the
Barratry Case.
Boston, May G.—Judge Carpenter, in the
United States Court this morning, charged
the jury in the barratry case against Captain
The jury
Gerrior of the schooner Pacer.
had been absent from the room just forty
minutes when it was announced they had
to their seats
agreed. When they returned
much more interest
the prisoner showed
the trial, and
than he had manifested during
the dock-rail lie
leaning forward against In
reply to thf
watched the jury sharply.
answered that
usual questions, the foreman
all the
upon
not
guilty
the defendant was
counts in the indictment.
for
theii
the
jury
.Judge Carpenter thanked
them
faithful attendance and discharged
Was a sea
When the court adjourned there
the reporters
son of congratulation around
ant
counsel
table, in which the jurymen,
of the tria
prisoner took part. As souvenirs
of
th<
names
autographs strips bearing the
wer« pre
prisoner, jurymen and counsel
pared and exchanged.

had come here with the idea that this country was a free one, in which a man could do
Now he had found out
what lie pleased.
that the police in this country were just as
bad as those in Europe, and protected the
property of the rich, which the workingiiien
wanted to destroy, because they wanted to
compel the rich to become their equal ; therefore he hated the American police as much
as he did the officers 111 Europe, and thought
it just to kill them and their spies. Kosenfeid, bein 1; a spy, they had driven him from
the neighborhood, and were now doing tneir
best to demolish the building which gave
Later in the day, a big, deepnini shelter.
chested, red-mouthed Anarchist stood at the
corner of Evergreen and Leavitt streets,
haranguing a small crowd and advocating
This fellow
the annihilation of the police.
A policeman appeared
was an Englishman.
The
on the scene and dispersed the crowd.
The policeman
orator refused to move.
promptly felled him with his club and dragged him to the corner, propping him up
against the patrol box until the wagon came.
At tlie station the man gave the name of
Kobert Johnston. In his pockets were found
a number of needle cases and a scrap of pa"Please, madper, on which was written :
am, I am deaf and dumb; buy my needles; I
don't want to ben." Juhnston. said he was a
Socialist to the backbone, and that it <iiii pnt
interfere with his principles that hehacl to
"work a little take" for a living."

Knignts Condemn the Riot.
The Executive Committee of the Trades
and Labor Assembly and the Master Workmen of District Assembly No. 24, Knights of
Labor, have issued the following circular:
fellow Citizens—Tha tragic events of the last
few hours and the to-be-deplored sacrifie of human life counected therewith, the legitimate results of the teachings of reckless, law-defying
men, together with the excited condition of public feeling, demand that the position of the orhi
ganized associations of this city represented
the Trades and Labor Assembly and District Assembly 24 should be clearly and officially defined,
the means employed to secure a recognition of
their demands stated, and the facts spread broad
east that they have neither sympathy nor afliliawith any class of men who set law and older at
defiance. From the inception of the eight hour
movement to tho present time they have spoken
with no uncertain sound. They have consistently
and persistently deprecated a resort to violence,
and that course they mean to pursue to the enu.
Their reliance is and has been based on the justice of their cause, the power of organization and
the sympathy of that public whose sympathy,
when the facts are known, is seldom misplaced.
But while they thus unhesitatingly condemn the
action of all law breakers as unwise and unnecthat
essary they take this occasion to announce
they are none the less det ermined to secure the
system
recognition and adoption of the eight hour
by any and every lawful means within their power anu intend to "light it out on that line if it
takes all summer."

The Times this morning says: "The Executive Committee of the Furniture Manufacturers' Association has made all necessary
arrangements to secure the arrest of Stahlknecht, the Socialist agitator, at the head of
It
the Furniture Workers' Union today.
will prosecute him to the fullest extent for
Fedthe
conspiracy and other violations of of which
eral, State and municipal statutes
he. has been guilty. It has been demonstrated positively that very many of the strikes
have beeu incited by Stahlknecht, and his
intimidating rale over the members of the
Union has prevented a number of the largest
furniture factories from starting up."
The Man with the Somb.
It is now thought that the man who threw
the dynamite bomb Tuesday night was a ft ν
olutionary agent from the East. Several persons called at the Central Station yesterday
and last evening and claimed, while present
at the meeting, to have had a good tight of
him, and some of them thought they would
be able to identify him should he be captured. Detectives are now busy tracing the
movements of the Anarchist leaders for the
past fortnight, with especial reference to the
The police raided
sub-rosa action of Spies.
tlie socialistic headquarters at No. 58 Claybourn avenue this morning, but found nothing beyond red flags and incendiary banuears.

It was

reported

to the

that all the
pretty well

police

socialistic hiding places
The following,
known to the police.
are now

re-

reived last evening from the Chief of Police
o£ New York, indicates tlie whereabouts of
anotfter nest, and today the place wilie be
visited by detectives and subjected to a

thorough search.
"John Heavka. formerly of

21 Zion place, and
Pecka are connected with Auaricliistic
Bohemian newspapers, the Bodonpost and l.amand are tlie most dangerous Anarchistic
leaders among the worst class of Bohemians in

pecka.

Chicago."
ïhç following was adopted by the switchmen at their meeting last night :
Kesolved, That we denouce the action of
the mob which took place on tlie old Haymarket square Tuesday evening, May 4, as
being an outrage to the public at large, an irredeemable injustice to the organizations
and working people of the city of Chicago
and an insutferable insult to the liberty of
and stripes
all particularly of the stars
which we now live and as citizens hope to
continue.
The roport from the County Hospital is
that Officers Barrett, Flavin, Miller and Jacob Hansen are beyoud the hope of recovery
and the two former are sinking rapidly. The
remainder of the wounded men are resting
easily and will probably recover. Emil Lutz,
one of the civilians shot, is in a dying condition.
An incendiary fire was started in the lumber yards near North Avenue Bridge this
morning. A can containing explosives, to
which a fuse was attached, was found in one
of the yards, confirming the vow that a band
of incendiaries were at work.
Two Fire Alarms.

May G.—[11.50
fire have just been

Chicago,

a.

m.j.—Two

turned in simOne alarm is from Ashland
ultaneously.
Avenue bridge, in tlie lumber district, and
the other is from State and Harrison streets,
If
the centre of the city's lowest quarter.
incendiary fires were to be sttrted by Anartwo
choose
to
difficult
be
would
chists, it
disasother localities from which equally
trous conflagrations could spread.
that
announced
bells
the
a.
111.,
At 12.0.~>
was
the lire at State and Harrison streets
Ashland
near
fire
the
out, and at 12.25 that
been
have
No
out.
reports
also
was
Avenue
whethreceived at police headquarters, as tonot.
or
er they were of incendiary origin
alarms of

THE LABOR WAR.

rying away

DOWN.

Confidence that the Chicago Assassins are Under Control.
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Police Raids.

Chicago, May 6.—Detectives inspected
5i
house No. 822 Henry St» to-day and found
a swordrounds of ammunition, two rifles,
ol
bayonet, revolver, billy, and a quantity
of the
anarchist literature. The occupant
officers
the
house, Gustav Stange, is said bywas arrested.
to be a moulder of bombs. He
afterThe police made another raid this
and carnoon at 71 West Lake street, seizing

The Milwaukee Outbreak.

Chicago, May 6.—A special despatch
from Milwaukee says : "Alderman Rudzinski, with several other residents, called on
Gov. Rusk yesterday, and protested against
what he characterized as the murder of his
"You go back
country men by the soldiers.
and tell your countrymen," said the governor, "that we shall insist upon their remaining quietly at home or going to work, and
that I will stop their assembling in crowds
for purposes of riot, if 1 have to call every
able-bodied man in the State into military
sèrvice to do it."
Later, ltudzinsci was
threatening loudly on the streets that tho
suffer
for
the lives they had
militia would
taken, and the chief of police notified him
he would arrest him on the charge of inciting a riot, if he did not go quietly home.
There is talk of taking action either to impeach him as an aldermen, or to have him
arrested for inciting riots, or both.
Milwaukee, May G.—[9.30 a. m.]—A11 is
quiet in the city this morning. Troops continue to guard the threatened establishments
at Bay View and on the south side. No riotous assemblages have been reported thus far
this morning. The trouble is believed to be
over.

Frank Ilirath, leader of the blatant Socialists in this city, was arrested at 1 p. m. In
Simons' barber shop a case of revolvers and
a number of guns belonging to Socialists
were captured.
Judge Mallory held all the
Socialists in $5000 bail each. The grand jury
is ordered to investigate the cases.
The arrest of socialists who have been instrumental in urging on riots has been continued this afternoon. In the houses of two
of them were found a number of guns and
pistols and a large amount of ammunition
concealed in the bedding.
Gov. Rusk has informed Alderman Rudinsky that the latter will be held responsible
for anv trouble which may hereafter arise
from the doings of l'olanders who have been
prompted to acts by Rudinsky's advice.
The arrest of several socialists was effected tonight and a quantity of ammunition,
guns and pistols was found at their residences.

FROM WASHÎNCTON.
Clark of the Tribune Testifies in the

Telephone Case.
May C.—Examination of
Mr. Clark the Tribune correspondent, was
continued before the telephone investigation
committee to-day. He said Hill had furnished him with the statement attacking Garland for accepting while attorney general a
Washington,

retainer in the North Carolina railroad case.
Examination of the witness continued at
some

length the testimony given assuring

explanatory nature.

His

explanation in

an
re-

gard to his action in publishing the Pan
Electric story and efforts to give information
to the committee now sitting were amusing.

Garland is his friend.

best Republican document yet produced by
the Pan-Electric Committee. The testimony
has attracted attention among the Democrats.
The Baltimore Sun, for instance, says : "The
allusions in the testimony of Editor Dana
befere the Pan-Electric Committee to the
President ars regarded as proof that he not
'made up' with Mr. Cleveland, and is not in|a
mood to even consider such a suggestion. It
is looked upon as notice that whatever influence Mr. Dana can control will continue to
be exerted to break down Mr. Cleaveland's
administration. It was surprising to hear in
Democratic circles, to-day, so much concurrence in the sentiment expressed by Mr.
Dana, that it would have been better for tho
Democratic party if Mr. Cleveland had not
been elected." It is to be remembered, however, that all the political statements 01 Dana
were brought out in answer to the questions
of the Democratic committeemen « ho were
seeking to find an opinion excusing the officers of the admission for their connection
with the Pan-Electric.
Women Suffrage.
The majority of the House judiciary committee in reporting adversel on the proposed
women suffrage amendment to the Constitution, submits but a formal report recommending that the proposition lie upon the
table. The minority report which is signed
by Ε. B. Taylor, Mr. Caswell and Mr. Kanney, comments on this fact, but says the importance of the question of woman suffrage
is forcing its full discussion everywhere, and
the silence of the committee will have no
tendency to withdraw it from public attention.
SLJ5
Riots the Topic.
The existing labor troubles was the topic
of discussion at the regular cabinet meeting
today, in course of which the riots in Chicareferred
go, Milwaukee and elsewhere were
to with a view of takiug such precautionary measures for the protection of government property as may be found necessary.
Minor Matters.
Secretary and Mrs. Whitney have moved
out to their country home, three miles from
Washington, and will remain thore until
next month, when Mrs. Whitney goes to
Lenox for the summer. The President will
vUJ.9

The Ciinton Carpet Works
to Start Up Soon.

ναυαιιιυπ.

Senator Logan yesterday offered an amendment to the Mexican pension bill, repealing
the restriction upon the payment of arrears
of pensions to soldiers and sailors of the
war of the rebellion in respect to claims tiled
prior to the 1st of July, 1888.
Kepresentative Tucker was instructed by
the House committee on judiciary today to
report adversely the bill to allow the citizens
of one State to take fish from the waters of
-i
another State.
The members of the New York State delegation, irrespective of party, assembled in
the room of the House committee on shipping yesterday, and listened to an address
from Capt. Ambrose Snow, representing the
New York Maritime Exchange, in support
of the bill to grant a bounty of 28 cents per
ton for each thousand miles traveled, to all
American-built steam vessels.
Convict Labor Statistics.

Boston, May G.—The Prison Commissioners sent to the House their reply to the order
for information as to convict labor in this
State. This report shows that on the 24th of
March there were in all the prisons 5,199
prisoners, of which number 4392 were males
and 185 were females. Of this number 2,428,
made up of 2243 males and 185 females, were
employed in "remunerative labor." i. e.,
labor for which money was actually received. They were engaged in the following
named industries: Boots and shoes, 616;
brushes, 214; chair seating, 592; clothing,
Gti6 (158 of them being women) ; harnesses,
99; laundry work, 22 (women); moldings,
50; spring beds, 80; stone cutting, 90.
Thp gross cost of all the prisons last year
was $904,425.28; receipts for labor, $185,001.55; receipts from other sources, $78.690.81 ;
total receipts, $204,292.30; net cost of prisons,
$640,132.92.
In five of thé prisons the contractors furnished tobacco to thé inmates, and in two of
the institutions overwork is allowed, and to
a limited extent the prisoners earn money
for themselves.

Hardship and Exposure.
Halifax, N. S., May 6.—A wrecked seaman, named James Green, arrived here today, and tells a story of hardship and suffering at Anticosti. AVhen the steamer Brooklyn was wrecked there last fall, the steamer
Earl liufferin, with a wrecking crew, left
here to save what was possible from the
The Oufferin also was wrecked,
Brooklyn.

Signs

Expected

Dissatisfied Men on the Connecticut.
River Railroad.
Work Resumed in the Freight Depots
at Chicago.

The Eastern Affairs Said to bo Far
From Settled.
The

Will

Ministers
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Athens This Morning.
A
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Dublin
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Mr. Cladstone.
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Boston, May G.—Several firms of earpeu.
in this city
penters, painters and plumbers
yesterday, entered into an agreement with
their journeymen, and the strikers, much encouraged thereat, show no signs of weakening in their determined stand. The carpenters, last evening, took occasion at a mass
meeting at their headquarters to make public

statement which serves to define their position and to controvert the manifesto of the
master builder.
A rumor that news of a strike was inducProTinces
ing many mechanics to leave thelast
night to
for this citv drew a large c^owd
but the
John
steamboats,
St.
the pier of "the
excitement was allayed when it was found
that only a handful of men had arrived by
that route.
The outbreak of the tailor operatives is
not less serious and there is a prospect that
more working people of this craft may be ordered to quit the snops.
Tho Clinton Carpet Work.
η

Clinton, Mass., May C.—Last evening a
committee of three from the Knights of Labor waited on Manager Bigelow to make
known to him the suffering now existing
among many of the late employes of the
company and to see if it was possible for the
committee to induce the manager to start up
the mills and thus give relief to those who
are in actual waut. The committee stated
frankly that they did not appear with any
intention of interference, as they and the
Knights of .Labor recognized as a first principle the right of an employer to hire and
discharge help without interference from any
society. Mr. Bigelow said to the committee
that in the natural order of events the mill
would be started up, and it would be on the
terms as expressed in the letter to the selectmen, viz., when he could Mire what help he
required and run the business without any
dictation on the part of those employed by
him. The committee suggested that the men
hesitated to come forward and after applying for work be refused on the ground of
their having gone out. They decided to advise the men to disband and then in their individual capacity go to the mill and seek employment in the regular course. It is confidently expected that the mills will soon start
—-·>

bê

The Tariff Bill Doomed.
It seems every day more certain that the
tariff bill will not pass the House, and it may
even be doubted whether it will be considered there. An intimate friend of Speaker
Carlisle, in talking about the matter, said
that Morrison had about given up all Jidea of
passing such a bill. Yet he wanted to appear to keep his courage up, and what is
more, to keep the bill .still before the public,
and use it in its present shape for campaign
Ile announced some time ago
purposes.
that May 4 was the date for its discussion,
but this has been changed to May 13, and
how it is stated that that date will come and
go and the tariff bill will Jstill sleep on the
calendar. It is the purpose of the Morrison
men to keep postponing the bill from time to
time to leave it pending in the House through
the coming Congressional campaign so as to
tell the Democratic party that the Democratic members of the House have carried
out the instructions of the Chicago platform,
and that the matter is still pending in the
House. Mr. Morrison is quoted as saying
that Mnrri'-nn lrnrnr'· ■■·"" ""nnrli Hint Ihrrr
he prefers to
is no chance for the bill, and
have it a sort oi. galvanized subject for campaign issue—that a dead scheuie is fit only
for ridicule.
Editor Dana's Testimony.
A special to the Boston Journal says : The
testimony of Editor Dana is regarded as the

V1S11 IJUUIll U.UllUg

The Boston Strikers Show No
of Weakening.

To Beat the Puritan.

FOREIGN.

the men had for stopping work. They have
been receiving $1.35 a day, and it is pupposed
that the fact that the men employed by the
Fitchburg road at Cbeapside Bridge are receiving $1.50 a day has made the Connecticut
River road's men dissatisfied. Hie officials
have taken no notice of the action of the men
two secexcept to direct the foremen of the
tions to keep right on working themselves,
and if any of the men returned to set them
has
to work. Trainmen say that the trouble
extended the length of the line to this city,
but a prominent official of thj road says that
it is at present confined to the two gangs
mentioned above.

·"»·«»

MA«notfoo mill will

resumed.

Pian for an Alliance.
Cincinnati, May 0.—A confidential circular calling for a conference of the chief executive officers of the several trades unions of
the country to be held in Philadelphia May
18, lias caused no little discussion in labor
circles. Mr. I'. J. McGuire of Cincinnati,
general secretary of the ISrotherhood of Carpenters, whose name heads the call for the
conference, says in regard to it :
There Is no warfare to be waged, the trade
unions want no strife. We want the unions and
the Knights of Labor to effect a peaceful, permanent reconciliation, and to fraternize. During the
past few years men have been brought into the
order that want to crowd out all other labor
unions. Men have been initiated who have been
blackballed in other labor sooieties. They, therefore, have reason for exterminating the trades
unions. It Is this element that urges local unions
of workmen to disband and is doing incalculable
injury to the cause of labor by arousing antagonism and dissension in the labor movement. They
do this under cover of the Knlgnts of Labor, but
without authority from that hotly.
I prepared tiie circular after due consultation in
various cities with many prominent labor men-

trades unionists and -Knights nf Ijilim·
ι"
IfTtni'irnc^meiits
η γ
in
bitter struggle between the unions and the
As
I
understand
of
Labor.
it, the object
Knights
is: To devise a plan fora closer alliance, and submit the same to the general officers of the Knights
of Labor for their adoption. It is hoped that in
this way both orders can enter into a reciprocal
agreement or understanding to work together in
or antagonism, and
parallel lines without collision
without encroaching on each other's legitimate
have cropped
of
difficulties
tills,
work. For want
up in a number of instances, and unlcss.somethiug
of
their recurlikelihood
is
there
is done
every
rence in the future.
There is a certain raw, impatient, and inexperienced element that has recently floated into the
labor movement. This element is hostile to the
patient, constructive, conservative methods of
It is with a view to check this
trades unions.
strife-bleeding, anarchic element, and to arrive at
a harmonious understanding with the Knights of
Labor, that this call has been issued.
alike
of

a

The Chicago Strikes.
Chicago, May G.—Kothschild's Sons' employes offered to return to work on terms offered by the firm yesterday if they would be·
allowed to return in a body. The firm told
them they could return to work if they came
Some of
in one by one in the usual way,
them consented to come in that manner, but
last
night. It
none of them did soup till late
them will resume
is thought that many of
work today.
At a meeting of the Parlor Furniture Manufacturers' Association last evening the following was unanimously adopted: "Resolved, That we will not recognize any labor
union or deal with any committee, but with
individuals only."
The proprietors of the Deering Works decided at 9 o'clock this morning to grant a
working day of eight hours and an advance
Thé men
of 15 per cent, on the former pay.
will return to work to-morrow morning.

Preparing for Work.
Chicago, May 6.—A notice was posted
by the Illinois Central Kailroad Company
this afternoon, calling on its employes in the
freigiit houses to report at the freight house
Saturday morning, May 8, 1886, at 7 o'clock,
for duty, as work will be resumed. A few
clerks are working at the Baltimore & Ohio
depot, receiving and delivering light and
perishable freight. Mr. Abbott, the agent,
has notified the old hands that he will give
them until tomorrow afternoon to report for
duty, failing in which new men will be hired

at once.
The Michigan Central freight house openAbout thirty men were
ed this morning.
hired last night, and a full sorce is expected
to be on hand tomorrow.
To sum up, the depots now thoroughly
equipped for business are the Michigan Central, Galena Division of Northwestern,
Northwestern (other divisions), Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago, Burlington
& Qnincy, and the Wabash.
An officer of the police department said
this afternoon that it was firmly believed
that Stengo was the man who threw the
bomb. They are working to ffnd Burnett so
m-onrro

TMna

nnlina flpnlinp tft

named Carpenter, arrested yesterday.
Officer Barrett died today, making three
deaths to date among the injured policemen.
say

anything regarding

a

man

At Cincinnati.

Cincinnati, May 6.—The return of the
freight handlers to work has had but little
other classes of strikWhile here and there men are returners.
arc
others
striking. The laboring to work,
ers on the street railroads and others working for the city works were compelled to
stop work today. The mayor has appointed
a large special police force, and tonight citizens' organizations were made all over the

perceptible effect upon

Washington, May G.
In the Senate this merniug, Sir. Frye
eallcd up the Staten Island bridge bill. The
chair stated that the Senate had already given unanimous consent to continue the consideration of the commerce bill during the
morning hour and throughout the day from
day to day until disposed of. The state commerce bill was therefore laid before the Senate.
Mr. Wilson of Iowa, offered an amendment
providing that the provision of the bill
against receiving more for a shorter than for
he continued, as
a longer haul should not,
authorizing any railroad company to charge
as much for a shorter as for a longer haul.
Messrs. Ingalls, Allison and Cullom spoke
against the Camden amendment.
Mr. Vance was in favor of the amendment
and thought the bill, even with Camden's
amendment would fall short of doing justice
to the people.
Mr. Wilson's amendment was then agreed
to. A great number of amendments were
submitted and ordered tÔ be printed, among
them the following:
by Mr. Edmunds, providing that whenever
any common carrier shall violate or refuse to
obey any requirements of commission it
shall be the duty of the commission to apply
to the United States Circuit Court for a hearing on short notice in the matter complained
of without the formal pleadiugs and proceedings necessary in ordinary equity suits. Tho
amendment further authorizes the court, if it
find a company guilty of disobedience, to
cause it to forfeit a sura not to exceed $500 a
day after day to be named Dy the court. Mr.
Edmunds explained the object of his amendment to be to make it impossible for railroad
companies to tie up complaints against them
This*
by legal proceedings and delays.
amendment is now pending amendment.
The amendment submitted by Mr. Morgan
It provides that if
relates to conspiracy.
two or more persons with intent to prevent
the movements of any locomotive or train
used or about to be used for carrying passengers from one State to another or to or
from any Territory or to or from any foreign
country or to or from any Indian tribe, shall
conspire together, or agree together, or unite
with common intent, unlawfully to obstruct
or prevent movement of such locomotive,car
or train, or loading or unloading of any such

ity οί any officer or employe of any railroad
company, shall be guilty of conspiracy and
on conviction shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than six months or by a
tine of not more than $500, or both as the
court shall direct.
Mr. Miller, from the committee on education and labor, reported favorably the bill
applying to letter carriers provisions of section 3,73H of the revised statutes, making 8
hours a day's work.
It was unanimously agreed that a vote
should be taken on the inter-state commerce
bill before adjournment on Tuesday next.
HOUSE.
In the morning hour, Mr. Hatch of Missouri, called up the bill to create a departThe opposiment of agriculture and labor.
tion to the measure took the form of dilatory
motions, which were submitted by Mr.
Breckenridge of Kentucky, Mr. Hewitt of
New York, at.d Mr. Blount of Georgia, and
the morning hour expired without any consideration of the bill having been entered up-

IiONDON, May C.—Sir. Gladstone in the
House of Commons this afternoon stated
that Greece's assurances in respect to keeping peace were not sufficient to justify Turkey's abandoning her warlike preparations
for defence. He added that unless Greece
complied with the terms of the collective
note presented to her by the powers yesterwould forthwith take steps
day, the

powers

requisite to compel compliance.

Athens, May 6.—The Greek Cabinet met

this afternoon to discuss the collective note
of the powers demanding more precise assurIt is beances that the Greeks will disarm.
lieved the Cabinet will refuse to yield to the
demand. The ministers of the powers are
preparing to depart from Greece.
Athens, May 6—(7 p. ni.)—The reply of
Premier Delyannis to the ultimatum of the
powers has just been delivered and is considered by them inadequate. The foreign
ministers will leave Athens tomorrow morning. Great excitement prevails here. Soldiers of the garrison have been summoned to
die barracks, and they will go to the front
tomorrow. Several members of the Cham
ber of Deputies who are officers in the army
have been ordered to the front. The General commanding the Greek troops on the
frontier telegrauhs that the Turks are massing, and that he has ordered a similar movement by his troops.
A Turkish gunboat has arrived at Piraius.

The House then went into committee -of

'^Sc^fflrafifiiiiior amendments were agreed to.

Motions to recommit the bill with instruct-

ions to report back the measures appropriating respectively ten and eight million dollars for river and harbor improvement made
by Messrs. Spooner of Rhode Island and
Holman of Indiana, were rejected.
The bill was then passed, yeas 143. nays
102.

The bill as amended appropriates $15,lfei,277.
An unsuccessful attempt was then made
to bring up the electoral count bill and the
House at 5.30 p. iu., adjourned.
DISCONTENT.
A Long Resolution Condemning
Canadian Confederation.

the

Halifax,May 6—In the Provincial House
of Assembly last evening, Provincial Secretary Fielding gave notice of a motion embodying the following resolution :
Kesolved, That previous to confederation. Nova
Scotia was in the most healthy fluauclal condition g
that the financial terms of the Union were wholly
inadequate to permit Nova Scotia to meet the requirements of the various services left under her
management; that an appeal was made by Nova
Scotia to the imperial government for tiie repeal
of the Union, and that the imperial government
refused assent until a further trial of the Union
wa&made, but requested the government and Parliament of Canada to modify any arrangement

which might be prejudicial to the interests of
Nova Scotia; that in October, 1868, Sir John A.
Macdonald, in a letter to Hon. Joseph Hume, referring to the imperial request, stated that, for the
sake of securing the co-operation of the people of
Nova Scotia in putting in operation the new constitution, Ills government would enter upon the.
inquirv whenever it would suit Nova Scotia's convenience, mid would engage to press upon Parliament with all the influence they possessed, the
legislation required to carry out any financial readjustment thai might be agreed to ; that tli« Dominion government and Parliament had never
carried out the request of the imperial government, nor the promise of Sir Jolie A. McDonald;
that for 19 years under a union a feeling of discontent with resard to financial arrangements has
prevailed; that this feeling is believed by this
house to be more general and more deeply fixed
than ever before: that the commercial as well as
the financial condition of Nova Scotia is iu an unsatisfactory and depressed state ; that the terms
,01 cne conieaeraiion, me mgii tarin aim usczu
laws of the Dominion, are largely the cause of this
unsatisfactory state of the finances and trade ;
that there is at present no prospect, while the
Province remains upon the existing terms of union, a member of the Canadian Federation, that
any satisfactory improvement in the foregoing respects is at all probable ; that previous to 1867
were in progress for a union of the

A New Cable.

Pabis, May 6.—M. Granet. Minister of
Posts and Telegraphs, has granted a charter
to a French company to lay a new cable between Brest and New York, via Guadeloupe.
The State guarantees a portion of the capital
on condition that the cable be manufactured
in France and be laid by French ressels.

negotiations

Maritime Provinces, but were interrupted by negotiations or a larger union; that it now appears,
as it did then, that the interests of the peoûle of
the several Maritime Provinces now incorporated
with Canada are in most respects identical; that
the members of this branch ol the Legislature of
Nova Scotia are of the opinion and do hereby declare their belief that the financial and commercial interests of the people of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward's Island would be
advanced by those Provinces withdrawing from
the Canadian Federation and uniting under one
government: tliat if this be found impossible that
this Assembly deems it absolutely necessary that
Nova Scotia should ask permission from the im-

perial

Parliament to

withdraw from

tbe

union

with Canada, and return to the status of a Province of Great Britain, with full control over all
fiscal laws and tariff regulations within the Province, such as prevailed previous to 18*7, and that
this house thus declares its opinion and belief in
order that the candidates for the suffrages of the
people at the approaching election^ may be enabled to place this vitally important question of
separation from Canada before them for decision
at the polls.
FROM A ROYAL FAMILY.

Step-Daughter

of

Col.

Bonaparte Becomes

a

Jerome

Nun;

city.

Cleveland Flooded with Circulars.
Cleveland, 0., May 6 —Considerable excitement prevails here this morning over the
discover}' that the city was flooded during
last night with copies of the Chicago socialistic circular calling workingmen to arms.
As yet no open demonstrations have been
made by the Socialists.
Wloro Switchmen Strike.

Chicago, Mav 6.—Switchnifen on the
Wabash, Grand Trunk, Chicago and Atlantic and Chicago and Eastern Illinois, struck
today necessitating the suspension of freight
those lines. The men have been
receiving $45 and demand $5fi per month.
traffic

on

Cranite Cutters on a Strike.

Boston, May 6.—Seventy-five granite cutters employed by the Hallowell Granite
Company in Charlestown struck today because the company refused to comply with
the terms of the new list presented Dy the
Granite Cutters' Union last Monday.
39·
The Third Avenue Strike.
New York, May 7.- -It was thought last
on the Third Avenue
nip lit that the strike
railway of New York city was ended, but
did not return to
men
this morning the
work, as they were not satisfied with the
terms proposed by the company.
Labor Notes.
Fifteen weavers left the Hallowell cotton
mill recently on account of some disagreement about the quality of the word performed. Λ portion of them have returned to the
mill.

Another steamer
but the crew were saved.
was sent from Halifax to their relief, but
was unabie to land there owing to the storm.
Cn a Connecticut Railroad.
The Dufferin's shipwrecked crew were then
Springfield, Mass., May 6.—The officials
left to remain there all winter. They constructed a hut and saved a little food from
of the Connecticut Kiver liailroad Company
the wreckage, to eke out a miserable existwere notified this morning that the section
ence, and suffered greatly from hunger and
April 14th men employed in the yard at Holyoke, about
exposure during the winter.
fifteen in number, had quit work, and also
Green left in a small open boat, and after
many thrilling experiences arrived at Cape that the men employed on the section bewalked
he
Thence
Hosier, 200 miles distant.
and Cheapside Bridge, a
to Gaspe, and finally arrived at Halifax. Tire : tween Hatfield
not working.
government steamer Napoleon III, will very i mile south of Gccenfield, wero
I No statement was made of the reasons which
likely be sent for the rest of the crew.

Opening

of the

Arguments In

The charter requires
French Parliament.

It is officially announced that the cholera
lias appeared in Venice and Vicenza. Several cases and some deaths are reported in
*
those places.
Beck, the pretender to the throne of Denmark, has been expelled from that country.
The Knights of Labor delegates continue
active in the Midland iron district. At a
meeting Wednesday a resolution was adopted that the time had come for trades unions
to federate. Delegate Bird supported the
resolution.
The industrial conference at Rome has
adopted England's proposal that all products bearing a false indication of their
place of origin may be seized if imported
from any of the countries represented in the
conference.
A Wholesale Fraud-

Montueal, May G.—A Frenchman named
Paul De Laneuville, has been arrested here
on charge of issuing false bonds. For sometime past he has been passing himself as the
Fancier De
Credit
authorized agent of
France and has been issuing bonds and collecting their face value by installments. Suspicion being arroused, application was made
to C. O. Perrault, vice consul of France, who

communicated with the proper authorities
wno repieu tnai mo créait rauncr ue r nunc
had no agent in Canada and that a fraud
It is expected that
was being perpetrated.
The
strange revelations will take place.
amount involved is said to be very large.

Baltimore, May 5.— Miss Constance Edgar, the

step-daughter of

Col. Jerome. Bona-

parte, paid adieu to the world and society
today and was wedded to the church as a
Colonel
nun of the Order of the Visitation.
and Mrs. Jerome Banapaite, Jerome and
Louise Bonaparte, brother and sister of the
young religieuse, Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
Bonaparte, Mrs. Day of Boston, mother of
Mrs. C. J. Bonaparte, and friends from Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Washing-

ton attended the ceremony.
The little chapel of the Convent of the
Visitation was beautifully decorated with
flowers. Twenty nuns composed the choir
that sang the music of a solemn high mass

celebrated by Cardinal-elect Gibbons, assisted by Very Rev- Alphonse Magrien, superior of St. Mary's Seminary, Kev. L. Chapelle
of Washington and Kev. Charles Gieson of

Baltimore. When the mass was concluded
Miss Edgar, known in religion as Sister
Mary de Sales, kneeling at the foot of the
altar, made the perpetual vow of poverty,
and then prostrated
chastity, and obedience,
herself in full length on the sactuary floor
and was covered with the black pall, while
the nuns softly chanted "De Profundis."
The archbishop then placed a crown of flowers on her head and gave her the silver
cross, when the choir sang a joyous anthem.
Miss Edgar is but 20years of age, beautiA year after she enful and accomplished.
Her
tered society she tired of its gayeties.
father died in New York, ana her mother,
Daniel
who is a great grand-daughter of
Webster, married Colonel Bonaparte at New
York.

Phillip Brooks Honored.
Philadelphia, May o.—At the session
of Protestant Episcopal Convention today.
Her. Dr. Phillip Brooks was nominated for
assistant Bishop on the ninth ballot, receivTellers
1U1.
ing 82 votes out of a total ofthe
laity taken
were appointed and a vote of
clerthe
of
the
action
by parishes conhruied
gy by a vote of 63 to 33.
I
_

Suspected of Murderous Assault.
Seymoub, Conn., May 7.—Frank Ennis, a
blacksmith, aged 25, was found lying in a
pool of blood on Main street early this mornHis sk nil
ing in an unconscious condition.
was fractured and his face so badly cut that
remained
He
he was scarcely recognizable.
unconscious all day and there is little hope

Ennis is known to have
of his recovery.
been in a drunken row with two men Satur-

day night and these men are suspected of
having committed the murderous assault. An
investigation is being made.
An Arrest in High Life.
Wallijtgfokd, Conn., May 6.—Frank H.
Morse, whose social position is very high
for
arson
was
arrested
yesterday
it being charged that he set fire to the glass
The arrest has ere
works en May 20, 1883.
ated a sensation.

Charged with Homicide.
New York, May (i.—Nicklas Qeis and
Henry Krueger, drivers of a kindlieg wood

wagon, who yesterday killed Einil Kohmers
wre
by beating him to death on the street,
arraigned in court to-day charged witli homithe
to
testified
of
witnesses
cide. A number
killing and the accused were committed withmitted without bail for trial.
•

Hosmer and Laing.
Boston, May C.—George Π. Hosmer returned today from Montreal, where he succeeded in making a wager with Joseph
Laing for S500 a side. The contest will
occur not later than July 20, and the final
deposit will be made three driys before the
race.

A syndicate has arranged for the purchase
of the Nova Scotia sugar retijiery for $230,00»
which sum isaiteady subscribed, and a resumption of operations at tiie refinery is assured.
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Boston, May C.—The arguments in the
hearing on the New York and New England
bond sale were begun this morning before

The Croat

Fight Over.

Albany, Ν. Y"., May 6.—Governor Hill
signed the bill annulling the Broadway
Railway charter at 5 o'clock Tuesday night.
The bill arranging for the winding up of
the annulled corporation has been amended,
has newly passed the Senate, ami reached
It is now a part ol
the Governor yesterday.
the plan for the attorney general to apply to

the courts for the appointment of a receiver.
The great light is over. The Broadway rail
is nobody's
property, but is in
way
the hands of the pe«ple of the State, there to
remain until the franchise is sold over again.

Stopped In Time.
Shenandoah, Pa., May 6.—An unsuccessful but well planned attempt to burn the
whole section of this borough was made
about midnight last night, by unknown parties. Fires were simultaneously started at
three different places in the fifth ward. The
section is built up with dry wood. Fortunately the flames were discovered before
they obtained full headway, and were extinguished without causing serious damage.
There is no clue to the incendiaries.

Big Shingle Mill Idle.
Muskegon, Mich., May (5.—The Muskegon
Shingle and Lumber Co.'s mill, the large.-t
oil the lake, shut down this morning owing
The
to the blockade by the Chicago strike.
mill has been running day and night, employing 180 men, and cutting Ι,ϋυΟ,ΟΟΟ shingles a
day and has 6,000,000 piled on the dock.
There have been no shipments for a week
ana nie

mm win not

start

uuiu

20

Totals

Famous Hearing.

the sanction of the

Foreign Notes.

r.

Lawkebce, May

the

--1--

French New Hebrides Company on Espiriter
Santo Island have been massacred by a party
of natives from Port Stanley. The Governor
of New Caledonia lias despatched a transport with troops to the island to render any
assistance that may be required.

~

Rellley.

the Committee on Claims in the Green Room
which contained an audience of fair size.
Mr. Stackpole put in copies of certain records of the railroad compuny.
Attornoy
General Sherman then opened on behalf of
the Governor and Council. After congratulating the committee upon being so near the
end of this protracted hearing, he detailed
the circumstances under which» he made
what Mr. Gaston termed "a foul, malicious
and malignant charge or aspersion upon the
the*'haracterof the counsel for the petitioners."
Proceeding to consider whether Mr. Field
has a claim in law or equity, the Attorney
General, after reading the decisions of the
Supreme Court in the cases of Palmer v.
Haverhill and Mayo, Jr., and others as the
County Commissioners of Hampden, argued
that Mr. Field has no claim because his bid,
being the highest, was not accepted, the
Governor and Council having expressly re.
English Editors or. Our Riots.
served the right to reject bids. If the bonds
London, May 6.—The Daily News, in an
were not legally sold they belonged to the
:
territorial
"The
democracy
editorial, says
Commonwealth still, and Mr. Field has no
of America will make very short work of
It is said that the
interest in the question.
Governor and Council had no right to take
Anarchist plots, when once it has been
into consideration the purchase of the prearoused, as it is now likely to be, to take ferred stock, but he said that they had a
action against them.
right to do so. But practically this is an acThe General
tion by petition for libel.
The Daily Telegraph says that there is no
Conrt is the highest court in the Commonneed to fear that the law breakers in Chibut this is the first time he ever
wealth,
cago will overpower the police. "It becomes
thought an action for libel could be susus. however, on this side of the Atlantic,"
And yet this is practically what
tained.
Mr. Field has here. Mr. Field seeks a vinhow
far
we
consider
says the Telegraph, "to
dication simply because the Governor wrote
are responsible for the savage emeute in
On the contrary, the
a letter abusine him.
Chicago. The saddest charge that can be
Governor never sought, and lias not irorn
all
hi»
is
that
Mr.
Gladstone
brought against
the beginning, to do Mr. Field an injury. He
administrations have abdicated in Ireland
lias maintained a silence under circumthe first function of a government which is
stances that hardly
any other governor
sui
renis
in
seen
the
result
The
to govern.
would. This whole trouble was begun and
der he fain would make to the Irish irréconfo*ed upon the State by Mr. Field, and if he
ciliable· in America. The Chicago riot has
goes out of this Commonwealth with a repushown us anew whet manner of men the
tation not as good as he came into it with, it
supporters of these Irish bills beyond the is his own fault and lies at his own door.
Atlantic are."
Mr. Higginson got the bonds, and Mr. Field
The London Times says: "The riot in
has ever since been crying to the CommonChicago is a sign that American industry
wealth of Massachusetts to protect him behas now to contecd with all the difficulties
cause Mr. Higginson got ahead of him in his
which capitalists of Europe have had to deal
own game.
with. One source of safety, however, lies
The Attorney General argued that there
in the fact that Americans are not blind to
was noOccasion for the foreclosure of the
these dangers, and Burse no visionary hopes
road, and, in conclusion, said that, while the
as to the best mode of averting them.
committee could simply vote leave to withdraw, they ought to pass upon the GovernThe Fight for Home Rule.
or's actions in the matter and upon Mr.
London, May 6.—The British Cabinet Field's course. Under the evidtftice, the
commitiee, he submitted, must report leave
will meet on Friday to continue the disto withdraw.
cussion of the Irish question. The Daily
Hon. David Dudley Field then addressed
News states that Mr. Chamberlain has the committee.
After premising that he
would be allowed to speak not merely with
caused it to be intimated in Cabinet circles
that he is willing to support the home rule
the rights of an advocate, but with the freedom of a son, Mr. Field continued by rebill on the second reading provided a pledge
be given that the Irish members shall be reviewing the circumstances connected with
The
th 3 advertising for proposals and the subtained in the Imperial Parliament.
anti-disunion
Viiila, nsKlug what rights, if any,
fund of the Liberal
«iWUiitlfie- ..ittinb
χου,υυν, auu~ promises to
the invitation and the bid created. The sale
nmr
reach ten times that sum. Herbert Spencer,
could be made only for that which could be
Prof. Huxley and Prof. Tyndall have joined
invested, for money. The rules of law and
the committee.
of jusiice which should govern this transact
Lord Ilartington has consented to introtion were that the sale should be perfectly
duce in the House of Commons a motion to
open and free, the sale should be for cash
reject Gladstone's home rule on its second only, and tjie.reservation should be such only
as the public interests of the cuiiroitm-iro^ui.
reading.
In the House of Commons tonight Mr
to get the most money into its treasury reChamberlain gave notice that he would move
quired. But how did the petitioners learn of
the rejection of the land purchase bill.
tne proposed sale. One learned it by accident when coming out of church on Sunday.
Endorsing Cladstone.
Mr. Field argued that the Governor and
Council accepted the lower bid by arrangeDublin, iJay C.—Four· hundred Catholic
ment between themselves before they rejectpriests attended a meeting at Duncannon,
ed
the higher, and submitted that in the anCounty Tyrone, today, called to give exnals of the executive chambers of this counhome
Gladstone's
on
to
their
views
pression
try there will not be fouud the equal of the
rule policy, in compliance with the Premier's
language used by the Governor, as to the
to
take
invitation to all bodies in all Ireland
New York bidders, in respect to anv respect
action In the matter. Most Kev. Daniel
able citiqen. Mr. Field read the Governor's
iVIcGettigan, D. D., Archbishop of the statement in regard to the sale, commenting
diocese of Armagh, presided over the conupon various portions of it, and continued :
Resolutions were unanimously
vention.
What could Messrs. Field and Sage and their
adopted endorsing Gladstone and his homtf associates do, or any man of spirit do, but
rule policy.
throw it back, although they had to throw it
From Rome.
into the sacred precincts of the Executive
Chamber of Massachusetts? They threw it
announced
Komi·; May G.—It is officially
hack and said it was false. He declared that
that the Archbishops of Eennes, Rhems- it was for the committee to say w hether citiSens, Baltimore and Quebec are to be cre- zens of New York had equal rights in Masated Cardinals.
sachusetts, and whether the office of the
Twelve new cases of cholera ami five
Governor also conferred the privilegeof libel.
in
deaths from the disease were reported
The committee adjourned to next Tuesday,
Vicenza yesterday.
when the closing arguments will be made by
R. R. Bishop for the State and ex-Gov.
Hon.
Massacred by Natives.
Gaston for Mr. Field.
the
of
officials
0.—The
London, May
—■■
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Brilliant

feated the

J·"

Defeat·

Portland

O'Kourke. 3b

THE Ν. Y. AND Ν. E. BOMDSALE.

■

on.

A

New Yobk, May 5.—Mr. John Dirnon,
of the charter members of the Brooklyn
Yacht Club, who has built end owned »
greater number of sailing yachts than auy
man in the United States, went on to Boston
last week for the purpose of looking at the
new sloop Mayflower while she was yet upon
the stocks. He returned to Brooklyn yesterday. In reply to a question, he said :
"She should beat the Puritan ; she is larger,
for one thing, and size may always be expected to tell. The allowances of the clubs
are not enough to offset difference of size.
Then, too, the men who have her in charge
were in the Puritan last season. She will be
tried with the Puritan as soon as she is rigged. I'll say this, that, in the trial races between the four yachts, the Puritan, Mayflower, Priscilla ana Atlantic, at the finish those
near enough
on the Atlantic will always be
to see which boat crosses the line first without using their eye glasses."
one
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Kiley,

ψΐ
£

cf

O'Connell, lb
Burns, rf
Beet·her,
Gorman,
Burke, If
Donald, 3b
Cox, S3
Pettee, 2b

jj
||
3

9
·*
27
1 2
Ο
..2 «

Totals

Innings

Portland·
Lawrences

Bases stolen—Klley,
Wild pit-^
Beechcr, 1.
base on balls—by G· rinaa» _**·
—Portlands, 3. Dû w γ

τ

Gorman. 5; Hatfteld, ·*$«
lands, 2; Lawrencesi 1.

y mDtre_- MelutW^,
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Wednesday's oak* at
The following is thé
or
the
game at Haverhill when
out the heavy

hitters||
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aK
*

Galllgan, If
Keains. hs
Wheelock, 2b
Hatfield, 3b
8heffler, cf
O'Hourke. c
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ψΑ

*
*
±
±

Reilley.rf

*

Cavanajib, lb
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±
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0
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McGarr^b
Munee, rf

1
4.

Ο

1
I

2
*

35

0

"
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«0
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Hawkes,
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Harmon, II
slattery, ci

31

Cooney, c
Oonley, ρ
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1

0
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Two base bits—Carl. Hearns,
First base en bals—by
stolen— McGarr, 2.
ley, 1. lrst base ou errors— Portlands, ·'· i-eii
Struck out
on bases—Portlands, 3 ; ïl.iverhills, 2
H·
—by Conley. 14: by
8.
Wild
1.
—O'Ruurke.l ;
I mpire
Time of game—li hour 46 minute#;
1
Ο
0

Innings

Portlands

Haverliills

j

McKinjer

Çon-

_

M<*Klnjey,
pitchesVonley,
douley,

sbaunnessey.
BOSTON BLUES TO-MORROW.
The Portlands will play the Β "«α Blues
-a
to-morrow afternoon and a g"Q
£ I
be looked for. The/BStI
graph Company, have ι
at the groiyKT
and all
:.°'Λ
,■>"
bj
laii(t Lreffue games win
^*f?e
clock.
ο
3
at
innings. Game
■

wiiri^^too
(■THEB UAMES-

S Bue
AC Boston-Brockton», 7; Boston Blues.
K*-irs—»lu»s,
hits—Blues, 6; Brockton»,. 13.
11; Brocktons, 9.
At Broiiklvii-Bro..klyns, 15; Baltimore», 13.
At HaTerhili—Newt'uryports 3, HaverhUla 2.
Has bits, Haverhllls 6. Newburyports, errors,
Uaverhllls 2, Newbui.veorts 8.
At New York—Ne« forks 7, WashinRtons.
At St. Louis-Kan .^Cltys 1, ht. Loul» 3- <»aas«
this innings on account of
called at the end of t
_

At
At

-4.5: Détroits, 1.

Chicago—Chic

Philadelphia— I'l iladelpblas, 18; Boston».*.

NOTES.
The State Intercollegiate season opens at
1,1
LewTston
Colby and
Bates teams meet. A good ileal of interest
has already been «jpeloped in the coming
college contest. The nines are mure evenly
matched than ever befoie.
That little troub e with the telegraph wire»
Wednesday was venleonveuient for Haverhill.
The Icrowds in front of the newspaper
·<!
ball returns are comt
ing remind one of election times.
T

~~

THE STAT·.
ANDBOSCOaOIN COUNTY.

i.liam died yesterday afternoon at Lewisun,;., of heart dIsea.se, aged
*
about 60.
He waslfor
or five years pastor
pastoï*
h at Meredith*
Men
and for fifteen years at WWtingsviim
ÏÇMtingsv'
came to Lewiston two years ago, to eiffc
his children.
F&A.N Κ

I-lMcOtlXT V

Seneca Gardner, Hying on the Wvmn
farm at Temple, lost his buildings by fire
He and his wife went to k
Saturday night
1

:

look after thing
Their house, el1, stable,
rattle and a pair of yearbarn, live head
:
ling steers bt*Ion ng to <ί. H. Jeeklne,
all their household effect ·, Imhmj _t^>ls.
etc., were burned. It is billeted the tirew*»
set by a tramp.
HANCOCK COUNTY·.
Thirteen vessels ere at Bucksport, preparfor
trips to the Grand Bunks. They will
ing
employ about 250 men.
KNOX COUNTY.
Work was be.uin Wednesday morning upon
the stand-piue which is to supply the
town of Rockland nd JbF -ton.
! ne pipe
will be the larges» in
'the

country, holding 36i
ing 1500 tons. It is

to*

Mr. and Mrs. v* Ik
en γ,
celebrated their g

kknneAc CO
General Man«„ MTucke
villeWednesday.ii view the
posed new railrimd shops.
Mr. Walker Β
from New York Wednesd-

-flHRHpf

Gardiner aow haW,
At the Hallowell Λ
recently, a stone, 90 fi
and 12 feet thick, was I
two kegs of gunpov.dei
the largest piece of gi
"1MBL
the ouarrv.
Dr. \V. H. Leighton, of ι
been appointed assistant s
tioual Soldiers'Home in
Shad are caught in large
Kennebec, and sb^^^^K
York.
The Colby
change the publication iron» »
semi-monthly, and
«.
literary editors frq*^
tor- who have th· *?Λτ
next year are:
Jj,,.·
Fred K. Owen.
itl,j j}. 1>. Eaton, all
junior class.

^οβΒηΙι
<

ends.
Will Remain in Boston.

Boston, Slay 6.—The Rev. Philips Brooks,
who is now in Chicago, enroute for California, has sent a despatch to his parish to the
effect that he will not leave Boston to except
the bishopric for which he has been nominated.

|

v

PEN

COUNTY.

at
■

present ûod
ii»4i.

V

nty of
.''.inds

often landed.
Ernest Pratt, a bright 15 years old boy,left
lii- home at Sober last Sunday, and
since been found,

are

Pleaded Not Cuilty.
jga
•
SAGADAHOC COUHTY.
York, May 6.—Aldermen Farley,
indicW.
I.
and
Cleary
Col.
spuuldiab
of JRlchmon·!.
Wendell, McQuad, Duffy
ted for bribery in connection with Broadway,
ïidtfewock,
in
were
Memorial
Lon
Day. J
arraigned
Ν. Y. railroad franchise
vvAi.no cocsty.
court to-day and pleaded not guilty.
Β Mr. and ■
George") lei
GENERAL NEWS.
Ga.
They
through the South.
The oldest inhabitant of Worcester, Mass.,
But thirteen 1 i<1 uagjBHhe η U were found
her
is Mrs. Mary Gould, who will celebrate
at the recent session of the grand
lotith birthday on the 4th of July.
jurv in
and only $350 obtained
Belfast,
Ex-President Ilayes has been chosen a del- I fines.
Nathe
Ohio
in
egate at large to represent Grand
The jury summoned to investigate 11
Army at
tional Encampment of the
cent fire in
BelfasL^^fcnot re,
San Francisco next summer.
ny sufficient to impl.rate any one.
! ?
Albert Lyon of Ashford, Conn,, SO years
»"
have fire-bug* In our
Wednesold, committed suicide by hanging
it will be wt
city
;
I
wish
did
not
he
and
is
sick
wife
day. His
■mined to ferret
to survive.
them out.
New

Desperate Character.
The Belfast Journal says that William
Barnes who recently escaped from the Insaue Asylum and afterwards committed an
assault upon a young lady at Buruham, for
which lie is now held is a desperate fellow.
His childhood was passed on Unity poor
farm. He Is a son of Thompson and Octavia Barnes and a nephew of Lydia Lnjrr.ibee
who was convicted of manslaughter at the
13 he
January term of court. At the age of
A

tried to wreck
near

a

train

on

the

Unity depot, by placing

Belfast branch

a

"jigger"

on

yokk cor nty.

Tobias l'illsbury, a farmer,
Portland road in Naco. and a
citizen, died suddenly abo

Thursday morning

living

on

having
seveuty-Bfth

hour. He was in his
and leaves a wife and
-,,n- and four dauglila

an

Real

the

venr,

Estate Transfers.

;

this county have

try of Deeds:
Portland Qwrlcs 1. OkiIôï, in Vr-nces I
?18o. ·.
JSLdJML·.
Edward 8. Mei 111 to Krederlc E.
Uaslc
$1 and other con-nltrati,
James Slater to Wm. o. Davis
h»
nett. land.

boat to
the track and then hid under an old "see the
await the coining of the train to
ι,ΙΙι,τ oiisnler;itioiis.^^^S^gia|j^^^^^^^M
he
night
same
The
fun," as he expressed it. C. Howe at Unity
Uaniel Pettlnt'lll to
The Maine
broke into the store of A.
.jfinuary, land .o„J buildings;
was arHe
LydiaC. KQgore >y y j· |E?· * ^
and stole a quantity of goods.
on the
obstruction
injrs. $800».
ψ
rested for placing the
his guilt was senPeaks' Islan; Hari»s τ
track and acknowledging
He
state prison.
Carney, land. «;< ·., '-fSjW
tenced to ten years in the
Deering—Frciicri™ jj
j
shortly afago.
was liberated about a year
11.;» com, land, t
lie conceived
ter his return from Thomaston
ν
Westbrook—
:■
J1,'.
wintei
the
of
spending
I
reenleaf, Ian i. * vVBt»
the brilliant idea
to tram{i
without work, and being too lazy
Harpswell— Albert! f
and was
brook,
rook, land. $ ,(n>.
he is alleged to have "played crazy"
wliert
Brunswick—J
.\ic\i*-,„.
carried to insane Asyluui at Augusta
Ui["»
cher, land. Ilea
he was «upported at the expense of the town.

*?,.

tiess

and folly of

strikes without adequate
better illustrated. It must
be harrowing to the feeling? of both sides to
reflect that the same concessions made three
weeks ago which have now been would
have averted the loss of thousands and tens
of theusands of dollars to both employes
and employed.

cause were never

,G» MAY 7.'
and communrfus letters
writer are
.^iilress of tin'
',„.t necessarily for pub-

iriUitS'«f4iu"<1

faJtl1
or

return
•rt ,HP «>

preserve

u*.enot »»*!·

STATE CONVENTION

i

v

W1W fjE HELD If

lALLt LEWISTON,
j

1886, at 11
9{ noBinatlng

tjpfl

o'olock

a.

m.,

candidate for
at the September elec■Apnorted other
business that may
¥fiig any

0ore

a

It.

be as
•presentation will
will be

follows:
entitled to

mil plantation
j for each seventy-live votes cast
ui andidato for Governor In 1884
legate, and for a fraction of forty
,[Seventy-flve votes, an addltion-

iniittec will be In session in the
iof ihe Hall at nine o'clock on the
Xmventinn, for the purpose of ro-

of delegates.
Maine wlw are in lavor of mainlive Tariff; who will Join In rennt now being niailc in a DemoKei>rcsentalives to iujure many
iduelrialInterests of Maine; who
* levât ing and dignifying human l;iItotbe laborer Ills just reward:
the
tedom of suffrase throughout
honest «sauting of tlie ballots;
V judicious measures for the encourwho believe
ëerlcan
lid responsible civil service and in
I Administration of the Government;
lie Prohibition of the Liquor Tranic
•Ion of the cause uf Temperance,
m ted. without regard to past |.olltln unite with the Republicans In
gates to this Convention,
■mihitorta state Committee.

uillais

shipbuilding;

losKI'TW^i*^ LEY, Chairman.
WIN 0, Secretory.

following :
The people

STRICT CONVENTION.
publicans of the First Congressional Disinvited to send (legates to a Convent ion
neld 111

dption Hal!,

-vj·
Portland, on Thursday,

June 3,1886,

2 o'clock p. iil, for the purpose of nominating a
audi date for Representative in Congress to be
supported t the September election, and transacting ar >ther business that may properly come

before i'
The b
Each c
gate
Rem

of representation will be as follows:
nd town will be entitled to one deleor each seventy-five votes cast for the
η candidate for Governor in 1884, an
additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
votes

in

excess

of

seventy-five votes,

an additional
will be in sesthe afternoon of

delegate. The district Committee
sion at the

o'clock

Hall at

ιιι« Λ:βιΐΥ(;ιΐΙΐυιι lui tuo

on

puijwac

ui

icwiuiib

tuc

credentials of delegates.
Per order Republican District Committee.
ANDIitîV.' HAWES, Chairman.
8. W. JUNK INS, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 3,1880.
The President's course, in the main, has been
upright and straightforward.—New Age.

"In the main" is

Morton's feelings

concession

a

we

to

Colonel

suppose.

George

Jones testifies that he has small
voice iu the management of the New York
Times.
It would throw more light on his
relations to the paper to know what per cent
of the one dollar a line for telephone editorials wentiuto his pocket.
The Knights of Labor cannot be held accountable ^iher directly or indirectly for
thè Chicago riot which was the work of Socialists. NeYMjjielires it is a wise move on
their part to (enounce it and its originators.
lake ityjtoo plain that they
They cai
work.
J

"Oris!

τ—-

The
consin in cau
riote at Bay View wî
men engaged in the disturbances there were
of the sain ilk as the men who raided the
McCormick reaper works—Socialists and
Anarchists. Iu no true sense of the word
were

they laboring men.

Mayor Harrison assures the good people
of Chicago that he believes that the police
are able to protect their lives and also the
good name of the city. The police have
given abundant evidence of their ability to
do the first, but to protect the good name of
the city while Harrison is mayor i* a.
job than they are capable of.
It appears from the New Age that it isn't
the offices the Democrats are anxious about,
but the fate of the country "Either the
Democratic party or the Republican party is
destined to rule the country," it remarks,
"and they [the DemocratsJ hold it to be the
duty of the President to do all in his power
to perpetuate the Democratic rule in the land
and thus avert the calamity of Republican
misrule and corruption." No doubt Chairiian Brown and other such luminaries of rein

THE DEMOCRATS AND THE COOPERS
The Democratic members of the Ways and
Means committee are getting some pretty
caustic lectures from their constituents for
their refusal to reduce the tariff on sugar in
hogsheads, and thus revive an industry
which has heretofore given remunerative
employment ;to a large number of laboring
men in half a dozen or more States of the
Union. The request of the coopers was a
very reasonable one. They simply asked
that a discrimination be made against English bags and in favor of American hogsheads. There is no reason to suppose that
such a discrimination would have increased
the cost of sugar to the consumer a mill.
It would have slightly decreased the revenue,
but this reduction would have been much
more than compensated for by the revival of
the cooperage industry, which has in the
past amounted to 88,000,000 yearly.and which
is now virtually dead. The Democratic Members o< the Ways and Means committee,
however, opposed it to a man.
It is gratifying to see that the Democrats
of such a Bourbon |State as Virginia are not
inclined to let the occasion pas» without dedelivering some sharp reprimands to their
Congressmen, one Jof whom, Mr. J. Randolph Tucker, is a member of the Ways and
Means committee.
In an editorial on the subject in one of the
Alexandria Democratic papers we find the

heartily concur.
(E CHICACO POLICE.

nergy and bravery displayed by the
go police force in its combat with the
of Tuesday were an agreeable surprise,
a city where the thieves and desperadoes
ave had so potent a voice in the municipal
government there was danger that the police
would be composed of men to a certain extent iu sympathy with them and disposed to
deal with them tenderly. But the conduct of
TTia Chicago force could not have been better
had it been composed of men selected expressly on account of their courage and their
belief in the majesty of law. They stood
their ground against the bloodthirsty mob as
unfalteringly as if they had been soldiers of
the regular army, accustomed to the whistle
of bulletsand the explosion of shells. The
contrast between
~'r conduct and the con'ice in the face of a
Atermlned is very

immense superiority

of tills district demand that the
cooperage interests be restored, if It can be bv
the vut^s gnd influence o[ the State's representatives in Congress, and if they cannot be prevailed
on to do their duty it will be the people's business
t« send men there who will. If this trade is lost
tlirtugh the neglect or opposition of the Demowonld
not
cratic
bet
Congressmen, we
election of
a Democratic Conmuch 011 the
in
this
district
this
fall.
The
gressman
interest at slake in this cooperage trade wliiuli
has been lost, but may he restored, is too great to
be trilled with, ahd there are enough interested
in it to defeat Ihe party whose representatives are
responsible for Its loss. It will be found that
there are interests pending greater than party

loyalty.
Again the

same paper referring to the defeat of the measure in committee says :

imbecility ol the Democratic leaders of
Virginia was shown when our Kepresentatives in
Congress-exhibited either an unwillingness or inThe utter

a measure, which, if adopted,
would have restored to this State a trade that was
worth about $3,0< 0,000 per annum to nur people.
Is it not about time Huit the masses of the Democratic party in Virginia were cutting loose from
the fossilized remains of Bourbomsin and sentimentalism, and make polities subservient to their

capacity to advocate

inatf»riii1 intpwsls

Another Democratic paper of the same
State after referring to the indifference of
the committee, says the people of Virginia
interested in this matter "are more interest"
ed in their own Individual welfare than in
the success of the Democratic party, especially as that party is now run, and as they hear
that all the Republican members of the Committee are in favor of the bill, they look upon
Republicans with more favor than formerly,
and are already speaking of voting the Republican ticket at the next election."
It should be borne in mind that the cooperage industry is of even more importance to
Maine than to Virginia. There are no Democratic Congressmen from this State to rebnke but there is a Democratic party.
STATE

Biddeferd Journal.
The unfortunate feature of Dr. Hamlin's
canvass for the Gubernatorial nomination is
the fact that it is being boomed by Democratic newspaper».
CONGRESSMAN REED.
Correspondence of the Boston

Portland
Record.
Sir. Reed's strength in the district has
naturally increased since he became the recognized lender of his party in the House,
and, unless eigBs fail, thn <- will )»« WJ ^
tie heart in the opposition to him. An out
and out Democrat said the other (day : "As a
Democrat I would like to see Reed defeated
of course, but, as a citizen of this district, I
want to have him re-elected.
A

DELEGATION

aid

sec& towj^appropriate

a

devisea^Portland

furJiuch larger quota to\ the militia
,li any other
city in tli&idtteAnd the Portland companies are unanhnwr? in desiring
that the muster be held here this year.
As
it is thirteen years since a muster was held
here it cannot be charged that they are asking for more than a reasonable share of recognition. On account of its railroad and
steamboat connections Portland is really tlie
most central point in the State and probably
ο other place can be so
readily rcached by
le great
majority of the troops. There are
If a dozen sites in the city and its suburbs
itable for a parade ground, sb there need
no hesitation in
ordering the encampment
re for fear that there will be
any lack in
it direction.
ds

can

be

ANOTHER STRIKE ENDED.
The strike on the Third Aveuue railroad is
ended
The company agrees

·»»

IfJPffin 800 of the strikers at once, and to
give the remainder a chance fit their old
places where vacancies occur. None of the
IS

new

go on the extra list, as fast as they

displaced by the old men.
men are to be discharged,

new

'"«ire Protective Association be discharged,
■< was the
original cause of the strike,
ttii'y all get back eventually they will
Uttle toshow for three weeks' idleof wages except the indirect
% the part of the
company, that
if not an imits cars without the
"ember* of the Empire Froteen'
The strikers have come
4i<l tlieir brethren on
they have had to
stand that none but
je einplojcd.
They have
1
and lia
at quired absothey (l.ii not have bea

very
to run

difficult,

JF<·

strikf.

IÎE-

Hons. T. B. Reed, Nelson
Dingley, Jr., Seth L. Milliken, and C. A.
Boutelle, compose a Congressional delegation not surpassed in influence and ability by
any delegation now representing the Congressional Districts of any State. We hone
and expect that Maine will retain this Congressional body, intact, through another
Such

men as

Congress.
LET THE KEI1UBLICAX MASSES DECIDE.

Ellsworth American.
Let the Republicans', call their caucuses
and make choice of sound and judicious delegates, who shall go to the convention unpledged. Thçn when they arrive there, let
them carefully look
over
the situation,
studying the best interest of the Republican
which
is
the
best
interest
of the whole
party
State, and cast their ballots for such nomination as will be wisest and best. Such a
course will, it seems to us, secure better results and prove more satisfactory to the people than would a nomination prematurely
made or influenced by partv leaders or organs.
THINKS Mil. BODWELL IS THE MAX.

Aroostook Republican.
We regard Mr. Bodwell as the man. We
have known him, personally, long and well.
We know him to be a thoroughly "representative" American citizen.
He has not
reached his present social and
business
standing by artificial aids. His own strong
lmnd and clear brain have been the only
means by which lie has climbed the ladder.
Coming from his native eranite State, a
mere boy, with a stone-cutter's chisel, his enly possession, in his hand, he has carved out
from the hard rocks of the bleak and barren
shores of Maine, an ample fortune and an
honest fame, lie is known all over the country as a man of immense energy, industry,
Like Gen. Grant, he
and executive ability.
is a man of deeds more than words.
CURRENT COMMENT.
WILL MAKE BISMARCK SMILE.
Boston

Traiiscript.
The speeches which incited the mob at
Chicago to attack the McConnick works at
The rioters at
that place were in German.
Milwaukee were Poles. The grim old cynic
at the head of the German ministry must
smile quietly when he notes these circumstances, and remembers the lectures the
American press has read him for attempting
to check che flow of emigration to this coun-

try.

THE HAPPY AND THE.UNHAPPY MAN.
N. Y. Sun.
Whn ί« ιυιαγα pnviahlû tVini lin lirlin finrle

his greatest pleasure in his work. And can
anybody be called happy who is not «ο minded— who has not something to do, day by
day, that enchains his attention and absorbs
his interest? There are two classes of pitiable beings in this great town—those who are
hunting in vain for work, and those who are
hunting for pleasure merely ; the unemployed
who want work, and the men who have not
learned to love work.
t'J.EAii OUT

THE

BIFF-BAFJF.

North American.
The loose politics and looser morals which
have given Chicago an unsavory notoriety
have combined to attract to that city a large
number of intending criminals. Now is the
time to sweep the city of such vile riff-raff.
Authorities who allow the terrorizing of
thousands of peaceable persons looking ta
them for protection should either retire and
give place to full-grown men or give a satisfactory reason why they disgrace the places
of power. To them it may be enough that
by fraud and violence they reached their
present positions. But that will Bot satisfy
the better order of citizens. It is not the
breach of order that condemns the ruler, but
the breach condoned, or overlooked. The
mace of civil power should descend swiftly
upon the head of the mob wherever it is uplifted. There is no other way.
THE FUTURE OF LABOR.
T. V. Powdcrly on Strikes and Arbi-

tration.

are

employes to

and the company
is to have tha right to make such selections
from the old force as it chooses, after they
have been put upon the extra list.
Apparently the settlement is the result of oonces*tons on both sidee. The strikers abandon
demand that men not members of the

*

BE

Mom).
Aroostook Republican.

.TE MUSTER.

J Mayor Chapman
tizens.
We have no
iims of other places,
there are many reaAould be selected this
edth anniversary of its
m occurs the first week
ations are making to api'e it.
It would seem to be
the State to recognize the
«y, and the ordering of the
during cen ten-

SHOULD

WHICH

lhe wasteful-

[From the North American Review for May.l
The prospect for the future of the laboring
man in America is brighter to-dav than it

notwithstanding

seemingly
"strained relations" at present existing between employer and employe.
That we are passing through an epidemic
of strikes, lockouts and boycotts is true ; but
the fact must not be lost sight of that, were
it not for the growing power of organization,
we should have a great many more strikes to
contend with than we have had for the first
three months of the present year.
The growth of organization for the past ten
It is onyears has been steady and healthy.
ly where organization is in its infancy that
serious troubles, such as strikes and lockouts exist. The causes from which strikes
ever was,

arc

BËST

THE

CONGRESS POWDER

the

and lockouts spring are to be found in all
parts of the country, but the methods of
dealing witli the troubles as they arise are
different. In places where no organizations
of labor exist, or where the seeds of organisation have just been planted, disputing parties are apt to become involved in strikes.

—AKD--

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

HASKELL & JONES,
OPPOSITE PKUIZMt HOIJI4E.
<i6ia
uovl2

keeping

give
evenings

themselves-

public

J

better,

evening

o'clock, except Saturday Evening
opening promptly
morning

quality,

larger

and

previous
leading
New England,

o'clock,

SPRING OVERCOATS

SUITS

offering

DUCEMENTS

quantity

tended to.

—

AT

Photographer,
OPPOSITE EALMOUTH HOTEL.
< all and examine our new style
Crayon and Colored Portraits beAim to
fore sitting elsewhere.
please. Prices moderate.
eixltf

api-14

LOCKE & LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

removed to

180 MIDDLE
Three doom

wee I

Joseph A. Locke.
fel>27

eoiltf

245 Middle St.

PERRY,
g WISH YOU WOULD GOMËTN
dtf

AND LOOK AT MY

BARGAINS IN WRITING PAPER BY THE POUND I
Scrap Books,

Box Stationery,
Hair Brushes,
Tooth Brushes,
Soaps,
Picture Books for Children, Memorandum Blocks
and Pocket Books.

STREET,

of foimer office.
Ika S. Locke.
dtf

SOUVENIRS FOR THE LADIES!
ISi:.tl TIFI'I. ,ΙΙΚΛΙΙΟ
Presented tn ladies attending the opera and holding coupon seats.
SACHET, colored satin and lace border, with exquisite picture of the Three Little Maids.

sion

First National Bank

Building.

STEPHEN

amA

fo&lcj

(qcmI ffiilrvUl]

No. 37 Plum Street.

HAWKES BROTHERS
—

IXEALKltS

IN

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
ami Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Melvik J. Hawkes.

Mawkes,

Geo. E.

Special

Attention

given to Cemetery "Work.

d6m

decl8

Continental
Exchange
at most favorable rater*.

THEJOMMON

EDUCATIONAL.

J.

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

the Montrose

a

l.iterest allowed

ap6d6ni

Photographer,
514

CMeMSSJT., Portland.

We guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
feblTdtf
Photographs.

deposits.

011

45 Wall

BONDS 2
Rockland
No. Pacific
Anson

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

tis & 4»
Bath
Maine Central..7a & 5s
P. & O. R. R—6s

6s & 4s

Gold..6s
4s

OROANIZËD

STREET, Portland.
ianldtf

No. 194 MIDDLE

January 1.1884,

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

IS

which has

RECEIVED !

for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantly on hand.

had thirty-six year3' experience.

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,
■

Dividends,

specialty.

offer for sale

a

good variety

and other first-class securities for Investment,
yielding from four to seven per cent interest.

Ladies' warranted $2.00 boots ; we
have them in both common sense and opera styles; we claim for this boot that it
is the best that can be sold for the price;
all widths, sizes and half sizes.
Gents' Hand Sewed Congress, Gents'
Band Sewed Bals, Gents' Band Sewed
Buttons.

32 EXCHANGE ST.
eodtf

myl

POLLEN, CROCKER & CO.,
NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

Low Shoes, 85 pairs only $2.00 per
pair to close; CO pair all odd sizes, no
two pair the same, at $2,25, former
$3.50; Gents' Newark Bress Band
ewed Shoes, the best on earth, all
widths, sizes and half sizes, at bottom
prices; Gent*' Stylish Medium Price
Congress and Bals.

trice

Pkivate Wibe

to

New Yokk

and

Boston.

IiWESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
STEW YORK
•

COBKESPOKDENÏR,

GREEN & BATEMAN.
BOSTONj

LËE,

HICCINSON & CO.
({notations constantly displayed.

Bress Button aid Congress Solid Burable School Boots.

muunnnMnHH lui

AffeotionB,
any part,
pain
or doep-seated,
quickly go when a Hop Plaster ■
is applied.
Prepared from Burgundy Pitch, ■

;

1

,t my

establishment,

3 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and Congress Sts.

H. F

have made and hold
ders for, is the

STOW

Call nud

HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
£400,000 according to the Massachusetts standard, and ol oyer 8700,000 by
the New'York standard.
Η Ε UNION MUT UAL, recognizing its mutuality, is tlie most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

Τ

d2m

misconception.
POLICIES ARE
INCO NTESTAHLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.

ITS

Upholstery and Drapery Dep't.
glad to advise with custompersonally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of showing you some superb new goods jest arlie will be

ers

rived.

Boston, April 10.

(120t

aprlO

P.C.P.&S.CO.

PAYS DEATH

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
immediately as soon as the
complete and satisfactory, and without
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.
are

ISSUES POLICIES

ÏTplans.

on

approved

all

ADVANTAGES of thin Company are
EXPERIENCE, ST KONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

THE
A(jrE,

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

a

circular

JOHN K. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES. Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. I)., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

SÏNKINSON,

JAMES

We beg to call your attention to our
Cement Stone Pavements, which we
make in three colors, and to onr Garden
If yon Intend to lay new
Borders.
walks or re-lay old ones you should call
at our office and see samples of work
and obtain prices.
Estimates for completed walks furnished if desired.

MANAGER FOB CITY AGENCY.
mar26

eodtf

PORTLAND CEMENT PIPE
Co.,

ST.
NO. 24 PLUM Uoow3w
apr27

HOTEL

DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotels at whlcn the Dailt
1'kkss may always be found.
ΛΙΒΙΒ.Λ.

7

I t

870,1.30.00

APPLICATIONS.RECEIVED

BY

"

eodSm

eod2w

Boat,

FOR SALE AT A BARCAIN !

{

Curtains,

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,
AND

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.
WE MAKE THE ONLY

BOUEI,
GENUINE
Boiler Is Standard.

our Stop
C3T"Ab1c your Dealer for them, tako no other.

and

[WHOLESALE.]
pr2l

over all 45 feet, width of beam 11
feet 6 inches, draft of water aft 5 feet, forward 2 feet; ehgme 8xlo, for either high or low
ressure ; locomotive boiler, keel condenser,
team pump, inspirator, etc. ; all machinery in
rst rate order. Will seat about 40 passengers;
as four-bladed "screw," and will steam from 12
r> 14 knots per hour.
For further information,
A. Del,ASK I.
ddress,
174 High bt., Boston, Mass.
aprlOeodlm

LENGTH

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

or-

eodly

"

Dirigo Mineral Water.
Iced water rums digestion ; Dirigo water im
roves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
eaHhful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
Our improved cans will keep the
■om the spring.
ater cool from 30 to 48 nours ; use of cans free

gallon 10 cents.
RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,

ater per

je23

413 Fore Street

dtf

was

MEW

French Dress Goods!
l>e have the best assortment

5ver shown.
All the Sovelties in

we

have

plain and combi-

nation.
Λ irrout many styles that cannot be

bought elsewhere.
Ettomiue, Sacaraisaus, and all the
Novelties in lilack (Joods.
The ladles say they are the handsomest in the city and entirely different
rom the goods in other stores.
We in·
rite all to
er

come

ill and see them, whethor not.

they nish,to buy

J. M. Dyer & Co.
oil CONGRESS STREET.
aplO

UIERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.-L. Kice
Son, Proprietors.

&

BRUNSWICK.
P. & K.
tor.

DINING ROOMS—W. K. Field,

Proprie-

CANTON.
-ANTON HOUSE—N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.
ΗΙΚΛΙΙ.
Ht. CUTLER HOU SE—Free mam
Pugsi^, Proprietor.

CORNISH VILLAGE.

LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor.
CALAIS.

30
Wonders·

Worked

My daughter
very bad off on account of
a cold,And
pain in her lungs. Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil cured her in twenty-four hours. One
of the boys was curcd of sore throat. This medicine has worked wonders in our
family," Alvah Pinckncy, Lake Mahopac, Ν, Y.

dly

Pleasure

Speaks Blight Up.

Have tried Thomas' Eclectric Oil for croup
and colds, and find it the best remedy I have
ever used in my family."
Wm. Kay, 510 Plymouth
Ave., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

STREET,

with tender, life saving appointments,#etc.,

81 Hartley St.. Boston, Bass.

106
41

BATH HOTEL—C. M. Pliuniuer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE-W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprietors.
BOLSTER'S 9I1LLÛ.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
3UINCY HOUSE—J. W. Johnson & Co., Proprie
tor.

severe

YORK.

STEAMJ^ACHT.

12

Spent Fifty Dollars

64

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

Handsome

tor.

You Can Depend On It.
Toothache and Neuralgia of the
used Thomas Eclectric Oil. This is
certainly the best thing 1 ever knew for the relief of pain of any kind. The house is never without it." Mrs. A. M. Frank, 177 Tupper Street,
Buffalo, Ν. Y.
For
head, I

Young, Pro-

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprle

In
doctoring for rheumatism, before I tried
Thomas' Eclectric Oil. Used a 50-cent bottle of
this medicine, and got out in one week. For burns
and sprains it is excellent." Jas. Durham, East
Pembroke, Ν. Y.

14

A.

ΒΛΤΠ.

Doctor Thomas' Eclectric Oil.

As a general beverage auii necessary
corrective of water rendered impnre by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
»f Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
ither distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

marlO

HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. &
prietors.

For Rheumatism.

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

18 BEAYER

—

ELM

"*

Soses.

83*0*3,837.83

Turcoman and Silk

BOSTON.

,

As Manager of their extensive

I

FIFE ÂND MARINE INSURANCE.

ap6

TWIÎSHE.

9G COMMERCIAL STREET,

CO.,

ITDISCOUNT,

WOLFE'S

WM. ALLEN, JR.

1er Net k Twine Go.
may!

plain and
cfiance for

CONTRACT is
Its terms and no

s

NEW

It is the strongest in the market, light,
low cost, and will save two hands
of the crew.

see

DOL-

'srjniiviIJ/I fmmntN

eorttf

iverage Scrip Dividends for Twenty Years, 29 per cent.

CO.,

we

tfc

year of

ASSETS ARE $0,(10,347.15, while
Liabilities are only 35,413,410.74.

Frank C. Cbockek.
eoilt!

TO F.NABL£ CONSUMERS TO DISTINGUISHAT

THOMPSON.

I*. JB.— I hnve no agents.
ihnt you arc, buying.

aprl9

Every Seine

MrAKl),i\ORWKLL

tfc Stone

eo<13m

I have in warerooms and for sale, the best seoctecl stock of marble in the state for cemetery
uirposes. Parties intending to erect memorials
j I ο their loved ones cannot fail to please themelves both in regard to price and workmanship

Sciatica, LameSide or Hip, Kidney ■
Çia, 8 ti telles,
local ■
in
Sore Chestor

his
that
friends· and old
the wellhe is now
patknown house
associated
with
of

rons

SIGN OF GOLB BOOT,

IN MEMORIAM Stow Purse Seines !

SharpPainsîl

THOUSAND

ITSits

ITS

PORTLAND,
OF BOSTON

HUNDRED

POLICY
definite iu all

business in

Begs to advise

millions of dol-

SIXLARS, paid policy-holders for each

proofs

Bankers and Brokers,

GENTLEMEN.

to

of

CITY AND COUNTY BONOS,

OUR GREATS1PECIALTY.

Twenty-two
lars, equal to

PAYMENT

ITNearly

HANKERS,

dies' Straight Goat Walkinfasts, Ladies' fine Newports and Oxfords, Ladies'
Stylish Slippers, Ladies' Side Lace Boots
a

TOTAL·

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly

$8,361,920.4?
3,374,402.90
5,047,970.22
4,268,862.35

the company's existence.

H.M.PAYSON&CO.

jcurs in

~TS RECORD 18

eodtf

octl

1848,

IN

A

COMPANY,

HOME

Λ

Sl.Jil.90l.OS

383 Harrison Ave., Boston. Mass.

Backache, Rheumatism, Crick, Sprains, Neural- H

MAINE.

OF

SHURTLEFF,

ARETAS

186 MIDDLE STREET.

Patent

E. VAN NOORDEN &

COLCORD,
STREET.

BOYD

Correspondence

Bankers and Brokers

OntitandiDg Scrip

Circulars and Price-Lista Free.

mays

subscriber,

Street, New York.

SWAN & BARRETT,

—

for

7

pupils by the

OF RAILROADS.
specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on

nvited.

Total Alien
Total I.iabilitie*

Metal Shingles.
Send

W.

J3A24

Proprie-

ENGLISH AP CLASS-

ICAL STUDIES
Given to
private

Γ Ο )R « MANUAL

OF PHILADELPHIA.

the World Is

•Address

mart»

Kail way Bonds
hand.

MUTUAL SAFETY MS. CO.

BEST ROOF

t

·

V
SΟϋ*5 VJCTnc,®*.
υΥ^^ΚΤΑΚΕC'T
Ρ01ΛΪ'

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
d3m*

alvvp ys on
mat -in.

The Delaware

d3t

.

~~V18ITT*„

ΥιτΛ^
colorai

^ IN

SCHNAPPS.

MILLETT & LITTLE.

««OWDS
^«TLATift.

May 8th.

For Croup.

and

,v

gycdlw

For Colds.

10 cts., 17 cts., 19 cts., 22 aud

In

7iC
^

Cauforh,a

PEOPLE."

For Neuralgia.

myO

L^vir,T7^ALL
uaM£

d3t

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

deel

HOSIERY.
25 cts.

ΑΛΰ base

at 3.00.

Reserved Seats 35 and 50 cents ; Admission 25
cents ; children and pupils of all schools, including the High School, reserved, 25 and 35 cents ;
admission 15 cents. Tickets now on sale at Stockbridge's.
Half fare on M. C. R. R. Late train on G. T. 11.
R. Half fare and special on 1*. & R. R. R., to all
my5dtd
holding Beecher tickets.

MOMISG,

Special bargains in Gents' Hosiery, mixed colors, balbriggan,
mode shades, 12 1-2 cts., 20 cts., 25 cts.
Special bargains in Children's and Infants' Hosiery.

dtf

Saturday,
Wnnicculled
mye

More
by the Shovralter mortgage Co.
than tifty Savings Banks in ÎS ew Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies aud Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and
tors οι

exhibition.

SUBJECT:

No. 218 Middle Street.

1

on

BOSTON BLUES--.

by the KEY. HENRY WARD

BANKERS, BEECHER!

Stanley T. Pullen,

and Wool Knickerbocker Dress Goods, 50
incites wide, at 50 cents per yard.
25 pieces Imported Silk and Wool Knickerbocker, Fancys, oO inches
wide, at «2 1-2 cents per yard.
These goods have sold this season all over the country for $1.50
per
yard, and are the best material for Spring and Summer wear that
is used.

Ladies'Hosiery,

W88T

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

pieces Imported Silk

in

HALL,

eodtf

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Special bargains

Also Souvenirs

TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 11.
Lecture

jelO^

Trunk and Portland &
Saturday matinee and evening;

my(i

ISTEKEST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

Travelling and Commercial Letter» of
Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Sin rope.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
jan3l

BERRY,

mj'G

25

Admis-

cents.

Admission

Ogdensburg Kail road; half fare and special on Poitland & Rochester
late trains on G. T. R. R.
M ikndo Librettos, full score, gems and selections at Stockbridge's.

CITY

IMPORTANT SALE TO-DAY. IRVINQ J, BROWN.
WE OFFER THIS

iVIutiiiee 35 and 50 cents.

cents.

β tickets (for each performance) sold to one person at the opening sale.
only
To all holder, .f lUlkado Tirkri. half fare on Maine Central. (Jrand

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Credit

eodtf

apr30

orchestra

22— MUSICIANS—22
JOHN MUI1A1Ï, .Musical Director.

ENLARGED CHORUS.

"REIGN OF

A LARGE LOT OF ENVELOPES AT 5 AJIB 7 CEHTS A BUM.

FRANK 6. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.
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Tickets including reserved seats, reduced to SO and 75 cents.
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Just received by the Fashionable Mattel1 the Latest Novelty. Young Men can find
Style for Spring Hats in all Colors. Children's Goods a specialty. Fine
Mixed Goods, also Blue, Brown, Grey and Black Goods in the Latest Styles. Call
and examine.

Photograph Albums,

In Capital Stock of t'acli
Company, $500,000.00.

Paid

THE FOLLOWING UNEXCELLED CAST:
ALICE CAKLE, Portland's Favorite Contralto.
KATIN1VA, in love with Nanki Poo,
POO Κ All, Lord High every thing else, SM2· BBOCOLINI. the Celebrated Baritone; The JliI¥anki
I'oo.
his son (disguised as a wandering minstrel, in
W.
Mr.
HT.
Burnham;
Itado of Japan
Ko Ko.
Pish Ti»h, a Noble Lord. Lewi» J. ITIorie;
1ονΛ with Yum Yum) Mr. Roy Ntantou;
Lord High Executioner, Mr· J. AV. Herbert.
HINN MAKV BBBIE
TCM YUM
ί
'ΓΙιγηρ Sinti'iw
MIM AGNU UTOWB
HL\<i
PUTT
knf
Κ, Κη
vvi
oi ko
"arus
1HI8H IflAHIE CBBBI
ko,j
PEEP BOO
(
Chorus of School Girls. Nobies, Guards and Coolies.
λ

Sold at Stoekbrldge'-s Music Store Saturday morning, May 8th, at 11 o'clock ; numbers given out at 7 ;
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Seamless Boots for your w ide
troublesome joints, French Kid Button,
Old Ladies' Common Sense Boots, La-
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loves his country should be extended to assist the new ruler. I have no fears because
of the present apparently disturbed condition of the labor world ; on the contrary, the
Wendell Phillips
signs are very hopeful.
once said :
''Never look for an age when the
people can be quiet and safe. At such
times Despotism like a shrouding mist steals
over the mirror of Freedom."
The people are not quiet today, but they
are safe.
It is the power of monopoly that
is not safe. The men who pile up large fortunes must compensate for that privilege in
the payment of a graduated income tax. The
blessings which they derive from wealth
must be shared by the nation from which
they extract that wealth.
The hours of labor must be
reduced
throughout the nation, so that the toilers
may have more time iu which to learn the
science of self-government.
Labor-saving
instead
of
machinery,
making a
slave of man, must become
his
servant. How will the workingman wield his
power'.' Organized labor says the power will
be wisely handled, but we must have the coThe
operation of the vast middle classes.
employers and employed must no longer
stand apart.
The barriers of pride, caste,
creed, hatred and bitterness must be torn
down. The workingman and his employer
must meet face to face, they must discuss
every detail in the management of the concerns they are jointly operating. No sacrifice of principle on the one hand or of manhood on the other, neod attend such a transaction.
In the management of great and
small concerns, each grievance, eacli trouble
or difference, whether in relation to discipline or wages, should be talked over in a
Joint
conciliatory spirit and arbitrated.
boards of arbitration should be formed between manufacturers and workmen all over
the country. Each party should devote considerable time to the perfecting of the plans
best suited to their interest or surroundings,
for rules governing one case or locality might
not work well in another.
Having, after careful deliberation, agreed
upon the rules, each party should sign the
articles of agreement, binding itself to
abide by them until changed by consent of
both. Agreements of this kind will be the
means of settling differences as they arise,
and with their inauguration, strikes, lockouts and boycotts will not be entered upon
so
readily, and, if ever called into play, then
only as the very last resort.
T. V. I'OWDEKLY.

Hop Raster I

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly at-
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SEVEN PER GENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,
—

971-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
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EXtH.WOK,

Drab, Brown & Black Derby Hats
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Proprieifl

I'lMNTEKS'

PRICE.

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

Canada Balaam and the medicinal virtues of fresh Η
Hops. Acte instantly, cures quickly. The great- ■
est strengthening plaster ever known. All ready H
to apply. Sold by
druggist and country stores. I
26cts
5fori 1.00. Mailed for price.
tors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Mass.
ft Λ

Six Per Cent Debenture
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THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

AND —

patrons.
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THE MIKADO!

Authorized performance; composer's original orchestration; author s original stage business; scenery
from original models ; real antique costumes.
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Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
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Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on liand.

Herru per cent.
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and New
Rcinru Engagement of Steteon'uNo. 1 C·.· after weeks of tremendous success in Boston
York. The only appearnnee in the State of D'Oyley Carte»* Opera Co., under the management
comic
opera.
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Sir
Arthur
Japanese
and
of Mr. John Stetson, presenting Mr. W. 8. Gilbert's

Choice

The Minnesota Loan and Trustee.
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keeping
sympathy with
hours, by

every

of injustice to workmen, for their existence
tends to widen the breach between employer
and employe. It may seem that I am dealing with insignificant things in this paper,
but when the statement is made that seven
out
of every
ten superintendents
or
bosses are interested in the management,
end derive profits from the operation, of
stores which the employes are forced to patronize 1 make an assertion which can be
proved. In a country where every man, no
matter how humble, is taught frem his infancy that he stands the equal of all other
men, it is but natural for a citizen who is
given to understand that he must patronize a
certain store, or that he cannot join a certain
society, to feel restive, and, where so much
is promised and so little obtained, men are
apt to lose faith in a law-making system
which obliges the workman himself to become complainant and prosecutor in case
the laws are violated to his detriment. If he
prosecutes, he is discharged. If he does not
prosecflte for infractions of law, but simply
complains, he is told to invoke the majesty
of the law in his own behalf. In this way
law is disregarded ; it becomes a dead letter ;
men lose hope in law and law-makers.
The constant itching and irritation caused
by the indifference of the employer to their
welfare, and the injustices practiced on them
by petty bosses, go on until the men feel that
the only remedy is through the strike. In
this way men who belong to no organization
are launched into strikes.
Workingmen are not, as a rule, educated
men. When the strike does come, while they
feel that they have been wronged, yet they
are lacking in the command of language
necessary to state their case properly to the
world, and hence set forth their claims in
such a way as to arouse prejudices or create
false impressions. The other side, having
the advantage of education, either personally or by right of purchse, can end does
mold public opinion in a great many cases.
1 have pointed out one or two of the little
things which cause a great deal of uneasiness
and vexation to workingmen ; others have
pointed out the root of the evil. The workmgman of the United States will soon realize that he possesses the power which kings
once held,—that he has the right to manage
his own affairs.
The power of the king 1ms
passed away. The power of wealth is passing away. The evening shadows are closing
in upon the day when immense private fortunes can be acquired.
The new power
dawning upon the world is that of the workThat
ingman to rule his own destinies.
power can no longer be kept from him. How
will he wield it?
This question is of great concern not only
to the workingman but to every citizcn of the
4-l,„ 1
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;.al desire on the part of our
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"ψ matter has been
of the Governor

POLITICS.

iVlKNCELLlNBOlJe.
Advanced in support (if that i
as follows :
Until recently
proposition
j
very few workingmen dared t« express their |
opinion in public on the subject of labor, for i
the reason that they were almost certain of
an immediate dismissal from the service of
the man or company they worked for, if it
In Hie last few years it lias becoaie tlic style to submit everything to
became known that they in any way favored
chemists for their judgment as to its purity and healthfulness, aud
the association of workingmen for mutual
whether the article is so made that will do its work well; while we do
protection. With such a sentiment existing
not want to undervalue the importance of this, we believe that the
could
of
in the breasts
wcrkingmen they
best test for a yeast or baking poweer is the practical one of use in
not be expected to feel very kindj^' toward
the kitchen.
(lie employer who so jealously watched their
The best yeast or baking powder is the one which receives the apevery movement, and who, by his actions,
made them feel ttiat they were regarded rathproval of chemists and physicians and also stands the test of time and
While the real
er as serfs than freemen.
service in tlic kitchen. Such a powder is the
bone and sinew of the land remained in enforced silence, except where' it could be
heard through the medium of the press and
rostrum through chosen leaders, another
class of men who seldom worked would insist ou "representing labor," and in making
glowing speeches 011 the rights and wrongs
of man would urge the "abolition of property," or the "equal division of wealth such
speakers very often suggesting that a good
thing to do would be to "hang capitalists to which for forty years has been in daily use in Thousands of homes
lamp posts." The employer of labor who
listened to such speeches felt that in suptlioiigliout New England.
pressing organization among his workmen he
Very little money has been spent in advertising the Congress Yeast
was performing a laudable act.
Yet he was
its large sales arc the result of, that best of all advertising, the
Powder;
that
means
by
proving himself to be the most
powerful ally tlie anarchist could wish for. personal recommendation of the ladies who use this powder in their
Ile caused his employes te feel that he took
own homes and who testify to its uniform excellence.
110 interest in thein other than to get as many
With the Congress Yeast Powder the process of making biscuits,
hours of toil out of them for as few shillings
as possible.
The consequence was that the
cakes, etc., is so simple that a child can hardly fail to obtain the best
for
who
was
himself
employer,
responsible
results.
the smothering of the honest expression of
opinion on the part of labor, became pos- The Purity and Healtlifulness of the Congress Yeast Powder lias
sessed of the idea that the raw head and
never been questioned.
bloody bones curbstone orator was the real
Prof. S. P. Sharpies, Massachusetts State Assaycr says of the Conrepresentative of labor, and determined to
exercise more vigilance and precaution than
gress Yeast Powder : "I find it to be a pure Cream-of-Tartar and Biever in keeping his "help" out of the labor
society. The speaker who hinted at or advo- Carbonate-of-Soda yeast powder, free from Alum, Liinc, Phosphates»
cated the destruction of property or the
Ammonia or any injurious ingredients."
was
hanging of capitalists to lamp posts
"Boston, Teb. SO, 1880.
shrewd enough to speak very kindly, and in
of labor associations,
The iugredicnts of this powder (Congress Yeast Powder) are of the
a knowing manner,
he
held
raemout the impression that
best quality, and it is in all respects equal in strength, purity and
ership in «11e or more of them. Workingwholesonincss to any powder now in the market.
men who were denied the right to erganize
JAS. F. BIBCOCK."
very frequently went to hear Mr. Scientific
lecture on the best means of handling dynaAnalytical and Consulting Chemist, Inspector of milk, Butter aud
mite. And when the speaker portrayed the
wroDgs of labor, the thoughtful workman
Yinegar, for City of Boston, late Professor of Chemistry in Boston Unicould readily trace a resemblance between
versity and Massachusetts College of Pharmacy.
the employer painted by the lecturer and the
dlawly
mj'7
Workmen emman he himself worked for.
ployed by those who frowned on labor organizations became sullen and morose; they
saw in every action of the superintendent
another innovation on their rights, and they
finally determined to throw oft' the yoke of
oppression, organize and assert their manhood. The actions of the superintendent, or
boss, very often tended to widen the breach
When the
between employer and employe.
organization did come it found a very bitter
on
both
and
before
existing
feeling
sides,
studying the laws of the society they joined,
of the
have decided at the
or becoming conversant with its rules or regulations regarding the settlement of disputes
the
season to take a stand
and
or grievances, the workmen determined to
evecustom
of
of
OLD
open
out
existence the whole system of
wipe
petty tyrannies that had been practiced on
ALL WORKand to show our
them for years. Not being drilled in organization, and feeling that the employer would
which means
shorter
not treat with them, the only remedy suggestour hard-worked clerks the benefit of their
ing itself was the strike. And, 011 the other we
hand, the employer, who felt that every move
arWe feel that
to
of his workmen in organization would be directed against his interest, determined to
PATwe shall be able to SERVE
UiKe time uy tne loreiock and turn tlitui all
on the street.
Thus we find the organizaas
or
than before.
and the
tion in its infancy face to face with a «strike
at
Hereafter we shall close our store
or lockout.
This condition of affairs existed in a great
10
at
6.30
many places throughout the United States in
the beginning of the present year, Absorbed
at 7 o'clock.
every
in the task of getting large dividends, the
of
and
Our
stock
seldom
of
his
employer
inquired
superintendent how he managed the business inin
than
and
is much better in
trusted to his keeping, or how he treated the
we can say in all
employes. In thousands of places through- any
season,
out the United States many superintendents,
dence as
Manufacturers and Retail
foremen or petty bosses are interested in
stores, corner groceries or saloons. In many of
INwe are
that
places the employe is told plainly that he
must deal at the store, or get his liquor from
to our
the saloon in which his boss has an interest;
in others, lie is given to understand that he
must deal in these stores er saloons, or forΟΚΓΕ
feit his situation. Laws have be»n passed
in some States against the keeping of combut
the
stores
are
pany stores,
kept, nevertheless, and workmen are made to feel that
they must patronize them.
In many cases the owners of milli factories or mines arc not aware of the existence
of such institutions as the "pluck me"—the
name applied to the company store—but they
stand so far away from their employes that
they can not hear the murmur of complaint,
and if a whisper of it ever does reach their
ears it comes through the boss, who is not
only interested in the store, but in keeping
Τ be reasons

codtf

AMERICAN HOUSE-M. D. Gardiner. Proprietor.

CORNISH.
JAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
IANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
BA8TFOBT.
•ASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H. Bucknam,
Proprietor.
CRAV.
ÎKAY HOTEL.—1C. E. Whidden, Proprietor
LEWINTO.'V.

)EWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murcli, Proprietors.
JBACUIAS.
ΕΛ8ΤΕΚ HOTEL—Ε. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
ITIKCIIAXIC' FALL».
OBB'S HOTEL-P. K. Cobb, Proprietor.

NOBBIDOEWOCK.

•ANFOKTH HOUSE—C. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
IT Y HOTEL, Corner of
Congress and Green Sts.
J. VV. Robinson,
Proprietor.
ALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—J. K.

EKKY'S

Martin, Proprietor.

HOTEL,
Proprietor.
REBLE HOUSE,
Proprietor.
S.

117

Federal St.—J. G. Perry,

Congress St.—M. S. Gibson,

HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & New begin, Proprietors.
KAY.TIOND VILLAGE.
ENTRAL HOUSE—\Vm.# H. Smith, Proprietor.

8ACCABÂPPA.

RESUMPSCOT HOUSE-W. S. Pratt, Proprietor.

NROHI1EGAN.

DBUKN HOUSE-Kobert WHaines, Proprietor

;
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THE PRESS.
May be obtained at tlie Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station ; Marquis,
7G Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. It. It. Depot; Hodgson. t»GVa Portland and 559 Congress
Sts. Costello, 7 Exchange St. ; Gilpatrick, 47 MidJewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Gould, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sts. ; Lanairan. GO Oxford St.: Chlsholm, JO9 Congress St. ; Hopkins. 190 Brackett St. ; Holden, 221
Spring St. ; and of Cliisholm Bros", agents on all
trains running out of the city.
Auburn, \VilIard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. l·. Pierce.
dle St. ;

Bath, J.

O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Daaiariscotta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmingtop, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorharn, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewis ton, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. o. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, It. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Win. Stackpole.

Fryefeurg,

Glendenning.

Springvale. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.

Vinalhaveu, A. 15. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
OFFICE

HOURS.

General Delivery, (Sunday excepted)
to 7.30 p. m. Sunday, 9 to 10 a. m.

7.30

a. m.

Cashier's Office, (Sunday excepted), 7 a. iy.
to 7.30 p. m. ; Money order department, (Sunday

Registered letter
excepted), 8.30 a. m. to G p. m. ; 8.30
a. m. to 6 p.
department, (Sunday excepted),
111.

(Sunday excepted)—In
Carrier's Deliveries,
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. m. and 12.30,1.45 and
5 p. m. In other sections at 8 a. m. and 1.4ft and 5
"9 to
p.m. Sunday delivery at Carriers' window,
10 a. m. Collections from street boxes at 7 and
m.
β
at
8
in.
4
and
p.
m.
and
Sunday
11 a.
p.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive, 12.20. 5 and
11 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m.. 12 in., 5.15 and 9 p. m. ;
Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. in.
Boston, intermediate offices aud connections,

via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive. 12.20 and 8.25 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m. and
12 m.
Easter η, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. m. ; Close 12.15 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6 p.
in. ; Close, G.45 a. m. and 12.15 p. m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 p. m.
Augusta,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. m. and 1 and G p.
m. ; Close 12.15, 4.30 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary,
12.30 and 10 p. m.
Bath.—Arrive, 2 and 9 a. m. and 1 and G p. m. ;
Close, 6.45 a. m., 12.15, 4.30 and 9 p. in. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. in.

and 12.15, 4.30 and
and 10 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
▼ia Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m. ;
Close, 12.45 p. m.
Gorham. A. //., intermediate offices and connecand 1 p.

m.

9 p.

Supplementary,

m.

;

;

Close, 0.45 a.

tions—Arrive,

8.35

a. m.

m.

12.30

;

Close,

0.45

a. m.

Swanton. Vt., and intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive, 6.10 p. m. ; Close, 8.15 a. m.
BartletX, Λ. If., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive. 10.55 a. m. ; Close, 2.15 p. m.
Rochester, N, H„ intermediate offices and connections. via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive, 1.35 p. m. ; Close, 7 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive, 0 a. m. ;

Close,

4.30 p.

m.

WAITING AND WINNING.
BY JIKLEN FOUE8T

GHAVES.

"It don't matter so much now, grandma,"
said Aileen, drying the tears that had sparkled on her cheeks like dew drops on a rose.
"Of course it is very silly for me to cry, but I
couldn't help it, just at first."
''But what is the matter, my pet ?" said
old Mrs. Harrington, soothingly.
She had found Aileen coiled up in the deep
embrasure of the window, where the winter
sunset was strained through in deep hues of
crimson and amber, crying bitterly.
The Harrington family were ambitious
people. They had come to Virginia and purchased, at a merely nominal price, the fine
old mansion that had once belonged to a
Mr.
luxurious planter, long since dead.
Harrington, who had been contented to raise
humble corn and pumpkins in the valley of
the Connecticut river, now devoted himself

"

to the more aristocratic crop of tobacco.
Mrs. Harrington, who had been a notable
V'ankee housekeeper, hired two negro women
to do the housework, and cultivated society ;
and the three Misses Harrington forgot the
days of factory work and honest district
school teaching in the gentilities of "Valley

Lawn."
The old lady alone remained true to her
colors.
"All this is very fine," said she, "but I
don't see what is to be gained by it. Dan'l
lose money, as true as you're born!"

"Money isn't everything, grandma," said
her daughter-in,law, tartly.
"Humph!" said the old lady.
And when Aileen, the orphan cousin, came
down from the New England hills, grandma
was the only one who really welcomed her.
"There are three of us already," said Selina Harrington, grudgingly.
"Why couldn't she have been a boy, so as
to help pa with the plantation?" said Norm».

"What do we want of anymore girls?"
sighed Juanita, whose baptismal name had
been Judith.
"Ain't no use growlin' about it," said
"Pa," who coiild not he made an elegant
gentleman, let the family varnish and ve"Here she is, and
neer as they pleased.
here she's got to stay. I don't want her no
more'n you do ; but she ain't got no friend
(to go to, so what ye goin' to do about it?"
Aileen was pretty, too, in her shy, wild
daisy way, with big blue-black eyes, reddishcom
brown hair, and a rich Titianesque
were not
plexion. The Misses Harrington
This was another objection, alpretty.
and
though it was not generally discussed,
the oW
Aileen soon knew, by instinct, that
in all the
grandmother was her only friend

big, dreary house.
out on
A third matter of offense cropped
out
All Hallow E'en, when Aileen went
nuts tc
into the woods to gather hickory
burn in the fireside blaze.
Mr.
Perhaps it was not her fault that
the
Daller's vicious bull jumped through
ïumble-down fence and frightened her nearwas doubtless
ly out of her wits ; and she
fact that
not personally responsible for the
to be passing, and
Ca Otain Dulany chanced
resci'ed her from the big-horned enemy
with pr ',u<l gallantry.
ver>' kind !" said Aileen, wist"He was
that I ought
"Do
j*""» think, grandma,
fully.
that he walks
to tell my aunt and the girls
office? or that
with me when I gef W the post
asters
he gave me those beautiful, deep-blue
in the copse? 01
that they thought I fo^ud
the big bunch
that it was he who discovered
of mistletoe in Greenough's u'iods?"
said old
"Well, not unless they ask yo'?1."
Mrs. Harrington, shrugging her shoulders.
For she had heard lier three granddaughter;
the Dulany question with some
discussing
acrimony.

"I'm the eldest," Selina had said, tartly,
II
"and I ought to have the first chance.
ma at Dulanj
any of us is to call with
Beeches, it shall be me!"
sait
"You always were a selfish thing!"
mother has
Norma. "Captain Dulany's
well tha
large library, and you know very

I'm literary,;'

see why
"I'm the youngest, and I don't
should be poked into a corner always,'
.pouted Miss Juanita—Judith.
and tongu·
But Selina, by strength of years

her

point.

had carried
approached, am
So wi'en New Year's Day
Aunt Harringtoi
Aileen timidly consulted
should wear, that inatroi
as to what she
light eyes with counter
her
large,
opened
feited amazement.
"You child?" said she. "Why, you'r
don't wan
not to come in at all! The girls
wome:
Three
the
in
whole
drove
parlor.
a
And you're so young, yo
arc quite enough.
know."
"I'm seventeen aunt!" faltered Ailene.
"Two or three years hence will do ver;
well for you," said the relentless elder. Tr;
and put such silly nonsense out of you
head !"
And this was why Aileen was crying.
£)Id Mrs. Harrington understood it all ver;
vvelL She had been young once. She sav
in this particule
the folly of interference
case, however.
"Dan'l's wife likes her own way," said sh
she thinks any one i
"She ain't pleasant if
meddlin'. I'll tell you what, Aileen—yo
chamber over th
and I'll go out to the big
to build us up
stun barn, and get Pomp
old chimblj
real good lire of pine logs in the
There's a carpet loom there and a spinnin
wheel and all the fixin's and I'll show yo
a ga
how I used to spin flax when I was

and weave rag carpet."
"Will you?" said Aileen, with brightenii:
how very, very ni<
eyes. "Oh, grandma,

that will be ! And can I roast chestnuts and
apples in the ashes?—and will you tell me
about your sailor loyer that was drowned
before you ever saw my Granfather Harrington?"
'"Yes," said the old lady—"yes! We'll hev
our New Year's by ourselves—me and you
child."
So Aileen put away the pretty little blue
merino gown that she had retrimed for New
Year's Day. and donned instead, the brown
Merrimac calico that made her look like a
robin redbreast; and just about the time
that her three cousins were quarreling for
the possession of the biggest dressing glass
to "do" their hair, she and her grandmother were
adjusting the ancient spinning
wheel in the stone barn chamber, and piling
wood in the cavernous recess of the huge

fireplace.
They had a very pleasant New Y ear's Day
after all, though the tears came to Aileen's
blue eyes once or twice, when the carriage
rolled by over the hard-frozen road toward
the house.
And at dusk slio lighted tho cheerful candles, and sat down to prepare grandma's supper, with fresh corncakes, baked in the hot
embers, according to the receipt of Aunt Felicia, the colored cook, fragrant coffee and
sweet apples, roasted, and eaten with cream.
But Captain Dulany, riding liis Morgan
horse, Hotspur, through the pine woods, drew
rein close by the old stone bam, whence he
had not seen the red lights gleaming out for
ten years.
"What can it bo?" he asked himself. "We
children used to play at ghost up there of an
autumn evening, when the Valdinir family
lived there. Or perhaps the careless servants
have set something on fire."
He jumped οίϊ his horse, flung the reins
over a projecting pine bough and went in to
see what the meaning of this unwonted illumination might be.
The door stood wide open—the whole room
was aglow with a warm, ruddy light, Grandma, enthroned in a big splint-chair before
the blaze, was drinking her coffee, and Aileen sat spinning at the old wheel, with
cheeks softly reddened and blue eyes sparkling—a very picture of health and beauty.
Both started at the sudden apparition of
the captain on the threshold.
"I beg your pardon!" said Captain Dulany,
lifting his hat. "I saw the light shining out,
and I was afraid that something had hap-

pened."
"Something has happened," said Aileen,
laughingly. "I have learned to spin. And
szrandma and I

bavins

are

a

nicnie. Will you

in, Captain Dulany?"
"Well, since your coffee smells so good. I
think I will," said the gallant young officer.
His cup—which for lack of more expensive
china happened to be a mug—was scarcely
poured out, before their numbers were augmented by Mr. Ferrars and young Doctor
Fenchurd, who had seen the lights, and had

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, May 6,188C.
to-day's closing quotations ol

The following are
Flour. Grain, Provisions, &c.:
flour.
Superfine and
low grades.3 25@3 50
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00@5 25

Patent Spring
Wheats
β
Mieli, straight
roller
5
clear do....5
stone ground.4
St Louis st'gt

guests.
"We are hardly prepared to entertain so
large.a company," said she composedly ; "but
we can, at all events, give
you a sincere
welcome."
Two—three—half a dozen more dropped
in. Old Pomp was summoned to pour fresh
pine cones on the blaze and bring more coffee and corn cake.
He grinned from »ar to ear.
"Pow'ful like de good old times," said he
to Aunt Felicia, when he returned to his cabin. "De berry cream ob de gentry enjoyin'
de corn-pones an' coffee like dey was our own
Ain't nuffin like cornold marse's folks.
pone for rale good flavor, dat dey ain't. An'
the young lady from de Norf, she's as pretty as a peach. Reckon de capting finks so,
too. He, lieoe!"
And old Γοιηρ shook his sides with an inaudible chuckle of glee.
Later in the evening the gentlemen went
up to the house, where stood the three Misses Harrington in a simpering row.
But their call there was insipid, and several of them returned to the "Stone Barn" to
finish their evening.
Adrian Dulany remained the latest of all
—so late, in fact, that it was he who escorthad
discreetly fallen
ed grandma—who
asleep in her big chair some time ago—and
Aileen to the house, under whispering pineboughs, by the light of a big round moon.
The three cousins, whose list of calls had
long since ended, were yawning in the parlor.
"Dear me!" cried Selina, as the little group
came in. "Where have you been all day,
Aileen ?"
"In the old stone barn chamber, learning
to spin," said Aileen, lausl.ing aud coloring.
What
Juanita looked sharply at her.
change had subtly crept over her voice and
manner ? Then she looked at Captain Adrians bright face.
"Take good care of her," said the young
officer, tenderly removing the heavy shawl
from Aileen's shoulder. "The has promised
to be my wife, before a great many weeks."
It was not until Dulany had gone that the
full cannonade of questions burst on Aileen's
devoted head.
"Girls, girls! don't all speak at once," said
grandma. "It's just exactly as I've always
told you. The right one will be sure to come
along if you sit in the chimney corner and
wait. And that was just what Aileen was
doing this evening."
And that night when the frost-white stars
of midnight climbed the skv :
"Good-by, sweet New Year's Day—the
happiest I have ever known !"
WIT AND WISDOM.
Caller—Tlic
Wliere should

Edith?
Edith

little

little girls

(crossly)—I

is sleepy, isn't she?
go when they are sleepy,

one

don't know—I'se tired.

Mamma—Don't know, darling? What
made for?
Edith—To sweep dirt
A Weak
over

the

are

beds

a

under, I guess.

a weary aching lameness
sign of diseased kidneys. Use

Minister (dining with the family)—My young
friend, you must come one of these days and
spend an afternoon with my little boys.
Little Johnny (delighted)—And can I see the
skeleton, too?
Minister—Skeleton! Why, what do you mean?
Little Johnny (paralyzing the wl>ole company—
Oh, I heard ma say to pa that she didn't know
what she'd do if she had such an ugly skeleton in
her closet as you have!
I had been troubled with rheumatism for four
and
years. I took half a bottle of Athloplioros
have not felt any pain since, now over six months.

recommend its use for rheumatism^ to others.
Everett D. Hitchcock, Westville, Conn.
I

"I want some preserves 011 my bread," whined
a boy to his mother.
You mustn't have it," coaxed the mother.
'•That nice butter and sugar is just the thing for
little boys."

have it.
"Wow, wow," he howled. "I won't
'Taiu't nothing but glucose and oleomargarine. I
and it's
seen it in a newspaper this morning,
want 3'our
pizen. Gimme preserves if you don't
little boy to die."
The boy got the preserves.

suffer from ner
Those unhappy persons
Little
vousness and dyspepsia should use Carter's
for sleepNerve Pills, which are made expressly
less, nervous, dyspeptic sufferers. Trice 25 cents,
who

druggists.

toward
Mr. Brown,
you give me a trifle
our African mission ïund ?'
won at whist
1
are
Here
$10
"Why, certainly.
last night."
not
She (horrified)-—"Oh, dear me! I CDuld
touch that!"
He—"Well, here's $10 I made on the Stock Exchange to-day."
"She (pocketing the cash)—"Oh, you are too
kind ; I am ever so much obliged."
will

Carter's Little Liver Pills will positively cure
sick headache and prevent its return. Tliis is
not talk, but truth. One pill a dose. To be had
of all Druggists. See advertisement.
Passing one of the dry goods stores in a large
city a few days ago, one woman was heard to say
to another:
"Better come in here. You'll be choated if you
go to Blank's.
"Well, I don't care if I am—I'll be

cheated po-

litely."

1T1EDIC'I!VE AND HTIMCL,ANT&
Getting a Block Eye.
Last year Lieut. Moxie and some friends acciwhile visiting the
dentally found a food plant
of "Matto Grosso,r' that
South American province effect
011 tired nerves
has the most remarkable
harmless as gruel ; neithei
imagiirable. Simple, tonic
it makes
nor
alterative,
medicine, stimulant,
hungry and capable oJ
you feel solid, vigorous,
bur
as perno
reaction,
great endurance,asleaving
beefsteak. It recovers fron
manent results
result 01
nervousness, nervous

exhaustion, or any

insanity ani
overwork at once, even blindness,
and the
It breaks up intoxication
paralysis.
drinkers fee
the
makes
liquor thirst at once, and It has already stoppei
stimulants.
better than
is creating ai
half the liquor t raffic 111 Lowell, and and
the Mid
immense sensation in New England
been formée
has»
die States. A gigantic company
the world
for its manufacture and sale all over
The physicians say it is the best nerve food ye
and
discovered, and will supersede stimulants tin
tonics. In honor of its discoverer, it is called
in
tin
out
"Moxie Nerve Food.·" It already crops
Tht
druggists7 windows almost evervwliere.
been
never
equalled
wholesalers say its sale has
itf
l· or a wonder, it is very cheap, considering

reputation.—Courier.

00(26 25 Cotton Seed.
car

lots.. 23

00@24 OC

—

..

—

—

9
10

Pea Beans... 1 00αϊ 75 Silver White
1 60@1 75 Centennial
Medium
Itaiifius.
German mdl 65@1 75
Yellow Eyes.l 40@1 65 Muscatel.... 2 2Γχα3 2£
London
Potatoes...
Lay'r 2 75@3 lc
Irish
50@60
St Potatoes
@4 00 OnduraLay. 13 @13^
75
7
Valencia
Onions2
@10 Va
G0@2
Bermu
TurKevs
17@22 I
ëuyar.
—

7Va
....C%
Need**.
@15
@14 Red Top.... $2V± @82%
Timothy Seed2 15@2 2C
Clover
iiy2£l3c

15@16 granulated .fc>lb

Chickens
Fowls

15&16 Extra C

Ducks
Geese

Ayptei.

Snow
Tallman Swts
....

—

Cheese.

Nol Baldwinsl
1
Russets

10 y3 @12
25 Verm out
50@1 75 N.Y. factory 10%@12

00@1

!

—

:

Eiiiter.

lb.. .23@2«J i
Creamery
Gilt Edge Ver.... 23@24 !

Evaporated

lb 8@llc
I>emonM.
Florida
@
6 60@7 00
Messina
3 75@4 00
Alalagers

18@2(
17&18

Choice
Good
Store

12@14
KjiiîN.

Orange*.
Florida
@

Eastern extras ..l^a.14
7 00@8 00 Can & Western.WÊ 12
Valencia
Ii2
Island
Messina and Palermo φ bx.4 00@5 00 Limed

;

Foreign Exports.

Peruvian—40,49E
bush wheat 8050 do oats 400 bags flour 413,830 ! Ited 82c.
lbs cheese S7,347 do meats 116.500 do cotton 21, i
Receipts, 7400 bush.
200 do bacon 2,800 do lard 330 do honey 427 bdli
NEW ORLEANS, May 6,1886.—Cotton firm;
bags 22 knitting machines.
middling 9c.
MOBILE, May 6, 1886.—Cotton is quiet; mid
«
Railroad Receipts.
dlijg 8 15-16c.
PORTLAND. MayJG, 1886.
SAVANNAH, May 6, J886.—Cotton |is steady;
middling 8%c.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port,
con'
for
;
merchandise
and 45 cars miscellaneous^
CHARLESTON, May 6, 1886.—Cotton firm;
middling 9c.
uectingj roads 103 cars miscellaneous merclian
dise.
MEMPHIS, May 6,1886.—Cotton steady; midSteamship

LIVERPOOL.

ttoston Stock

iArfcet.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are
d&ilv:
A tell., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone
New York and New England Railroad.
do pref
Mexican Central 4s

dling

Rutland
Rutland R. pref

8iya
78
160

.34%
127

35%
5ya
25

15Ys

Wisconsin Central
7
Boston Water Power Co
6%
Boston Land Company
19%
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
95
do pref
126
Maine Central Railroad
190
Boston & Maine Railroad
\WA
R
7s
Mexican Central
Marnnette. Houghton and Ont. R., <*om— 30Va
Boston & Albany Aauroaa.

l)eWitt. Delaliantv, Philadelphia for Saco; NautiH L Curtis,Hutclilus, Tolmou, New York for do;
ins, Hoboken for Dover; Governor, Stinson. New
York for Eastport; Alta V Cole, Cole, Apple River. Ν S, for New York ; St Elmo, Rogers, Rockland
for Providence.
BOSTON— Ar f»th, barque Jessie Macjrregor,
McFadden, Matanzas ; sclis Satilla, Skolfleld, Savannah; Alpha, Wooster, AnibojT; Sabao, Flynn,
Weeliawken ; George Berry, Gnin, Hoboken ;
wide Awake, WingStandard, Oram, Hoboken;
field, and Ada Ames, Rondout ; Win Rice, GregPratt, Amboy; Addio
ory. Rondout; May Day,
Sawyer, Cook. New York; Alice Oakes.Merriani,
New York; Walter C Ilall, Hanson, Machlas;

Iowa, Tracy, Bangor.
Below 5tu, sell Georgietta. Alley, from Philadel4

phia for Saco.
Old 5th, sch Belle Halliday, Nickerson, Kenuebec.
Also eld 5th, barque Piscataqua, Esdale, Portland.
Ar Gt-li, schs Emma F Hart, Keen,
G Β McFarland, Strong, Philadelphia; Τ A Stuart
t rye, Weehawken ; J I,
Kelley, Hoboken ; Olive, Wide
Awake, Wingtield,
Newton, Stover, Amboy ;
^.

Apalacliicola;

Rondout; Neptune, Sanborn, Weehawken ; Cordova, Allen. Deer Isle ; Brave, Stratton, Sullivan ;
H Prescott, Davis, Bangor.
Cld 6th, sch El va Ε Pettengill, Dodge, Parrsboro, NS.
SALEM-Ar 5th, schs Geo VV Colli s, Stratton,
Elizabetliport; DSawyer, Kelley, Amboy; Wm
Flint, Dodge, Port Johnson.
John, NB.
Sid 5th, sch Nellie Ctarr, Soulc,
BEVERLY—Sid 4th, sch Η 11 Benedict, Alanson.

Baltimore.

bunk.

BATH-Ar 5th, sch Loring C Ballard, Bearse,

Philadelphia.
Sid
land.

New York..Hayti
May G
New York.. Bermuda
May G
New York. Havana
May S
Boston
Liverpool... May 13
Vancouver
Quebec
Liverpool.. .May 13
New York..Cienfuegos..May 13
Santiago
New York..Laguayra...May 13
Valencia
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruzMay 13
Circassian
Liverpool. ..May 14
Quebcc
New York. .Porto .Rico .May 15
Andes
New York..Havana
May 15
Saratoga
New York..Bio Janeiro May 15
Colorado
Boston
Liverpool... May 20
Scythia
Quebec —Liverpool.... May 20
Polynesian
New York. .Kingston
May 22
Albano

MAY 7

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sunrises
Sun sets
Length of
Moon sets

Central Pacific letsDenver & R. Gr. lsts....
Erie 2ds
Kansas ^Pacific Consols.
Oregon Nav. lsts
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is received daily, bv private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
142
Adams Express
103
American Express
39V2
Central Pacific
7
Chesapeake & Ohio
138
Chicago & Alton
155
AHon
preferred
Chicago &
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Del. & llud. Canal
Del., Lack. A West
Den &Ei© Grande
Erie
Krie preferred*·**
—

day

4.23
water
6.52 High
....14,2ft
I···
Height....
10.29 i
,

j

12.58
9 ft 8 in
8it 8 in

5tli, sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Port-

Admiral.Thompson ;
Sargent,Atlierton
McNear, Frost, Granite State, Fritz, une ; barques
; Great

Gibson, Bailey, for New York; Escort, Waterhouse, for Newcastle, NSW ; Colorado, Wyman,
for New York; Edwin Kidder, Griffin, for Portand, O; Fred Ρ Litchfield, Bartlett, from Newastle, NSW ; Richd Parsons, Thorndike. uuc.
Ar at Hiogo May 5, ship Robt L Belknap, Sta
pies, Philadelphia.
Ar at Yokohama Mch 5, barque Wallace Β Flint
Pearson, Philadelphia.
Ar at Padang Mch 11, "barque Lorinda Borstel,
Borstel, Sourabaya.
Sid fm Manila Mch 19tli, ship Helicon, Howes,
New York.
At Manila Mch 19, ship L J Morse, Veazie, for
Liverpool ; oarque Mendota, Nash, for United
States.
Sid fm Galle Anl 10, ship Anahuac, Robinson,
for Colombo and New York.
Sid fm Cardiff May 4, ship Wm F Babcock, MurΝ

phy, San

Francisco.

Sid fm Buenos Ayres 28th, ship Ρ G Blanchard,
Norman, Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Montevideo March 12th, ship Portland

Lloyds, Hussey, Pernambuco.

Mch 13, barque Mary Ε
Sid
Chapman, Wyman, Barbadoes.
At Rio Janeiro Apl 8, ships Virginia, Allen, and
Servia, Smith, for United States; barque Allanwilde, Newman, for New York ; brig I W Parker,
Kane, for New York.
Ar at Barbadoes 3d inst, barque Tremont, Linnell, Boston.
Ar at Ponce 17th, sch Julia S Bailey, Gould
Cedar Keys.
Cld 14th, brig Mary Ε Pennell, Mitchell, New
York; 19th, Mary Stewart, Wright, Arroyo.
Ar at Halifax 4th, ship Chas Η Marshall, Hutchinson, New York, to talte cargo of oil ex Dutch
barque Prinz Hendrik.
Arat St John, Ν Β, 5th inst, sch Nellie Clark,
Clark. Boston.
Cld 5th, ship Andrew Jackson, Emery, Liverfin Bahia Blanea

pool.

Spoken.
lat 25 50, Ion 85 30, sch Belle Higgins
Darien for Aspinwall.
off
Sand Cay, sch Morris W Child, from
May 5,
New York for New Orleans.

April 23,

from

Sch Maggie J Chadwiek, Orr, New York—coal
to Kandall & McAllister.
Sell Wesley Abbott, Wliitaker, Rondout—cement
to L C Cummings & Co.
Sch Louisa Trances, Tliorndike, Rockland—
^
lime to C S Chase.
Sch Jas McNichols, Brewer, Boothbay—guano
Bone
Co.
to Cumberland
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.

do pref
Missouri Pacific
New J ersey Central
Northern Pacific
ao pref
Ν orill western

Northwestern preferred

Cleared.

Louis.
Steamship
H &

A

Peruvian,

Allan.

(Br) Wylie, Liverpool

Steamship Toronto, (Br) McAulay,

Liverpool

D Torrance & Co.
Sch Robt Morgan, Crosley, Kennebec, to load
for Washington—J Nickerson & Son.
Sell Alida, Lindsay, Calais—Ν Blake.
Sch Highland Queen, Bickford, Bar Harbor—Ν
Blake.
SAILED—Barques Havund, Matthew Baird;
sch Perseverance.
FROM

OUR

CORRESPONDENT.

KENNEBUNKPORT, May 6—Ar, sell Peiro>
Kelley, New York.
WISCASSET, May 5—Ar, schs Coquette, Orne,
and Kate Lilly, Lewis. Boston.
May G—Sid, sch Hannah M Buell, Steelman, for
Petersburg.
BOOTHBAY, May G—Ar, sell Lizzie & Annie,
Spurling, Rockland for Portland.

aoipref

....

Hinckley, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas Apl 24, brig

Charles

Harris. Philadelphia.
Passed Luudy Island May 1, ship
from Cardiff for
Ar at Barbadoes May 3, barque
Λγ at

York Minfns Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, May C. 1886.—Theifollowing ar<
tor mining stocks to-day:
quotations
closing
22 0<
Colorado Coal
29 0(

Ontario

Quicksilver
do preferred

*1 ι m
«*

best mm mm

1

Homestake
Con. Cal. & Va
Hale & Noreross
Bodie
Horn Silver

I

«

WASHING^ELEâOraG
m HARD 0» εβΠ, ίίί>ϊ iî :< 03L8 WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIM IS and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives ur»iver»a3 eniififaction.
Nfo family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers^ BEW ABB of imitations
yell designed to mislead. I'EAELINIS is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, asaH
Hwavs bears the abovo

yj

at University:
Order of the. Iron
Wtoxtvyu»

Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal i
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, t&c., <êc., says :
« LIEBIG CO'S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
cure oils. It is in no sense of the word a patent
with its
remedy. I am thoroughly conversantnot
only a
mode of preparation and know it to be
also worthy
product,but
legitimate pharmaceutical
in all
received
of the high commendations it has
of Beef,
parts of the world. It contains essence
disare
which
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya,
solved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

Sherry."
Invaluable to all who

are

Run Down, Nervous,
with

Malarious or afflicted
Beware of Imitations.

Dyspeptic, Bilious,

kidneys.
ΠΕ2 UAJZSTT3 FAVOSOT COSMETIC CLYCE5IHE.
Used by Her Royal Highness thc\Princcss of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping.Roughness. 81.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrup of Sareapnrilla, Is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparllla in

weak

the market.

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
M«SFnrmly

<tec7

Domestic Ports.

Me Central. Hebrons and Rose at 63@65c ;
Ν
Burbank seedlings at 60c; North do at 55c;
Hebrons 55c; do rose at 55c; do proliilcs 55c.

Philadelphia.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 5th, sens Fanny Flint, Warren, New York for Portland; Lizzie
Cochran, Hopkins, Amboy for Bangor ; Kate &
Mary, Coggswell. Rondout for Boston; Abbieingalls, New York for do; Paragon, Sylvester, Weenawken for Portsmouth ; Python, Cheney, Providence for New York ; War Steed, GookiA, Amboy

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]

CHICAGO.Ma ν 6.1886—Cattle—Receipts 400C
25
shipments 100; higher; {shipping steers at 4cow;
5 85; stockers and teeders at3 00@4 75;
cattl
Texas
bulls and mixed 2 25@4 25; through
3 50@4 75.
Hogs—Receipts 13,000; shipments 4,000: th :
market is higher; roueli and mixed at 3 70@4 2i
packing and shipping at3 85@4 85; light 3 76( *
4 80; skip» 2 50^3 50.
t
6heep—Receipts 1500; shipments none; markc
strong; shorn natives 2 26®5 25.

for

j
I

SALE-Thefast sailing cat-

FOR

YACHT
rig "Fannie" 24 fe#t long, 10feet beam, and
90
of
draws 2 feet 10 inch-

spreads

yards

canvas

;
es without, and 7 feet with centre board ; has cabin with four berths ; outfit of cork cushions, life
preservers, anchor, lines, new rigging, sail cover,
awning, &c ; steers with wheel ; newly painted inside and out; will be sold low for cash. Adoress
3-1
JAMES A. PROCTOR, Richmond, Me.
IOR SALE—A convenient express wagon,

F

provision, meat

suitable for grocery,

λ.

Augusta.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 5th, schs Sardinian,
Hatch; Grace Webster, Brigliam; Jessie Hart.
Wall, aud Nancy J Day. Muuroe. Hoboken for
do.; Olive. Frye; Henry, Lindsay, and Red Rover,
Young. Weeliawken for do; Manitou, Kennedy,

milk

or

business, top removable, s»nd in good condition.
WinInquire of or address NEWLANI) BISHOP, 3-1
tlirep, Me.
SALE—One of the bsst located establishments on Pleasant street, D*ering, consisting
of good house and stable, spacious grounds with
fruit trees. BENJ. SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.

FOR

and boilers, large
Inquiries bj mail
R. W. PRATT,
will receive prompt
may8-4
No. 11 Travers St., Boston, Mass.
β AL· Ε—Steam

engines

and small, at low prices.
FOB
attention.

FOB
house,
ner

pleasantly located

lot; stable

m

frame
Main street ; cor-

Knightville, 2-story
on

SHAW, 48Vs Exchange

rear. B.

3-1

street.

COBNIXGS FOB SALE—We have
this popular carriage, made by Maine State
Prison, equal to any manufactured in Maine,
warranted by the State of Maine, hanging on End
of Tiinpkin Springs, elegantly upholstered and
finished, our price 25 per cent below the market.
HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART, Plum St. Port-

TOP

1-1

BOOTS—Ladies' Dongola, Old Ladies'

FOB SALE-25

single

and

double 2d-hand carriages taken in exchange
CABBIAGES
HORSE AND
low
and will be sold

for

new

CARRIAGE MART,

by
Portland.

very
Plum St.,

1-1

article contained in our
stock has been marked down during our
Great Clearance Sale ; and bargains of all Kinds
in household articles are offered for Five Days
to
longer. 5 and 10 cent counters marked down
1-1
2, 3, 4 and β cents. JOHN E. DAVIS.

SALE—Every

FOB

SALE—_

FOB

FITTINGS

STABLE

"Brass and Iron Stable Fittings, estimates furnished, plans of stalls, &c., at WAREROOMS,
1-Γ

line

kept in Portland

for

light driving or heavy teaming ; our straw collars
price
are much superior to those regularly kept;
34
75 cents. HORSE AND
Plum street, Portland.

▼

▼

at

once.

work
C. M. WATERHOUSE, Merchant
commence

Tailor, Saccarappa,;Me.

\\TANTED—A good

5-1

hamps'hir'k .s'i'Slua"

capable girl to do housefamily· K""ulre

tr

for Mackey's Encyclopedia of Freemasonry ; the work is a
in itself, and is really the most learned and complete of any Masonic publication ever issued. Address W. L. IIARVEY, 37 Plum St., Portland, or
4-1
call between 7 Va and 8 Va a. m.

WANTED—Agents

library

five sleeping rooms ; a large portion of the vear
there will be but two occupants. Β. SHAW, 48Va
3-1
Exchange St.

it pays to have your old strawsdone over, as new ones are so high. SWEETSIR, Ladies' Hat Presser, has all the best blocks
of the Season. 544 CONGRESS STREET. 3-1

FOlfND—That

ED-A custom cutter who understands

WANT
tailoring and pressing; permanent position
state wages wanted.
to a well recommended
Address BE Ν J.

BOBES FOB SAL «-Manufacturers'
now taking place.
The entire surplus
of the Sanfoid Mills, firsts and seconds, selling at
HORSE AND CARone-half regular prices.
RIAGE MART, 34 Plum St., Portland, Me. 1-1

poultry at $1.40

SALE—Clear wheat for

FOB
per 100 lbs ; also ground beef scraps, crushed
liberal discount

oyster shells, poultry bone, etc.; a
to parties wishing to sell again; all kinds of grain
C. B. DALTON & CO.,
ground at short notice.
30-1
27 Preble St., Portland. Me.

OB SALE—100 dozen 20 cent Shaw seamless hose at only 11 cents a pair. $800.00 in
presents to be given away in 188G to customers
guessing
purchasing 50 cents worth of goods, and be
given
nearest the number of the watch, to
30-2
away that month.
S A LE—Twelve acres land in Deering,
Ocean St. ; can be bought at a bargain
BEN J. SHAW, 48V2 Exif applied for soon.
30-1
St.

FOB

near

oliange

sale—A valuable ffoat with twe kids to
be sold cheap. Inquire on board BARK
30-1
'WOODSIDE, Smith's Wharf.

FOB

TlOB SALE—A round back
tie used ; clean and good.
MAN, 88 Winter St.

F

phaeton,

__

but

RUFUS

TO

young lady, a situation as
stenographer; uses her own
Remington No. 2; has had some practice taking
testimony in Court, and is fully competent to perform all the duties of an amanuensis. Address
1-1
W. E. ULMER 52 Exchange St.

WANTED—By

town

type-writer,

purchase a snug pleasant
house located between India and Franklin.
Street aud Newbury and Cumberland St. BEN1-1
JAM1N SHAW, 48Va Exchange St,

of

live

county to

in every

agent
treadle ; it fits
handle the
WANTED—A
bonus
its merits
aud sells
weaver
on

chines

J. L.

petition.

: no

all

mano com-

;

CHAP1N, 30 Free St., Portland.
30-1
to work

man

farm;

a

on

that is capable of doing any kind of
WANTED—A
he must know how to drive and the

one

farm
of
30-1

care

work ;
horses.

Apply to 38 Ρ LU M .STREET,
men of Portland to cali a£
the sale of Associated Charities, where will
τ ▼
30-1
be found night shirts of extra size.
TT7ANTE D—Bolid

W

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

ANTED—A second girî. Apply 147 STATE
30-1
STREET.
tenement

Address
29-1

rooms

TENEMENT,

πταντεβ -Waitress; a bright, active young
Τ f
girl who has naa some experience «

29-1
waitress, at 74 SPRING ST.
err~.nd girl immediately, at
29-1
MISS FLOOD'S, 35 Peering St.
TE»—The public to know that McCobb
and Lord can furnish them with the choicest creamery and dairy butter. Fine cheese and
firesh country eggs at BUTTER STORE, 41 Free

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '7o to '83.

FOR SAL£ BY ALL CROCERS

1-tf

HOBBS,

Farm for Sale.
CHOICE hay farm, of fifty acres in a state ο
good cultivation known as the Estes Estate, situated in Westbrook, near Cumberland
Mills, on the road leading from Pride's Corner to
Saccarappa Village. House two stories, with six
A nice woodlot
rooms ; buldings m good repair.
and neighborhood remarkably fine.
An ever-flowing limpid stream
♦ Defines, complete, its western bound,
With soil productive in extreme,
In pasture and in mowing ground.
The views surrounding lend a charm,
Whatever eye can clearly span,
And he who buys this splendid farm,
Will be a most fortunate man.
Apply to E. F. THAYER,

A

apr26d&w2w

on

estate

adjoining.

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.
the estate of the late Lemuel
Dyer situated on Commercial, near India
street, containing about 10,000 feet of land and
the buildings thereon ; location desirable for stores
or a manufacturing business. Also lots on Tur
the Eastner, Emerson and Cumberland 8ts., and
For particulars and terms of
ern Promenade.
AUG. P. FULLER,
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.
apr24d2m

THAT

part

of

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage
mare

Lots

for sale

on

Chebcaguc Island.

customers.
Keeping 21
milk
cows, I am prepared to furn>"sh pure
and ininfants
for
milk
one
cow's
to mv patrons ;
valids a specialty ; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge
J. 1\ HALL. Falmouth, Me. 1*. O. Address, East
apr27-4
Peering, Me.

ARE NTIfili

TRIUMPHANT.

PERSONS

Cadwell's
WANTBB-Carpenters
trial to
parties.

nail
holes, no danger, they can be adjusted to auy
&
PEXTER'S,
at
KING
them
see
pitch. Come>and
apr27-4
Portland, Me.
Recollect

responsible

on

\\Γ ANTE D—Lady boarders for

summer ;

the

apr27-4

Maine.

ire,

no

cast

off Clothing

preferred.

Orleans.
While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.
Retailers are authorized to refund money, if,
on examination, these Corsets do not prove as
represented. For »ale everywhere.

Catalogue

free

on

application.

THOMSON, LANG DON & CO., New York.
mar 12

WIES BADEN

eodSmnrm

TABLE SUACE.
flavor; appetizing in ef-

The most delicious in
fect; and by liberal use enables Dvspeptice to eat
meats and hearty food without injurious results.
aprl6eod3m
For sale by all grocers.

markets, dining

rooms

and variety

or

disposing

People

FOR

SALE—45

rooms

to tune; special prices
and particular care to pianos tuned by the
order slate at P. II.
F.
CHAS.
JONES,
year.
24 2
Young's. 272 Middle St.

WANTED—Pianos

LADY about to MARRY,

gentleman intending to
every lady
WANTED—EVERY
journey, to provide themselves with
or

a

on a

go

"Steel Lined Leatheroid Trunk" and have thenmussing. Send for
apparel taken safely without
LEATHEROIP
illustrated circular to the
febl5-3m
MANUF'G CO., Keunebunk, Me.

G

Wanted.
general housework.

Call at 144
IRL to do
ap7tf
PINE STREET, in the forenoon.

Wanted.
IAPABLE GIRL to do general housework.
Call at 144 PINE STREET m the forenoon.

C

ap24dtf

OR

door

plate;

171 send yourpatent and $1.25 for
and be convineed. A. W. MANN,
a

new

name

St.,
niySdGt

Poane

7

Boston.

WAVrKI).
A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. Α., Press Office.
dtf
fel>4

LET.

TO

FURNITURE- The

STORAGE
skating rink in Storer Block has been fitted
for this purpose; divided into rooms,
ub

expressly
so parties can have their furniture in a clean, safe
and key, at reasonable rates:
place, under lock
STORER
and use of elevator.
insurance

low,

C-l

BROS.

LET-Α nice new tenement at Woodfords,
6 rooms, bath, stable and garden, $11 per
month. Also a large 2 storied house, arranged
for 2 families, stable and garden, S20 per month,
Sebago water in both houses, cars pass both. W.
4-1
11. WALORON, 180 Middle St.

IlO

LET-On St. Lawrence St., a tenement of
seven rooms, convenient and very pleasant ;
with gas and Sebago. For information call at
CAPT. ROSCOE DAVIS'. corner Federal and Ex4-1
change Sts.
small
to
a
furnished,
RENT—Mostly
family for six months, house 131 Imery
street, all conveniences and in perfeet order. Permit from N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St. 4-1

1TO

FOR

our

are now
er,
at JOHN E. PA VIS, 433 Congress St. 5 and 1
cent counters marked down to 2, 3, 4, and 6 cents.
l-l

LET—House No. 84 Lincoln St. 8 rooms
plenty of closet room, gas, sebago and furto
nace, all in good repair. For pariculars, apply
30-1
J. S. KNOWLES .No. 9 Oxford St.

TO

RENT—Store and basement No. 25'J
Middle St: good location for a tea store or
books and stationery. BENJ. SHAW, 48V2 Ex-

FOR

30 1

change^
IO LET-Α convenient furnished

Τ

room

OXFORP ST.

at 114
17 3

LET—Joiner's shop with three good benchInes, mortise machine and circular saw.
quire of A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial
4tf
street.

TO

ΙΓηι· the

tnriA i.nr

X

snmnipr !».

nifA *1*111110.

quire at 11C WINTER ST.,

F!·-

2S-1

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION—TO LET.
second floor of Mechanics Buldinç corner

of Congress and Casco Sts. comprising two
THE
suites of ante-rooms with modern conveniences,

suitable for Dentists, Doctors, Lawyers, Dressmakers or other parties desiring good accommodations; also a moderate sized nail, together with
the Library Hall on the first floor for transcient
use.
Inquire of M. A. BLANCHARD, 97 Emery
St.; JOHN B. THORNDIKE, 71 Sale·! St.; AMBROSE G1DDINGS, 246 Spring St., or of FRANK
I. BRETT, Supt., SO Caseo St.
apr22d2w

TO

EE Τ—A

good

and
stock on hand. MAINE REAL ESTATE29 1
BUSINESS AG ENCY, 4Γ> Exchange St.

WANTED—To canvass for our
and
new book "Some noted princes, authors
eudorsed
statesmen of our time," a real bonanza
M.
GEO.
address
011
or
Call
by press and public.
29-1
D. BARNES, Merchants' Exchange Hotel.

from

Trunk

Grand

elevator

a

on

painted

wale, marked S. S. Toronto, of Liverpool, on sternand No. 7 painted on bows ; any person returning
same to steamer Toronto before the Cth of May
will receive the above reward; and any person
found with said boat in their possession after this
notice will be prosecuted with the utmost rig »r.
A. REID, Mariue Superintendent Dom. S. S. Co
dtf
myl
*

STEAMER*.

CUNARD LINE.
STEAMSHIPS

To Let.
tenements; Nos. 23. 25 and 27 Park
rpZIRKE
A street; all in first-class order; rent $14 per
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange street.
apriodtf

A_ND

—

FROM

on

rare
dollar,
Address F. M. WEAVER, with stamp, Willimantic, Conn.
ANT Ε D—Experienced agents for the City
of Portland and vicinity, to «ell useful
B.
McLELLAN, Deering
household articles.
30-1
Centre, Pleasant St.

part

furnished,

room

This

rooms

AOENTS

big contract

room

up

one

accommodations.

on

NnHni««,
Hue.
J.

through

October 3. 1886.

8nut
HAMILTON,ocSdti

Ν Ε R■ R.
BOSTON AN D Μ *·«Ε»
PAUF.9IOIÎK ΤΒΑΙ!»

'Λ'

in effect Maadar,

UIVIÎ,I®I

WESTEKN
TBA1NM LK1VB 1,011
Γ* ,""

"""

®

ΜΓ lllc

dUU

——

m

-«O

*

Waco,

3.30, 5.45 p. m. Old Orchard,
a.
ford and Keuucbunk 6.16» 8.40
*'·!&»_
3.30, 5.4t> p. m. Well* lleach
frail·. Do.
Creel
3 30 p. in, North Berwick,
Lawwece and
Haverhill. lli.ao.
m.
J«r, Exeter,
.3.»"_ "«J
■-•well, «.is" 8.40 a. m., and Alt··
Κo<-heater, fr'armincton Blanche·ter and
8.40 a. 01., 12.3U, 3.3») p. ω·;
6.16». B.(
€ oneord (via ikwmarket Junction)
πι.
3.30 p. m. ; Via Lawrence, 8.40 a.
with
connecta
TO·
•The 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p.
the 12.30
Kail Lines to points West and South;
with Sound Lines for New York. Portland
a.
Farlor Care on trains leaving
8.30 a. m. and
m. and 12.3o p. n,
and Boston at
1.00 p. m.
NIWDAÏ TB1IW
6.30,8.46 p.m.
for Bo«toa 1.00, 4.16 p.m.; arrive

DIVISION.

EASTERN

m.,

fl.00e

For Kmi.ii a( 2.00 and fS>.00
IIo« ion at
Jti.00 p. m. ReturulnK l.eave 7.00 Ρ· ··
and
aiide.ooa.m. and
100 and
Middeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in.,
and KtwkMJI·
p. 111. For l'u. i.uiouih and d.oo p. m. I
2.<x) and u.uo a. m., I.(lu
«ι·β·Ι
Amr.burj 9.00a. m.and 6.00 p.m. 1.00 and
and I.»an at 2.00 and 0.00 a.m.,
on above trains.
p. 111. PC 1.1 τι ΑΛ OA Β»
trains com
tThe 9.00 a. in. and l.OO p. m.
with Kail tines to South and west.
With
night Uala
connect*
m. train
*Tlie
f
South and West
all
to
points
Tickets
Through
Office·,
lor sale at Portland O.pot Ticket
Kxcfcuiag*
a.

lf.30

Ό
Ticket Office,

anil at (.nian
Mtroet.

F. & T. Α.
D. J. FLANDKR8, Gen.
J AS. T. FUHBKK, (Jen'l Manager.
dtf
Jan5

at

Portland & Rochester R. JR.

Gallia
Pavonia

May

Tune 10
June 17
June 24
1
July
July 8

13 Pavonla

May 20 Scythia
May 27 Catalonia

Scythia

Catalonia

June

Cephalonla

3

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT OF

in,
On and after Monday, April
I.care
-ISMi- Passenger Trains will

i;-"";-«ri

THURSDAY.
May β Gallia

(labia Pasxage, 860, 8^0, and $100. ac
cording to accommodation Intermediate P»sBritain ana Ire•n«e, $:I5. Drafts on Great
land. For passage or ireight apply at the ComRonton.
Htreet,
Ntme
pany's Office, 99

Limited/
α3ιη

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO,

febH7

STEAMSHÏÏ

υνιτιΐΛΐι

For NEW YORK.

-τ.

τ.

Portland:

JaaitiM,
For U'orrmrr, liant»... Arer
at 1.39
Wnahun, Windlinm and Kppàng
a. m. ami 1.05 p. in.
North
and
points
Far nnat hr.ter, C'onrard,
at 1.05 p. bj.
Waeer»
Alfred,
Far BacheMier, Mpringvnle,
1.(13
boro and Maca Kmr. 7..ΊΟ a. in.,
tn.
p. η», and milxed) al «..to p.
and
β.ίΟ
1.03,
For t.orbiana at 7..ΊΟ a. na.,
(mixed) at « 30 p. an.
Weal.Vlill·,
nuabrrlnuil
For NaiTKrappii, t
at 7.30
brook Junrlioa and %» oodford'·
«.-M and
and 10.00 a. an.. I.OS. :i.OO,
(mixed) -«it· p. m.
>. ■.
Far Forçai Arcane (Deering) IO OO
3.00 and tt.JO p. a·.
at
The 1.03 p, an. train from Portland oonnectslor
Tunnel Boule
>".ï.Jn™"· Will, tloooac
for
the West, and at Caioa Ocpol. Wormier,
New lfork via Norwich l*iue and all rail,
A N.B. If. K.
via Mpriutflield. aiso with N. Y.
(* steamer Man·land Route") foi Philadelphia.
Mouth, autl
the
and
t,,ei Wanhinglon,
with llontoa A Albany K. R. for the Womi.
JaneWencbroolt
at
made
Closeι connection
lion with through trains of Maine ( entrai B.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all poiuts West and Soutib
Portmay be had of S. H. H ELLEN.Ticket Aient,
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Prrhit Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
j. w. PETERS, Sunt.
..

and Saturdays at 6 p. 111. Keturning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, J ft.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

General Agent

sept21-dtf

STEAMERS.
FARE $i.00
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMEKS

TREMONT and FOREST CITY
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
and inconvennight's rest, ana avoid the expense
ience of arriving in Boston late at night.
ητττν York, via the various
—xu*M»«ph
will

Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr..
ocltf

Manager.

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.
—

AXD

ALL

PARTS OF

—

Rranairick, Nora Hcotin, Prince L'dwards Inland, aud C'ape llrctoa.

!Vew

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at δ.00 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, sap"Freightreceivedupto4.00p.m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or tor other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

HARPS WELL

STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMER-CORDON
at 3 P. M., for Long, Little ana ureat tucuesguo
Islands, Harpswell and Orr's Island, Keturning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
at 9.00
landings at 6.30 A. M. Arrive at Portland
For freight or passage apply on board to
A. M.
L
LONG.
J.
CAPT.
mh29dtf

Occan Tickets and foal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers ; the
Cunard, White Star, Guion, Anchor, National, InHamman, State, Red Star, North German Lloyd,
burg American, Amsterdam, and Italian liues to
rates.
lowest
Sterling
England and Continent, at
ana Scandinavian exchange.
COAL—Georges c reek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm. Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. L.
ap24tf
FARMER, W Exrhansr St.

PACIFIC MAIL S.

5îl!·

aplodtf

BRIDGTON & SiCBf"
(P. &·4πΓκΤ
Bridgton Junction
Bridgtou, arrive
Leave Bridgton
Leave Portland

ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularfor Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New
ly
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $60; Steerage $25.
For Freight. Passage, sailing lasts and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
ADAM*

€·.,

A

115 Stale tttreet, Cor. Broad St., Bo*tou.
dtf

feb8

L_l I'M L_.

rtLLrtIM
Liverpool
From
via

and

Liverpooll
Halifax. I
"
44

April

4
11
25
8
15

Portland Service.
From Portlaud
via Halifax.

rtkamfr

Thursday,
Mch.

1886.

Winter Arrangement.?.

1885.

THURSDAY.
Mch. 25
1
April
44
15
·'
29
May 6

Peruvian.

I Polynesian.
Parisian
.Sardinian.

I Peruvian.
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30 ; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, Geueral
; and C. P.
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston
WALDKON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN",
or
freight to H. &
422 Congress St., or for passage
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf

nov28

DOMINION LINE.
1885-6-WINTER A Β BANG EJIENTS-1885*6

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool ami Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.
SAIUXC BATE»

Liverpool

j

STEAMERS.

18th March
1st April
15th April

I
I

Sarnia
Oregon
Toronto

|

Portland arrive
romana,
J. A.
oct5

I

uTifA \τβ·««

|

BENNETT,

11-35
7.56
10.40

3.JO
6.ot>

perry, Supt.

w p
G. T. A.

...

απ

Riimford Falls and Butkfield Railroad
Winter Arrangement, In Effeot OoL 12.1886.
C'ennecti»a. ris «ra*d Tr».k Kailwey.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
m.
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buokfleld at 11.46 a.

traiiVIeaves*Meeii

an 1 c Falls Junetioa
Passenger
3.10 p. m., arrives In Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.1·
a. m., connecting for Lewlston, Portland and Bo»·
ton.
Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy ; at Buokfleld for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru. Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumford Fans;
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. 8upt.
octôdtf

(ÎRASD TiK

RAILHAY Of CANADA

CHA>«E OF TIME.
On nnd after FONDAT, Oct. 19, 1SS3,
train* will run a· fellow·!
departure: m.
For Auburn and LewutOB) 7.05 a. 111., 1.1ft
and 5.20 p. m.
CorGorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. m., mixed.
For (Îorfaani, .TBontrcnl and Chicago,1.30
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL·».
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.
12.«>5. ,ί.15 and .>.5u n. m.
From Ciorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. ill..
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.0ft p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars oa night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.

TIUKKT OFFIC'K

"Χ

:

35 Exchange St., and Oeoot Feot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED KATE
TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, VI il >* auk
Cincinnati, Ml. l.oeii*·, Omaha, βκχί·
uaw. Ml. Paul, Mult Cuke City,

Canada.

Dearer. Man Fratucuco,
and all points In the

HALVE CENTRAL Kill,ROAD
On and after .UOSiBiV. H"
1886, Passenger Tra:
Portland as foi
F»ll«worth,
For Buugor,
Vauccboro. St. John, IH
Prorinrea, St. Stephen λ.
County, 1.20 p. m.. via Lewioto
via
Î 11.15 p. m.,
AugUMta;
A*
R.
PiMcnt;><quia
Bangor
*11.15 p. m., for Skowhegan Beifaat an
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, tll.lo p. m. ; \\ aterrillr,
1.25, *11.15 p. in., and on Sat7.10a. m..
urdays only at 5.15 p. m. ; for Au(inia. Π»!
lowell. CSardincr and Biunnwitk, 7. In a
m., 1.25, 5.15, til.15 p. m. ; Buth, .lu a m
1.25. 6.15 p. m., and on Saturday* only at 11 là
nu.i
; Rockland and Knot
Ciuioln
R.. 7. 10 a. ill., 1.25 p. m. ; Aul urn and
|,«w iMtou at 8.20 a. m., 1.20. 5.00 ρ m Lew.
imtou ria Brunnwick, 7.10 a. m.. ±51»Ά
m. ; Farminicton. Moum· -ith
W
Oakland and North Aw
Faruaington rin BrunaT
and 1.25 p. m.

1.20j

&m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION"
All traîna pTCfiilimr

niirht Pullman

18th April.

22(1 April.
|eth May.

From

I

|

Portland
Iabout 6th April
Montreal
20th April
Ontario
|
|
Unie» of PaMeagr :
Cabin
$50 and $80. Return..$00 and $150
..Keturn $βο
Lntermediate$30
Keturn at lowest rates
$20
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TOKKANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf

truln·

™-m

for passengers.
tThe 11.15 I>. IK. train Is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundavs included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Sknwhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday mom tigs.
Trains ar« due in Portland as follows
The morning trains from Augusta and Batn s.45 a. m :
Lewlston, 8,SOa. m.jthe day trains from Banand all intermediate stations and connect-

f;or
ng roads at 12.45 and
from

12.40 p. in.;

the

after-

trains
Waterville, Augusta, Bath
RockHnd and Lewistou at 5.45 p. in., the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. in.
Limited TirhrU. Aral nud «-rood clan, for
all point* in the Province· on »nl«* m reuoon

duced

rule*.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Resumption of Herricc.
Steamer €'1TY OF RK H>io\i> wiU resuine service on the route between Portland and
March 12th, leaving FortMachiasport on
laud at 11 p. m.. aud leaving.
every
one trip per week unMonday at 4 a. m., making
til April 2d, whetL two trips per week will be
made; from Portrana, Tuesdays and Friday»
and from Machiasport,
and Thursdays'

Friday,

|

Β ΚIM l OL MKKTIi Bt
For Λ « oumouth Dwk ( Uii'fct).

Avonmouth
20th March
3d April

ί'ΐ*
o*o

"

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage
WM. EDGAR. Q. P. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Bupt.

Sandwich Islands, Ksw Zealand and Australia.

A.

I3.00
L,

»·00

ocl2dtJ

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers aud freight for all the above named

K.

·»*·

Oct^9,,

Commencing

Northwest, West and Southwest.

California, ^
Japan, China,

Machiasport

Monday»

PAYSUN TUCkEH, General Manager
BOOTH BY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Ant.
Portland. May 8. 1886.
my5dtf

F. E.

I il F Ο Η Τ Ε D

44

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL

KINDS,

..

\y THE ORIGINAL

ftj

Boste Philadelphia
STEAMSHIP

LIXE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
—

4-1

two gentlemen or
good large
gentleman and wife ; will be let with or without
board. For further particulars, enquire at 100
PARK STREET, (Park St. Block.)
27-1
a

points

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.

DIRECT

llOOIlKt TO LET.

AIIKIVAI.*·
way station
HurilrKalKiHnrliagion
at

fj0m

a.

from

II
a"

Intermediate
Burtlett and

—

SATURDAY, calling
QiKTiintowu Cork Harbor

From

A«ENT» WANTED.

FOK
LET-Α front room,
excellent bath
TO flight,
is
for

IU.IO

tor

ω.,

llurlinj-loa,
υη connecting
a11 P"l"»

DIRECT FROM

RILING

New York every

jiauL·

m.t foi

m.

Liverpool Every TBUUSDAY, PORTUtND & WORCESTER LINE.

Boston to

tenement at 49 Green St

Enquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 106*4 Ex28-2
change St.

KENT—Two or three desirable
now vacant, at 112 FREE ST.

*··*

To

a

Fruit and
A <>*7 Κ—©OWFBCTIOflrHBW,
couuected,
S?L· 4
Cigar Store, paper route one
of the
a
for
lady,
store,
neat tidy
good place
best chances on our list for little money, good

S5.00 REWARD.

dock,
white
the night of the 29th ult.,
wharf,
STOLEN
boat (lap streak) with dark yellow gun,

opposition;
plate

«1

good

30 1

79 Middle street.

no
a sample

all fur-

balance easy. MAINE REAL ESpart down,
TATE and BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange
29-1
Street.

ON

COUNTY AND TOWN AGENTS WANTED.

without
Ε ET— Rooms to let furnished
nished complete with nice piano, will pay
HOTEL
in
TOofboard
pleasant location in tne Western
net profit of $200 month, very low rent, only
H.
B.
Press
Office.
0-1
Address
chance,
the
will.unusual
furniture
and
for
city.

$3.300

5 and 1υ cent counters

goods,

For these

Block.

1-1
marked down to 2. 3, 4 and G cents.
Κ DO Ij LA It RE WARD—Lost between
the Natural History Rooms and Kendall &
book,
Whitney's, a morocco covered memorandum
valuable only to owner, A. W. Nichols. Above reward will be paid for its return to W. D. JONES,

WANTED—Good

wishing to sell their hotels,

business of any kind. We make business
chances a specialty also. We have the best means
of tliem and make no charges unless
of
Our terms are easy.
wishing to
we sell.
sufficient means will be aided finot
having
buy
MAINE
or
write
REAL
nancially if wished. Call
ESTATE and BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange
29-1
St.
stores

or

IJMHTKib—The

second band tentsuabûut-ΐΛby 17, with fly and one 8 by 10. Address
S7-2
BINDERY, 45 Exchange St.

AGENTS, $25 PER
boarding and lodging houses, drug, clothiug
ALL
50 cents
week salary and expenses,
WANTED-GENERAL
chance.
dry goods, millinery, gents' furnishing stores,
to wholesale my goods. A
the

groceries,

Congress and Atin a Congress
street Car, a pocketbook containing a sum of monrewarded by
Do
will
The
tinder
&c.
two
rings,
ey,
1-1
leaving same at the PRESS Office.
people have found that for all
kinds of household articles In Crockery, Tin
and Glass Ware, that they save money and time
by going direct to JOHN E. DAVIS, in Farrington
between Cor.

NT—Friday,
LO lantic
and 74 Munioy St.,

27-2

St., Portland, Me.

"hs

4-1

;

immediately,

"

,V"P·",
ηJ'U"bur*·
1,111

1;iOIIVD-The

buy $1,000
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid call
WANTED—To
MR. S. LEVY, 07 Middle
address

or

or

For fifteen years, they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The Ο quality is warranted to u-car twice as long
We have lately introduced
as ordinary Corsets.
the G and R—//grades with Extra Long Waist,
and we can furnish them when
Highest awards from all the World's great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at ïîew

of money.

sum

further notice
follows: 9.0·

until

as
Lmtu.
L<|ave Portland
BclklrkMB, I.ittlclon,
Hi. John»
ïïr* H·"'
ood.rillc, Jloutpclier, Mwauloa,

place to get two elegant cabinet
photographs for $1*00. HARKIS' GAL518
Congress St., opposite Mechanics Hall.
LERY,
4-1

WANTED—Milk

to know that we send
Patent Adjustable Roof Brackets

ΐνίΛΤΚΒ AJUUJV6EMENT.
(Jot. 5, 1885,
Commencing Monda/,
will
Passenger Trains

ï'ALL AM)

TRANSCRIPT, 44 Exchange

or

28-2

St.

and
XOCUTC coin money with our Amateur Photo outfit,
All CIV I ν collecting family pictures to enlarge.NewSpecial
lort.
¥>dA> oiler, litopire Copying Co., 381 Can*l St.,
eodSm
mar3

ΒΙΙΑΠΚΜ CIIANCE*.

a

WAN

Great
demos

Address
St.

a

Exchange and Emery Sts.,

Bet ween

WANTED-An

Gray,

LET—House No. 269
Inquire of JOHN

Brackett St., Cor. Carlton.
FOR
30 Market St.

P.

—

LOWT
portemonuaie containing
call at

unfurnished

or

for light housekeeping.
WANTED—Small
This Office.

-tn Λ

SALE OR TO

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfullness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given, this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime andfthe Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.

attached; route taken by the loser from 42
Melbourne St., Merrdl to Quebec, to North, through
North to Church. The finder will be liberally
regarded by returning to T. A. BOWKN, 42 Mel4-1
bourne St.

_

acres

FOR

Sunday evening. May 2, between
42 Melbourne and the Congress St.. Methodist
LONT—Last
one
Church,
pair gold bowed eye glasses with gold

Cephalonia

Great
LET—Everyone know that
of excellent land, well
IpOR
containing 53
Sale will continue five days longTOandClearance
to be obtained
watered; iy2 story house containing nine rooms;
the best bargains

buildings in good repair; *4 of a mile from Gray
Corner ; will de sold at a bargain. For particulars
W.
enquire on the premises of W. C. DICKEY, or
19-2
.L. DICKEY, Woodfords Corner.
SALE.—One mile from the city, on line
of horse cars, 5a/fe acres Land ; 2 story House
11 rooms; Wood House, Carriage House and
other out buldings. Address Box 143, Woodfords.

TuesLIDl'N H AND RA<« LOST
ϋ day afternoon, cither on a Congress street
or Millett
rooms,
or
in
Miss
Hazen's
millinery
car,
& Little's store, a lady's black leather hand bag,
containing a portemonuaie and a sum of money ;
also an order on Millett & Little, a pair of bracelets, silver spoon and other articles of value. A
reward will he paid the Under on leaving the same
5-1
at the PRESS OFFICE.

Ogdensburg Α. β.

Portland and

A

WANTED—To

FOR

County^Me.

FOUND-'The

a

V17ANTED—To buy some light manufacturing
??
business that will pay good wages and Interest on money invested, or would buy part interest with some reliable party in an established
business. Particulars at MAINE REAL ESTATE
1-1
and BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

20-2

FOR

the

3-1

Me.

CUSH-

let; two cottageson Peak's

in

;

HOTEL PROPRIETOR*- Having
offer
experience of twenty-five (25) years, I takservices
as clerk or assistant, capable of
my
of
out
ing full charge. No objection to goiug
the state. Address, M. G. W., 19 Free street,
1-1
Portland.

lit-

or

SALE—A farm

man

KALjSH. Bucksport.

1-1

LAP
sale

Enquire

Saccarappa,

CARRIAGE MART,

FOR

«

Saco.
Ar up 5th, ship John Τ Berry, Watts, Liverpool;
sell Sarah Ε Ward, Wix n, Bath.
Below 6th, brigs P^lizabeth Winslow, Oakes, fm
Cardenas; Osseo, Hix, from Havana.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 6th, barque Leveuter, Vesper, from Matanzas.
NEW YORK-Ar 5th, schs Lizzie Chadwick,
Chadwick, Jiiie vitas ; Spartan. Griffin. Norfolk;
Winnie Lawrie, McRitchle, Gonaives; Wm Beazley, C'avauaugh, Havana; Annie Gns, Dorchester. NB; Garland, Libby, Machias; J M Morales,
Portland; Mary Jane, Providence.
Ar 6th, ship Alice D Cooper, Harding, Calcutta ;
sch Palatka, Cliaples, Satilla Biver.
Cld 5tli, schs Β F Farnham, Conklin, for Puerto
Cortez; Nellie Woodbury, Hodgkins, Lamoine;
Nautasket, Richardson, New Orleans.
Sid 5th. barque Adolph Obrig. for Calcutta.
FALL RIVER—Ar 6tli, schs Win Todd, Wood,
Elizabethport; Ε Closson, New York.
SOMERSET-Ar 4th, sch J Whitehouse, Hart,

»

FOR

SALE—At a great discount, a largo,
sloop rigged lighter; tounage, 35 77-100 net;
age, 3 years. Address MRS. P. M. H., Richmond,
ap21-4
Me., P. O. Box 125.
SALE—The standard machine for making the combined wire cable and picket fënce ;
also the fence, which is becoming daily more and
more popular. Address H. W. CASWELL, Yarmouthville, sole agent for Cumberland

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5th, brig Rocky Glen,
Bray, Cardenas.
Cld 4th, schs Thos Ν Stone, McDonald, Boston ;
Electric Light, Knowles, do ; John Bird, Bird, for

apples 50@75c.
Hay—Choice prime hay $20; fancy. $20 50@$21
line $1 y
fair to choice $17@$19; choice .Ea'stern
ord
17 ; fair to good do at $14@$15 : poor to
strav
Rye
$10@$il.
Eastjswale
$13@$JL4:
nary
ton.
11
straw
oat
$10@$
choice. 21 50@22 00;
Potatoes—Aroostook rose 70c ; do Hebron 70c
M

w

SALE—Hotel property at a summer resort in Maine, at half its actual value. A
small sum of money will buy It as the owner is out
of the State on other business. MAINE REAL
ESTATE and BUSINESS AGENCY,45 Exchange
4-1
Street.

SALE—Or to

'iila.
PENSACOLA—Ar 5th, sell Clias R Campbell,
McFarland, Galveston.
JACKSON VILLE—Ar 4tli, sch Charlotte Τ Sibley, Bartlett, Belfast.
Cld 4th, sell Hope Iiaynes, Grav, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, sch Chas L Mitchell,
Frost, WiscassetNORFOLK—Ar 5th, brig Sarah & Emma, Nash,
Boston; sch Georgie L Dickson. Harding, do.
Sid 5th, sch S R Smith,for Portland.
BALTIMORE-Ar 4th, sells W Abrahams,Snow
Providence; Daylight, Ferguson, Boston.
Ar 5th, sch Lai υ a Cobb, Cobb, Portland.

No 2

A

Landing.

—

»

OU«E

minutes walk of Jones'
FOBIsland, within fiveaddress
C. I. KIMBALL,

Cld 28tli, ship St Paul,
SAN FRANCISCO
Hodgman, Dublin, (aud sailed 29tli.)
GALVESTON—Cld 4th, sell Royal Arch, Ilawley, Pensa la.
"NEW ORLEANS—Cld 5tli, ship Lydia Skolfield,
Miller, Liverpeol.
MOBILE—Sid 4tli, sell White Sea, Lee, for Pasca

FOR SALE—Three story brick
house, 7,000 feet of land on thes- booming
part of Congress St.: a gr»at bargain. W. IL
4-1
WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

II

SALE—The Williams Cottage, stable
one acre of land, at Pond Cove, one of
the
delightful situations on the Capo Elizabeth Coast. Good fishing in the immediate vicinity. Pure spring water, and everything that the
heart can wish. Enquire of S. D. HALL, No.
26-3
105 Va Exchange street.

York.

Fishermen.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May C.I 1886.—The following are tc
day's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Pork—Long cut 12 76@13 00 ; short cuts 13 Οι 1
13 25 ;backs 13 25 «.13 SO; light backs 12 50;leai 1
ends 12 75@13 00; pork tongues at 12 50@$l-3
prime mess at $12 50@13 00; extra prime at 9 7i
(S§10 00; mess, old, at 10 00; do new at 11 005
$1 1 50.
Lard—choice at 6%@6% c ψ ib in tierces ; 7(< <
7Vic in 10-lb pails ; 7V*&7V2C in 5-ib pails ; 7 Vas
7-A c in 3-ib pails.
Hams 10@llc ψϊ6, according to size and cure :
smoked shoulders 7@7V2C ; pressed hams 11 c.
ib; country 5Va •
Dressed hogs, city, 6@@VeC
live hogs 4%@5c.
Butter—Western extra fresh mode creamery a D
23c: do extra firsts at 21@22c; do firsts at 20c '»
do imitation creamery, extra, at 17@18c; do extr 1
dofirsts at 15@16c ; do fresh factory extra at 10c
old lots6@10c »
extrajBrsts at 14<ffil5c;do common
Vermont new mifk dairy.· extra 21c ; do extra a L
firsts 20c.
■Cheese—Northern extra at 10% c; do goodt
choice at 9M»@10c ; lower grades according t *
higher.
quality; Western,atjob lots V«c
13Vac; Eastern extra at 13c j
Eggs—Neai by
1
New York and Vermont extra 12%@13c:Wester
choice at 12c.
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 55J \
bush ; choice New York large hand picke !
1 60
a 1
do 1 40 d1 45; small;Vermont hand picked pea
1 70 a) 1^7 5.

IilOB

and
FOB
most

Trcmont, Lin-

Arat New York 5th, sch Gertie Lewis, from
Peusacola.
Ar at Vineyard-Haven 4th, sch Augusta Ε lierrick, from Portland, bound south.
Sid fm Bucksport 5th, sch Princess, Davis, for
Grand Banks.
Ar at Gloucester 5th, sch Millie Florence, Portland, to lit for southern shore.

WANTED—Purchasers

married

setting; Dark Brahma and one pen of selected
9 ducks per setWyanaottes, $2.00 per setting;
ting, all others 13: excellent stock. Address C.
K. HAWKS, 431 Congress St., or Buzzell Hill,
4-1
Cape Elizabeth. At home after 6 p. in.
SALE—A row boat in first class condition 15 feet long; can be seeà at RYAN &
4-1
KELSEY'S 243 Commercial St.

most complete
HOBSE

V7MinWH*C/

for 20,000 rolls wall
papers· lowest prices in the State; perfect
goods, all grades ; send for samples (free) to N.
fl-1
W. KENDALL, Blddeford. Maine.

Wi ANTED—A pressman to

party who wants Itiformatlou
about D. W. HOWLEN, can obtain full particulars by calling at the address of former comG-lt*
munication,from 7 to 9 Γ. M.

chain

men

COLLÂBS FOR SALE-The

...

5-1

Corns removed for 25 cents.

charge.

pure
machinists;
bred poultry, viz.
Plymouth Rock, Wyan- WANTED—First-class
FOR
preferred. Apply to FOSTER & BROWN,
3-1
dotte, Houdan and Pekin Duck eggs, $1.00 per
Me.

work from best New England Manufacturers. Call
and see them. HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,
1-1
Plum St., Portland.

Cora, Appleby

pairs.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, May 6. 1886.—The follow
official
are
quotations of mining stock:
closing
ing
to-day:
W
Con. Cal.)& Va
'ΧΛΑ
Bodie Con
23A
Hale & Noreross
1M
Eureka
2V:
Holmes
1M
.mm
Best

square foot. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange
5-1
street.

riage

ν

WANTED-Ladies to know that Mrs. Dr.
τ τ
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
in treatment Of corns, outgrowing joints and in.
growing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty.
Will call at residence if desired without fextra

;

car-

SEEGER,
PROF. CHS.IUDWIG VON
Boy

are

from our greenhouses every morning, which we are selling at reasonable orices ; also Lawn Mowers, Lawn Dressing, Lawn Seed, &c. W. C. SAWYEB & CO.. No.
0-1
5 Treble St., Telephone No. 791 B.

nice house in

double
SCBBYS
styles of this light and popular
in extension and canopy top, fine warranted

the
ιp«„? Aaiafrîmi

we

to know that

WANTED—Everybody
receiving plants fresh

on

ATE TOV SEEN oui- Ladies' 16 Button
Kid Boots for $1.50 per pair, worth $2.50.
Another small lot just opening, will sell out very
quick. Also good stock of Children's Boots very
cheap. Also Ladies' hand-sewed Walkenfasts.
1-1
M. G. PALMER.
FOB SALE—We have 7 or S

Professor of Medicine, at

»

▼

good neighborlots
Prospect street
hood in westerly portion of city must have
WANTED—A
IiiORSALE—House
Woodfords, desirable, fine view of the city
modern improvements, with not less than
all
the
5
from
the
location
to
7
cents
from
;
price
per

FOB SALE—
roomy and
builders in
luxurious,
by
New England.For sale low by HORSE AND CAR1-1
RIAGE MART, Plum St., Port and.

A Sparks,

Memoranda.
Ship Martha Cobb, Greenbank, from Philadel.
Bermuda
for Liverpool, lias been in collivia
phia
sion with steamer Marbella and had bulwarks and
stanchions stove.
Sch Jachin, French, from Rockland for NYork,
put into into Boothbav 2d inst leaking badly. Will
stop leak and proceed.
Part of the cargo of brig J Η Lane, wrecked
near Jupiter Inlet, has been landed on the beach.
Sch J W Woodbury; oi Deer Isle, is on the Marine Railway at Belfast, undergoing extensive re-

20 0<
20 0<
1 3ί
2 4(
2 0(
2 5< 1
10{

FOR

CARRIAGES

Sid fm Hong Kong Mcli 30, barque Edw Kidder.
Griffin, Portland, O; Alden Besse, O'Brion, for
Victor 10.
AratSagua Apl 22d, sell Fostiua, Plnlbrook,
Mobile.
Passed Anjier prev to May 5tli, ship Farragut,
Hardwick, from New York for Shanghae.

1

SALE—On Brown street, near Congress
street, a very desirable two-story house,
containing fourteen rooms, arranged for two families, or for boarders; the lot contains 6000so. feet
of land. For particulars apply to JOHN C. PROC5-1
TOR, Centennial Block.

15 styles very light and stylish,
FAMILY
the best
manufactured

Cienfuegos Λρΐ 2G barque Emita, Crow-

ley, New

Κ ew

Best

NEW

MERCHANTS' X3CHANGE.
Ar at Port Elizabeth, CGH, Apl G, barque Olustee, Nickerson. East London, At.
Ar at Queenstown May 5, ship State of Maine,
Nickels, San Francisco.
Sid fin Cienfuegos 27th, scli Clias II Wolston,

E. Tenu.. V. & Ga.
ûo Iuref
Fort Wavne
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Hannibal & St. Jo
do preferred
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex
Richmond & Danville.
Oregon Nav

OPPORTUNITY ever offered to
make money.
Parties of small or large
means can double the amount invested in one
year, this will bear the closest investigation. Call
and judge for yourself. MAINE ItEAL ESTATE
6-1
and BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

Commonsense, Ladies' French Boots, Ladies' French Kid Boots, Ladies' Goat Walkenfast,
Ladies' fine Slippers.
Ladies' fine Newports,
Gents' hand-sewed Congress, Gents' hand-sewed
Bals., Gents' hand-eewed Button, Gents' Morocco
1-1
leg Dress Boots. M. G. PALMER.

FROM

;

Exchange

land.

Ρ & Ο KR.

Michigan! Central
Minn. & St. Louis

£< ALE OB EXCHANGE—Farm 160 acres
rO good soil, situated near Bath, good house, 2
60 tons
story, barn and other outbuilding, cuts
hay, good timber, % mile from Railroad Station,
fine place, sell low, saiall amount down, balance
MAINE REAL ESTATE AGENCY, 45
easy.
6-1
St.

Plum St.

THURSDAY, May G.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Steamer Dallas, (U S) Barr. coastwise.
Steamer Woodbury, (U S) Deane, eastward.
Barque Piscataqua. (Br) Esdale, Boston, to load
for South America. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Scii Douglas Hovey, Wright, Darien, with hard
pine to Deering.& Richardson. Has lost sails and
jibboom, and sprung mainmast.
Sch W L Roberts, Tripp, Philadelphia—iron to
G Τ Railway Co.
Sell Osear C Schmidt, Bacon, Philadelphiacoal to Randall & McAllister.
Sell Β YV Morse, Reed, Philadelphia—coal to

niimia Central

TX7E ADVISE the trade and consumers to
τ Τ
attend the great Auction Sale of Fine Ciwhich
gars. Imported Key West and Domestic,
will take place this evening at 7 p. m., and will
continue Friday and Saturday at 10 a. ni., 2.30
and 7 p. m. Sale to take place at 230 Middle St.,
M. G. Maimer's old store. These cigars will be
F. O.
sold m lots of one box and upwards.
6-1
BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

«ALE—In

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Ind Bloom, & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville & Ν as η
Manhattan Elevated

gars. These cigars consist
and will be sold in lots of one box and upwards.
Sale to commence this Thursday Evening at 7
at
p. m., and will continue Friday and Saturday
10 a. in.. 2.30 and 7 p, m. Dealers and smokers
attend. F. O. BAILEY & CO.. Auctioneers. 0-1

gold and silver, for which
highest
prices will be paid, or taken
for
watches,
jewelery, silverware,
exchange
etc., etc., at the NATIONAL· LOAN OFFICE,
0-1
496 Congress St. S. Sehryver, Prop.

\T7ANTKD-01d
cash

in

:

At Hong Kong Mch 29, ships John Currier,
Blethen, for San Francisco ; Carondelet, Stetson ;

C F

AUCTION-lOO,-

BE SOLD AT

WILL
000 Imported Key West and Domestic Ciof the finest brands

BAII.BOA»*.

LOST AND VOrWD.

WANTED.

FOR SALE

SALE—Eggs for hatching from

Foreign Ports.

sypjbpl ππ^ιι»·»»^

3

.·.

Texas Pacific
Union Pacifie
U. s. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do I pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Rapids

*

Alene
Orinoco
Niagara
Pavonia

New4Va».reg
New 43/2 s, coup

New York Central
New York. Chicago & St.
do pref
Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
oreson Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Palace
Readme
Kook Inland
St Louis & San Fran
ao pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & Omaha

,·

GLOUCESTER—Ar 5th, schs Cordova, Alley,
Desert.
; Starlight, do fot Mt
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 5th, schs Mary, Magee,
New York; Peiro. Kelley, Hoboken for KenneDeer Isle

FOR

FROM

active stocks.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 329,251 shares.
The ionowmg are to-day's quotations of Government securities :
United States bonds, 3s
New 4s, reg
New 4s, coup

Savage

New York for do : Frank Maria, Woodward, and
Velma, Cotton, Port Johnsonι for Salem; Abby
Wa son, Lord, Hoboken for Newburyport; Ha

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

New York Stock and Money Market
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, May 6,1886.—Money on call eas\
Prime mercantile
at 2@3 per cent ; last loan 2V2.
Exchange continues
paper at 4%@5 per cent.
4
at
rates
actual
86% for 60-daj
dull and steady;
bills and 4 88% for demand. Government bonds
Railroad bonds moderatelv
are dull and steady.
active and heavy. The stock market closed ac·
tive at near the lowest prices of the day for most

CanaaafSouthern

6c.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, May 6, 1886.—U. S. 4s, 128V4.
LONDON, May 6, 1886.—[Beerbohm's report
off the coast,
tojChamber of Commerece.] Cargoesoffered.
Carwheat quiet and steady ; corn, none
for
and
on
the
shipment, wheat and
passage
goes
corn quiet and steady.
LIVERPOOL, May 6, 188b.—cotton marKet is
firm :uplands 5 3-16d; Orleans 5*4 d; sales 10,000 bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, May |G, ;i886.—Quotations—winter wheat 7s 2d; Club wheat 7s 2d@7s 4d. Corn—
mixed Western 4s 3 V2d; peas 5s Gd. Provisions,
&c.—Pork prime Eastern mess 61s ; bacon at 30s
6d for short clear and 29s6d for long clear ;cheese
48s for American; lard, prime Western 3lsGd;
tallow at 23s for Aniercan.

received

Central Iowa.

dock Blood Bitters.

all

Higli Mixed Corn.50@51
Corn, bag lots....53@54
Meal, bag lots. ..61@52
Oats, car lots.... 44@45
Oats, bag lots—45@4C

Canton.

Back, with

hips, is

tiraiu.

25(5,5 50 do bag...24k 00@25 OC
00&5 25 Sack'dBr'i)
75&5 00 car lots.. 1G 50@18 5C
do bag... 18 00@19 OC
roller
5 50®5 75 Middlings. 18 00&23 OC
clear do
5 25@5 50 do bag lots,20 00@24 OC
Winter Wheat
Pi'ovisicni*.
Patents
5 75@6 00 Pork.14 00@14 5C
Fish.
Backs
Cod, $> all—
Clear ....1300@13 5G
11 50® 12 OC
Mess
.Large shores 00^3 25
Lar«e 15ank2 50@2 75 Mess Beef. 7 60@8 OC
8 50@9 00
Small
2 25(®2 50
Ex Mess.
9 50@10 OC
Pollock2 25(a;3 25
Plate
1 50(âl2 00
Haddock
Ex Plate. 10 60@11 OC
Hake
1 75@2 25 LardTubs » ^..6Va@6%c
HerringScaled^ bx..l6@20c Tierces.... 6%@6%c
No 1
Pails
6%@78/4c
13£lGc
9% @10 c
Hams $> lb
Mackerel Φ bbl—
Shore ls.l9 00@21 00 do coveredl0y2@llViî
Oil.
Shore 2s. 0 50(«< 7 r»0
Med. 3s. 4 75@ 5 75 KeroseneCVa
Port. lief. Pet
m
Small
Ρrod nee.
Water White
9*/i
13
Ast'l.^bbL
Pratt's
Cranberries13
3 50@4 50 Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
10
50
.5
Cod..
Ligonia
50@6
Cape

come

also observed "Hotspur" fastened to the
fence.
"May we venture to intrude?" said they,
peeping in over the stair-rail.
"Oh, certainly !" said grandma, smiling.
And Aileen distributed liandleless cup
and bountiful slices of golden brown corncake, yet steaming from the fire, to her

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NTKW YORK. May β, 1880.—Flour marketbDis
;*exports 5137 bbls and 11,Receipts 17,310
281 sacks, without further change with fair business in tine; other grades dull ; sales 14,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00@3 10; superfine
Western and State at 2 60&3 35 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 2o@3 05; good to
choice do at 3 70@5 25 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00@5 10; fancy do at
at 5 15{&5 25 ; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
@5 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 25@
5 20 ; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75@5 00; choice to double extra do at 5 10@
5 25. Southern flour steady ; good to choice do at
3 70@5 25. Rye Flour steady. Wheal—Receipts
9350 bush; exports 42,987 bush; spot lots Vfe@lc
lower with an increased trade, largely for export;
sales 447,000 spot; No 2 Spring at 90c;No 1 hard
93%c; do spot 97VaC; No 2 Red at 90%@90%€;
No 1 Red 98c ; No 1 White at 96c. Rye is nominal. Barley is nominal. Corn—spot lots about
Vac higher; speculation more active; receipts 1,000 bush; exports 130,934 bush; sales 79,000
bush spot; No 3 at 41% c; No 2 at 48c. Oatx are
bush ;sales
heavy ;receipts 77,900 bush ; exports
89,000 bush spot; No 3 at 36VaC, do White 39%
α393,4c; No 2 at 37V&&37<V2c: No 2 White 41c;
Mixed Western 36 i/2@40c; White do at 41@46y2 ;
White State at 43 v2c. Miliar nominal ; renued is
steadv ; C at 5\4@53/8 ; Extra C 5 Va @5%c; White
Extra at C 5%@6c ; Yellow 4%@5V8c ; Off A 6Vé
@6y2c; Mould A 6% c ;standard A 6ysc;granulated at 6%c; cut loaf and crushed at 7Vac; Dowdered at 7c ; Cubes 7c ; Confec A 6 Va@6%c. Petroleum—united at 73c. Pork firm; old mess 9 25
@9 50. Beef is dull. JLard dull and without important change,ruling strong;Western steam spot
at 6 20@6 22y2 ; refined at 6 40 for Continent;
6 70®6 75 for S. A. Butter quiet; State at 17@
24c; Western at 10@23c; Elgin Creamery at .23®
24c. Cheese steady ; State new at 4@9%.
Freights steauy; wheat steam 3%&.
CHICAGO, May 6. 1886.—Flour market dull;
Winter Wheat 4 40@4 75; Wisconsin at40«'@
4 65 ; Michigan at 4 50@4 75 ; soft Spring Wheat
3 80(œ4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
4 60(ά;5 00 ; low grades 2 00@3 00 ; Rye l· lour at
3 30«:ô 50 in bbls. Wheat lower at 76%@77%c;
No 2 Spring at 76%c. Corn easier at 34% c. Oats
dull at 29i/4(a29yec; closed 293/8. Rye steady;
Fork is
No 2 at 60c. Barley dull ; No 2 at 59c.
90. Boxed
easy at 9 05. Lard quiet at 5 87%@5
;
meats steady-shoulders 4 00@4 10;short ribs
shortr,clear 5 55@5 60.
Receipts—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat. 314,000
bush; corn, 41,000bush; oats,45,000busn; ry©,
1,000 bush ; bai ley, 9,000 bush.
Shipments—-Flour, 11.000 bbls; wheat, 109,000
bush: corn, 106,000 bush ; oats. 152,000 bush ;
rye, 3,000 bush ; barley, 8,000 bush,
ST. LOUIS, May 6. 1886.—Flour is! steady:
XXX 2 90@3 00; family 3 10@3 20; choice 3 60@
3 70; fancy" at 4 lO^t.4 20: extra fancy at 4 40 a;
4 70; patents at4 90@5 20. Wheat lower; No 2
Red at 86%c. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed 33c bid.
Oats are firm ;No 2 Mixed 29@29%. Lard easier
*.
at 5 70^5 75.
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls ; wheat, *9,000 bu ;
corn, 24,000 bush; oats, 21,000 bush; rye, 2,000
bush, barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8.000 bbls; jwheat 2000 bu;
corn, 41,000 bush; oats 13,000 bu; rye, 1,000 bu;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, Mav 6, 1«86.-Wheaf—No 1 White
at 84%c ; Mich, fied at 86c; No 2 Red 85c; No 3

>

3
From Long Wharf, Boston,
Street Wharf,
p. m. From Pine
m.
a.
Philadelphia, at 10 the rate of
Insurance oue-half

fizayirossCTw'saillng vesst·!.
Perm. R. K., find
Freights for the West by the
ot comSouth by connecting lines, forwarded free
mission.

Boned Trip SIN.
Prnwage *10.00.
Meals and Room lueluded.
r<»
For freight or passage apply
B. H. NAJIPSO^r, A^di,
70 Loiig Wharl, Bwion.
31dtf

PACKAGES,

FOB SAL·· BT

R. STANLEY & SON, Importer
NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Also

PORTLAND,

Γ

General Managers for Νew England 1

Celebrated
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PQRTLAMP AND VICINITY.
ΤΟ-ΙΪΑΪ

toVKKTI^ii^^lVTH
MiW Αΐη'Ιίϋ'ΓΙΒΚΜΚΝΤΚ.

To Let—House.

Fot Salt—Choice Pansies.
Wanted—Audits.
Patent Keel Oveu-Cyru» H- KUby.
Goods

Store.

Wanted Girl.
For Sale—Drug Store.

FEVER AND ACUE.
N. J., Feb, 20, 1880,
C. Vreeland, Hackensack,
with Fever and
■writes iunt be lias been troubled
Uuimuc would not
Ague for over two years,
By
cure him, though taken in very large doses.
Pills a night for two
taking live Braudreth's
weekiiie was restored to perfect health.
eod&w

mays
Little

pin

a

inay4 d&wlw

dose.

CIRCUIT COURT.

S.

U.

IÎEFÛKE JU1IOK WEIÎB.
Thuiisdav—Georgie K. Little, administratrix
An action
"s. Grand Trunk Hallway. Company.
:over lor personal injuries, resulting in the
W. Little of Bangor plaintiff's
of

Alpliouso

ho was a fireman on defendant's freieht
at the lime of the accident, which occurt tiie evening of November 14, 1867, near
was
am, Ν. H. The writ charges
over the top of the
ny ih.· engineer back
from the conductor
g trahi to get signals
lat wiilli- on Ills way—tile train passing unhridire—he was struck and injured.
that the company was
:*ud reckless in respect to its
rossly
iguals, bridge, etc., etc. Case opened and testimony in progress.
H. D, Hadlock.
A. A. Strout.
Adjourned to Friday 10 a. In.

thatCLittie

The^flAlhlttl contends
negligent

LINCOLN COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFOBB JIUOE FOSTEK.

(Keported for the Press.)

Pierce for

quintain now on trial.

plaintiff.

Hilton for defendant
This case is the most interesting that has vet
term.
this
come before the jury
The second traverse jury were excused this
forenoon and all have returned to tlieir homes.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT
BBFOna JfDOE 11ASKEI.I..
(Reported for the Press.)
UAMiOit, v*cunesuay, May 0.
Edward Jenuess vs. Ira W. Davis. An action
to recover tlie suin of §35 for moving a building
belonging to tlie plaintiff at Corinlh, in August,
1885.
Defendant claimed that the work was improperly doue and that the Building was damaged. On

trial.
H. P. Haynes for plaintiff,
I. W. Davis pro

se

and J.

Crosby.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
ltEFOIlE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday—Annie Peterson. Intoxication·
offerfse, in) days city house of correction

2nd

Charles L. Beale. Common drunkard ; 40
the county jail.

7^BRIEF

in
da'v·
J

JOTTINCS.

-ell is being sunk on the
tel property.
Tlncei,
,u<iua Circle will meet this
evening with Miss Iriuighlin, 153 Franklin
street.
The police examining board will organize
at an adjourned meeting to be held Monday
evening next.
Iiev. Mr. Wright of St. Lawrence street
church and Rev. Mr. Carruthers of Fairhaven, Mass., will exchange pulpits Sunday·
The annual address before the Bible Society of Maine will be delivered next Sunday
evening at the Second Parish church by Wm.
E. Gould, Esq.
The contractors of the city have granted a
request made by tl>a firi,wi.itjiriuii tmrr
hereafter β o'clock be the hour for quitting
work on Saturdays.
There will be a meeting of manufacturing
and jobbing confectioners at the Preble
House Friday, May 14, at 2.30 p. in., to form
a State association for mutual protection.
Moore, the man who attempted to pass
forged checks In this city, did not go before
the Municipal Court yesterday, but his case
will go directly to the grand jury now in
session.
The local art exhibition this spring is free.
Any one wishing to see it can obtain a
ticket of admission by applying to a member
of the society. The Art Building is open
through the day and evening.
The Railroad Commissioners were in town
last evening. They inspected the Eastern
division of the Boston
Maine yesterday
and found it in line condition, and today will
Inspect the Western division.
Br. LeProhou, the French consul at this
port, lias left at the Merchants' Exchange
eading rooms au illuminated and illustrated
usti4ek__AflHlIal, published in Paris,
owing the results of skilled labor in that

■ty.
At the monthly meeting of the managers
of the Board of Trade yesterday morning it
was voted that the Secretary prepare an historical sketch of the board from its organization, for publication in the history of the
coming centennial celebratiou of Portland.
The Allan steamship Peruvian sailed yesterday afternoon with 14 cabin, 9 intermediate and 32 steerage passengers and a
full cargo. Major Booth of the Salvation
Army, a son ol General Booth, and Mr.
Robinson of the Allan line were among the
passengers.
τ»--

Lucky Men's Supper.
on, Bartlett anil Fickett,
men who recently drew
;siana lottery gave a supÎÏ "their friends, chiefly

Fire Department, at Ruby's
-a on Pearl street last evening. The
-its were welcomed in behalf of their
hosts by Capt. Wni. H. Perry of Machigonne
Company No. 1. who acted as chairman. Mr.
Ruby well sustained his reputation as a provider of things good to eat and the tables
were loaded with a tempting array of cold
? oats, salads, fruit,
etc., to which the commplc justice. After the repast
•e

Cushing, Paine, HodgPorter, French, Staples,
others congratulated their
♦

e,

.nid
hosts upon their good fortune, and united
in expressing the
hope that when the gentlemen again drew $3000
apiece, they would
Mr.
give another supper at the same place.
Thurston made appropriate remarks.
—""6»

International Steamship Co.
The summer arrangement of this company
is

as fullows :
Commencing Monday, May
10th, the company's steamers will leavô Boston at 8.30 a. m.
Mondays, Wednesday» and
Fridays, and Portland at 5 p. m. same
days for Eastport and St. John (connecting
at Eastport for Calais and St. Andrews).
At St. John close connection is made with
the Intercolonial Railway and other diverging lines. The popular direct trip from Boston to St, John, which was run for the first
time last season, has been renewed. The
Boston and Annapolis direct line of this
company was reopened April S^th.

St. Lawrence Street Church Concert.
By an oversight eur notice of the concert
given at St. Lawrence Street church Wednesday evening failed of insertion in yesterday's
issue. This concert was a delightful affair
and largely attonded. The quartettes from
the Schubert Club and Ladies Orchestra rendered their numbers with great skill.
The
mandolin and guitar duet by Messrs. Nicker,
and F. B. Smith was full of tropical sen?nt, and the duet by Miss Weeks and Mr.
", the solos by the saine artists, the
solos by Miss Josie Mitchell, and the
by Mr. Foss, were well given and

2Jvgd.
>w

Filling
marshy tract

In.

of land lying bene Maine
Central Railroad and new
west of the station, has been
lffthe railroad and is being filled
coigijany also bought a
»ton
of the road at

^reet,

ïra^LTlie
tÎ^KU^side
*hen it

was expected that the repair
shop would be located in the
^braces all of
jnesent Gres-

"*6

site of the ol

Vvvard.

i
!

Junior Grand

Clifford

Deacon—S.

Captain—Joseph

W. Scott

Shorey,

ENGINE

Captain—A.

HOOK

Captain—C.

i ow tannery,

2.

NO.

3.

E. Jordan.

adopted :

Turner.
Grand M.

Moses, X or til Gorhant; Levi Jordan, East
Raymond ; M. E. Wight, Cumberland Mills ; Walter Southworth, Edes Falls; J. H. Doughty, Yarmouth; George W. Murch, Portland: Capt. John
Moran, Boston ; Charles L. F. Howe,Canton; John
Plunkett. Topsham; S. K. McCready, Boston,
Ν. fl.

Port-

Reports
places :

Mr. W. A. Cromwell was at the Falmouth
yesterday and was called on by Hon. C. H.
Chase and taken to the depot by the latter
in his carriage.
The body of Mr. S. D. Merrill, brother of
1. D. Merrill, arrived from Denver,Colorado,
His funeral will take
Wednesday night.
place next Sunday at 3 o'clock from the
Relatives
and
Vaughan street church.
friends are invited to attend.
Mr. James S. Paul, a well known citizen
of Peabody, Mass., died Wednesday at bis
home in that town from Bright's disease.
He was born in Eliot, and by occupation
was a leather measurer, being well known
to the trade. He was a member of Holton
Lodge of Odd Fellows of Peabody. Mr. Paul
was G8 years of age and he leaves a widow.
G. A. Chandler, Rochester, N. Y. ; H. A.
dark, fcalein ; A. Hums, Montreal ; (ίον. F.
Robie.Gorhain ; J. L. Chapman,Fitchburg;V.
F. Hatch, New Bedford ; Α. II. Lang, Skowliegan ; B.F. Williams, E. J. Simmons, New
York; M. A. Parker, C. P. Hall, Boston;
Chas. Baker, Belfast were among the guests
at the Falmouth Hotel last night.

received from the

were

following

A live club
Gorham—by IL N. Moses.
holding weekly meetings and with good interest.
East Raymond—by Levi Jordan.
A good temperance interest in this place. No meetings held
North

at present.
Cumberland

report.
Edes

Mills-by M.

E.

Wight.

No club to

Falls—by Walter Southworth. Club organized six months ago, now running. Sixty-five members.
Portland—by Geo. W. Murch, Club at work
with 3G members. Weekly meetings.
No club and
Yarmouth—by J. H.
could not vouch for any man but himself.

Doughey.

Mr. Howe, of Canton, State organizer of
Reform Clubs, repotted a club at Belgrade
six weeks old with 100 members.
S. R. McCready of Massachusetts gave a
general report,

οι ciuo worit in mat ouue-

Adjourned to

2 p. m.
At 2 o'clock a praise meeting was held, led
by Walter Soutliworth of Edes Falls, which
lasted till 3 o'clock, at which time the regular
session was called to order, and after addresses from a large number of reform men,
remarks were made by Capt. Penny of the
Portland Salvation1 Army, Kev. Mr. Foster
of Livermore Falls, followed by a song by
Mr. Webster of North Gorham.
After a praise meeting from 7 till 7.45 in the
evening, Bent Band gave a concert till 8 o'clock, when the closing session of the convention was called to order and addresses were
made by Messrs. Plunkett of Topsham,
Southworth of Edes Falls, Wentworth of
Saccarappa, Wight of Cumberland Mills,
Parker of North Gorham, Moran of Boston,
Jackson of Cumberland Mills, Ware of North
Gotham, Merritt, Caleb Tracey and Murch
P<irHan.i
faf|P|-snRrsed with music by the
——
band.

Marriage of Rev. A. S. Ladd.
The many friends of Rev. A. S. Ladd
formerly pastor of Congress street Methodist church^of this city, now of Pine street,
church, Bangor, will be pleased to learn that
the reverend gentleman and Miss Helen A.
Osgood were united in marriage Wednesday
evening at the residence of the bride's
father on Elm street. Bangor.
The çeremony;was performed shortly after 8 o'clock,
in the presence of the immediate relatives and friends of the contracting parties.
It was performed by Rev. C. J. Clark, D. D.,
pastor of the Pine street Methodist church,

Portland, and av£tt_warm_naraanal frirnul
or JIT. I.add's.
The Whig says: "Miss Osgood is one of the most highly esteem ed
young ladies of our city and has been very
prominent as a vocalist. During Mr. Ladd's
year's pastorate here he has become very
popular with his society and outside of it
has also made hosts of warm friends.
Mr.
and Mrs. Ladd leave this morning for Winterport to attend the East Maine Conference
and then expect to return to Banger. The
heartiest congratulations of a|wide circle of
acquaintances together with best wishes for
a long and pleasant married life are extended
to them.
The Centennial Invitations.
The centennial invitations, designed by
Mr. J. C. Stevens and engraved by Mr. W.
S. Lowell, are very handsome and appropriate. In the centre is a very accurate representation of the buildings corner of Middle and Exohange streets, orwhat may propIn conerly be called Post Office Square.
trast to the elegant modern buildings, is a
drawing of an old farm house and surroundwith a man plowing, descriptive of the
old farm which existed a hundred years ago,
where State street now runs. In one part of
the invitation is engraved a picture of the
despatch-bearer riding along the country
road, bearing the news, as was customary
100 years ago, and in another the telegraph
cables which are now the means of communication. From the State seal depends drapery, bearing the wording of the invitation,
and at the bottom of the card an accurate
sketch of Portland, 1886, taken from the
islands.

ings,

minster Kennel Club's New York bench
show. Tuesday morning he received a telegram saying that Mikado and Belle of Woodford's arrived dead, and the others very
sick. Mikado and Belle were the pick of
the litter and were entered to run in this
fall's Derby for a purse of $700.
Arrangements had been made to have the brace sent
from New York to a trainer in Virginia,
with whom a contract had been made to
break and handle in the fall field trials Five
hundred dollars would not have bought the
brace. Mr. Harris attributes their loss to
A
gross carelessness on somebody's part.
letter from Mr. Anthony of the Graphic
Kennels says that the others are recovering.

A False Report.
The St. John boats were seriously delayed
by the heavy wind Tuesday night and did
not reacli Commercial Wharf, Boston, until
late Wednesday night. Their arrival was
watched with intense eagerness by hundreds
of striking carpenters and painters, who
were disturbed by a rumoi that a small army
of "scabs" had been imported by the master

ΛΙ LU»
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Ul

ly retorted

annoy

the strikers. Committees were sent to watch
the boats, and
self-appointed watchers
joined them on the wharf. When the State
of Maine was reported at 7 o'clock the
wharf was black with people, and as she
approached -the landing their excitement
began to show itself. There were only seven
carpenters or painters aboard, and of these
but two yielded to the urgent appeal· of the
strikers to join their ranks.

Al'I'KOriUATIOXS.

Interest Boody Fund

$

Library

School
Repairs
Permanent Improvements
Triennial Festival

Salaries
Gas, fuel, printing, etc
Incidentals

100
300
150
3U0
340
150
425
790
100

From

$2,733

A number of river drivers came to Bangor
the Piscataquis train Tuesday night, who
aid they had been at work on the drive of
Iradstreet Brothers of Gardiner, who had
j elegraphed to leave the drive, of some 600,< 00 feet of
logs, in lloach Pond and discharge
he men, giving as a reason that in the disurbed condition of labor the logs were safer
η Roach Pond than in the Gardiner boom,
"he discharge of the men was a great disap1 lointment to them, as the running of the logs
Fould have caused the disbursement of quite
sum of money, of which they will now be

j

|

I leprived.

Demands Damages.
Capt.Cyrus B.Avcrill of llockland,lias filed
demand against the Madagascar Governuent for the robbery of himself and daugher at Burming and the
looting of the bark
Surprise on the Madagascar coast last Noember. Damages are laid at $8,000. Secreary Bayard has forwarded copies of the palers to the United States Consul at Tamaave, with directions to make suitable repesentatious to the Queen's government in
he premises and request instant reparation
ο

be made.
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Hood's Sarsaparilla
Wallace Buck, of North Bloomfleld, Ν. Y., suflfereleven years with a terrible varicose ulcer on
] lis leg, so bad that lie had to give up business. He
yas entirely cured of the
ulcer, and also of catarrh,
ι >y Hood's Sarsaparilla.
"I was troubled with boils, having several of
t iiem at a time.
After suffering about all I could
j ear, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, which entirely
ured me. I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsa:
arilla to all like afflicted, being sure they will find
elief," Ε. N. Nightingale, Quincy, Mass.
d

>

"I had been troubled with hives and pimples for
time. Other remedies having failed, I was
I have taken
1 dvised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla.
t ΛΌ bottles, and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
no equal as a blood purifier." ËFhas
arsaparilla
iE M. Petbie, l'ortsmouth, Ohio.
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good.

good as ever. My general health

as

I

all to the

it

owe

Jarsaparllla.

use

Brown's

of

Hon. Β. B. Thomas,
enobscof Co.,

Treas.

Bangor, Me.
Mb. E. Cobb,

one

of the most

prominent

mer-

of Bangor, lias suffered from liver trouble

chants
for two

Cobb has consulted good phy-

Mr.

years.

Sarsaparilla.

says it is the best thing for Liv-

He

Complaint that

er

was

his

his

to

ever came

freely recommends it to
"I

all out of fix this Spring," said Mr. L. O.

the testimonials, bought

some

and

have been for years.

"I read some of

of Brown's Sarsap-

am

to-day better than

recommend Brown's

I

all medicines I have

Sarsaparilla above
it to be

notice, and

friends.

Daks, merchant at Garland, Me.

I

or

began the use of Brown's

assistance until he

as

I know

good."

READER!—If you have any trouble with your

kidneys you can find

certain relief for it by

a

Corolinas, Queen City Favorites.

us-

prevailing

..rn^l ¥aî«Q»Alro nf US

OOlltl?»

colors of

as

the public well know.

Our

BY AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY, May 12, 1886, at 2.80
o'clock p.
on the
m.,
premises, the
N. L.
Woodbury farm, occupied by L. B.
Dennett,
Esq., "located in Deering, about

ON

less than
and
miles from Portland,
three
one mile from Westbrook Junction, on the Maine
and
&
Rochester
Railroads,
and
Central
Portland
same distance from the horse cars running to
Portland, and within walking distance of the Deering High School and Westbrook Seminary, situated on Windham street, which Is being built with
houses both along side said farm and beyond it,
thus giving the farm a prospective value as an investment, in addition to its present great agricultural value. Said farm contains about one hundred acres of land, ninety acres of which is excellent grass land, and ten acres excellent for early
gardening. Tnere is an asparagus bed of sixtyeight square rods, which last vear gave an income
of more than one hundred and fifty dollars; there
is au orchard of seventy apple trees, all grafted
with the best standard varieties, ana beginning to
bear. Also cherry and plum trees, all in healthy
condition. There is a grove of handsome oak and
pine trees, and in addition, wood both hard and
soft, sufficient for home use for many years. An
excellent pasture; newly reclaimed from wood
land, and watered by a never failing brook. Seventeen acres were in sweet corn last year, with
the whole field in grass, seventy-five tons of hay
would be harvested iu averaga seasons. The
buildings consist of a two story frame house with
addition, containing 11 rooms. Barn 100x47 feet,
with cellar under whole and granite and brick
wall, with cistern 19x13 feet and 7 feet deep;
Silo 18x13 feet and 14 feet deep. Ice house 18x14
filled With ice. and refrigerator In same 5x5 feet
and 8 feet high. Henhouse 24x12, with ample
yard set to plum and cherry trees. Greenhouse
35x13 with large cistern. Land free of rocks and
easily worked. It is believed to be the best farm,
tho best located, and worth the most money of
any farm in the State of equal size. Immediate
given, and work well advanced on the
arm. Terms very easy and made known at the
sale. At the same time and place will be sold the
Farm Tools and Machinery consisting of Horse
Rake, Mowing Machine, Tedder. Farm Wagons.

fiossessiou

Sleds, Seed Sower,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.
with one or two horses.

BROWN'S

ana

SARASPARILLA

other farm utensels,

Further particuliers can be obtaiued from
F. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS,
INExchaiigc St., Portland, Me.
dlw
my 6

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Eg-Your money refunded If it does not do al

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

claimed.
Brown's Sarsaparilla is sold by all Dragglstslfor
ARA

81.00; 6 bpttles for $5.00.
Proprietor, Bangor, Me.

WARREN,

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
BAfJLKY.
marl4

is

complete with

—

my2t

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
nd invite the inspection of the oublie to the same,
le sure and .look at our stock aiid get prices bejre purchasing elsewhere.

VALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.
We

are now

aud

Decorations

Ceiling

liât have been shown in this city for years. This
ne is complete in all the best designs that have
We make a specialty
een produced Xhis season.
f first class work in all its branches. Plans anu
stimates given at short notice. We have a large
arietyof Gilt and Brouze Papers. Also the
irgest stock of common papers in the State.

FRAZER

people of Portland and vicinWANTED—The
ity to know that MRS. J. WESLEY JOHNthe
and

gJeaIe

celebrated Medical
Business ClairSON,
voyant, late of Boston, has taken rooms at Mrs.
Farrelrs, 56 Free street, and will give sittings
7-1
daily. Ladies 50 cts. ; Gents 75 cts.

BEST IN THE WORLD MilhflVta
Sold Everywhere.
C^-Get tlie Genuine.

EET—House No. 1 (old) Gray St., (new
TONo. 11,) (Park street propriety,)
former
drT ambre s dyspepsia cure:
idence of Daniel F. Emery possession given after
and
and
res-

Readily

permanently

cures

:

Dyspepsia

the 15th inst. Apply to N. S.
to Exehnngc St.

all derangements of the digestive functions, the
immediate cause of which is a diminished quantity,
ar unhealthy quality, of the gastric secretion of the
stomach. It cures indigestion and promotes nutrition. To further advertise this cure every purchaser is entitled to a share in the monthly profits. Ninety Pills in a box will be sent to any address on receipt Of $1.00. Λ HI Β It Ε MEDICINE CO.,
Mouth Boston, Μα»».
87 C Street,

No.
7-1

SA EE—Grocery and provision store on
one of the best streets in Boston : good clean
stock, low rent and splendid location for business;
uhis is sold for no fault, owner has other business
ind will sell for just what the stock is worth,
ibout $600. J. F. HUNT & CO., 14 State St.,
Boston.
7.1

—

TO

Τ

of Cumberland, deceased, and
ziven bonds as the law directs. All persons
Saving demands upon the estate of said deîeasea, are required to exhibit the same ; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
PELEG BARKER, of Portland, Adm'r.
Cape Elizabeth. May 4tli, 188C.

janitor

vould give employment to
[t., Box 2014.

hereby given that I have purchased
NOTICE
the patent right of Ravner's Patent Reel
is

Dven, for the City of Portland ; and all persons
making or using the same must have a license
from ine.
GYRUS H. KILBY,
P. O. Address, Box 130, Woodfords.
May 0,188G.
may7d2w*'

7

Apply

vork.

©a ea

at 65 FREE ST.

7-1

"
This is to intimate that the words, Syrup of Red
Spruce Gum
constitute our Trade Mark, which ie
both
at Ottawa and
iuly secured according to law
or
Washington. Any person infringing the same,will
mitatlng the wrapper which is also registered,
ue prosecuted forthwith, and without further notice.
Ν. B.—Any one offering for sale, not being the man·
rfacturer, an article for coughs and colas bearing
;he above Trade Mark, is equally liable with the
nanufacturer.

these Little Pills. Γ
They also relieve Bie-I

tress from Dyspepsia,·
I η d i g e etion and Tor.
Hearty Eating, A perβ m » m m*.
fect mne(1y ior Dizzi·
I#
Β W Bo S* oess, Nausea, Prowvi·
Taste iu the
S© 8 § Β
nes0j
η m Miwt
Month, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
rhey regulate the Bow·
If·!h and prevent Consti·
and Piles. The smallest and easiest to tak<
Only onepill a dose. 40 in a vial, Pnrely Vej
etable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by umilforfl.Oi

*

IITTLE
H

6

(See

Trade Mark Act of 1868.)

KERRY, WATSON

&

Proprietors of the above Trade Mark.
Factory: Rouses Point. "Wholesale "Warehouse:
Sole

eodlstor4thp

"TEGHNI60N"
GVMSASIIJJI i'or FinHands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
! indents should use it.
in perfecting
tid to ARTISTS
lieir technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
, uar, W. H. Sherwood. S. B. Hills,
,Mason.
\ Y ni.
A

former price $1.25.
I 3albriggan Shirts and Drawers 81.00; former
( Cents'
■

priceSI.371-2.

Neck Ties η Summer
styles 25c to SI.25.
«light Shirts, all sizes, 50 cts;
former price $1.00.

SAMUEL «M,
CEI*. AGENT.

■

I. e. HAYES & CO.1
my

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE.

5

fejtf

aim

g

INSURANCE

dtf

il wiroujK rouipnuieM at fair rate* with prompt
id Equitable settlement of losses should call on

αϊ

Philadelphia
TijiO Π A £2· Ε g)ÎB onthe
β kûi^i ç jÎah £n&t
ISfeWoi>aper AaverI HI?! I "B M1 tiein* Agency of Mesura

M* W· AYE»

* finM"

<v-ir

autho^aed

e^ent*

WARREN SPARROW & CO.,
:ip30d7t-4thp

30

Washington

EXCHANGE ST.

etc.

SUITS.

the best manner and with promptness.
Knickerbockers, Caps, &c., to match.
Made in

ALLEN, SOLLY & CO.'s
HOMIEBY AN Ο UXDKRIVEAK.
All weights
In Silk, Merino, Balbriggan, etc.
and qualities.

The above goods are all "Hum! Frame" made
this House
and manufactured especially for
Warranted the best of the kind known.

ORDERS
Taken for gentlemen's Outfitting from any part
of the world. The Largest and Finest Stock of
Men's Furnishings in the States oh hand at popuulars prices.

SAMUEL BUDD,
JTIadison

\. V.
Square,eotl&wlm

OREAT

St.,

Handkerchief

lstor4thpeodtf

aprlG

SALE!

of
These Good3
In Choice Patterns.

IGNUM

γατττμλ»

Œ,

In
*n

feet,

In 6 feet and 12 feet
In 12,15,18 and 24feet
In all widths
of ai1 kinds·

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
URCOMAN
iVISS LACES
AURAS

OTTINGHAM
URTA1N POLES

'INDOW SHADES
1XXURES &c.

All qualities and iu
Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

Buy these goods ol
and

save

a

us

money.

Those refurnishing will do well to examine
ock and make sure of getting the best at
west prices.

I.J. BAILhY

TURNER BROS.'
DON Τ SWEAR

Large Stock

IDDEMINSTERS

our

the

UU,,
Street.,,

a

tl'i

mum

DECORATIONS.

When you hurt yourself ; try something better for
paillS—JBaker'e Cirent American Specific.
is liable to happen to any

·ΑΝ·
ACCIDENT

ouse, Office and Store Decorations
A

We are

SPECIALTY.

prepared

to

one

esti-

A mis-

WITHOUT
AN OATH

>prains, Cuts, Bums, Toothache, &c.

WM. M. DOW, Ρ OR LAND, Me.

State

of

Maine,

ί

bounty of Cumberland. 1
Personally appeared Win. M. Dow, and affirmed
hat the above statement by him signed is true,
efore 111e.
LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.
Bnkcr'n Great American Npecific is a
lean and purely vegetable preparation, free from
iijurious ingredients. It does not simply numb
tie pain and afford temporary relief, but acts as ammter irritant and draws out the pain.
Try it
nd

see.

It is sold for

FIFTY
ET M

nee.

1
Idoes not fulfill all

_

w
1

as

011
printed
refund

Οίwill

Remember

our claims
the label, we
your money at

This insures you satisfaction.

IAIRICE BAKER &

make

at any time.

causes a sprain; a
sudden fall wrenches a
shoulder; a quick move

step

.near a fire overturns a
cettle of hot water and some one is scalded ; a
Hidden change in the atmosphere brings on tootliiche, neuralgia or rheumatism. For all such and
or many other household troubles of greater or
ess importance. BAKKR'M (iircnt American
Specific is a remedy.
This is to certify that I
:auglit my foot and fell full
orce striking the edge of a
ub with my nose, breaktig the flesh away from
he cartilage, making it J
for the doctor to take several stitches
lecessary
ο keep it in place.
I used very freely Baker's
I have not had any
Jreat American Specific.
oreness resulting from the blow, and 110 discolor,tion of the flesh, and but little swelling. Every
iody should have a bottle for instant use for

~

mar 2 9

CO., Proprietors,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

UNITED

STATES
HOTEL.

before the rush of Spring bus-

WILSON,

icss commences.

SPECIALIST,

Treats complicated Dis-

ORING. SHORT k HARMON.
eo<13m

:eb2(i

eases and
those made
chronic by malpractice.

No cure 110 pay, only for
medicine.
and Examination
Consultation
free
•om 9 a. m. to S p. in.
janl5dt,f

TIC UNIFORM
EXCELLfcNCE .T
IHCSE PIAIIOS
IN ICNE.FINISH
ANO OURAQiLin HAVE ESTABLISHED A REPUTATION UNEOUALUO
BY ASY MANUFACTURER·

r uorr-emn
MORCAH—NY
LANC-BOSTON
II ZERRAMM
■AND HUN
D9 OF. ΟΓΗΕΒ
ISItAL AUTHORITII

DRG^i/i^mNOCO
II TREMONT ST.
;nd for CATALOGUE

AND PRICES

B0ST0N,MASS·
ITHTIQN PAPER·

eodly

LASTING POWDER.
lole agent in this vicinity, for Du Pout's Black
wtier, (Blasting and Sporting) and the well
own

"ATLAS POWDER,"
best high explosive on the market. Furnished
any quantity, and at bottom prices.
Λ1*ο Guns and Fishing Tackle.

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
utton and other merchandise in the
ortland Sugar House.
Warehouse reilpts given. Otis Brothers elevator,
swest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
lvl4dl-f

!\o.

298 Commercial Ni«·«·«*

'."J 1 Middle Street.

pr26

eodtf

TURNER BROS.,
188 & 400 CONGRESS ST.
my4

dtf

MAGIC

the

STARCH,
—

BY

MADE

—

MAGIC STARCH
PHILADELPHIA,

FINEST

CO.

PA.

BEST

AND

I!* THE WORLD.

NEEDS NO COOKING
Producing α rich, beautiful

Gloss and Stiffness.

^*i\· Mtnrch yd introduced

ran

be

Sold under

guarantee <>! manufacturers.

COUSENS &

TOMLINSON,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
POBTLAND, ME.

Agents,
illni

IEW MODEL RANGE,
—

ATENT
—

WITH ITS

—

CRATE.

REFLEX
SOLD ONLY

TENNEY
EXCHANGE ST.,
lee 14

FOR

BY

J
tss

υ

II

>dV»n

SALE.

and furniture

separately

or

A good business, all
man to step into.
Apply

teams.

ARTIFICIAL
Best

TEETH

I'lain T'<eth'

Resetting

8?H

"

Filling at moderate prices.
>r two or
more teeth.

—

& DUNHAM,
PORTLAND, ME.

business in Boston
together; good stock, first·
ready for an
ergetiiat; aiî Broolcιβ St., Cambridge, Mass.
Address C. A. MOORE & CO..
.37 Union St.. Boston.
:nay5eod2w
JXI'KESS

com·

)ne Package will do the Work of Two
Pounds of Ordinary Starch.

BUY THE

!

3-. L.

partments.

μη red wilh the ;Ύ1Α4*1(\

STORAGE.
aAS&i
PIANOS.

A large job lot of seconds in Ladies' and Gents" all Linen Handkerchiefs from the most celebrated
manufacturer in the world, to be
sold at about, half price.
1 case Danish Cloth Suiting at
12 1-2 cents.
Job lot of Hambnrgs 12 cents,
worth 20.
Elegant line of Dress Trimmings
in Jet; Moss, Beaded Lace, &c., at
low prices.
Black Brocade Velvet $1.50.
Wool Laces lower than the lowest.
Best Lining Cambrics 4 cents.
Silesias 8 cents.
Parasols in great variety.
Large line of Latest Style Wraps
and Jackets for Ladies and Children.
Special Bargains in other de-

l8tor4thpeodtf

ud would advise all contemplâtig work of this kind to call car·

dtf

SEEKING

Shooting,

ever made.
A OI FT.—Remember we will mail
you a copy of our valuable Family Formula Book,
containing home treatment of common ailments
with simple remedies, and a great number of valuable formulie and
Give name of tbis

,fcki}^elj)hia

eb24

___

SPECIALTIES.
Fancy Imported Flannels for Tennis, Boating

myG

Lowell. Hartford

irppii· pr v<

XTRA SUPERS
LEDIUM SUPERS

lo. 3 Free Street BIOGk, Portland.

1 PARTIES

The LnleMt Loudon and Parin De-

—AT—

—

j,

Cloths.
•inn.

ΚΟΝΤΟ*. MASS.

perfect

—

{

Try It and you will find it so immeasurably superior to other preparations that you will never
accept any other blood remedy. It is purely vegetable, ana is beyond all question the most

1762

'ers.

| .isle Thread Hose 75 cents ;

and Embroidered Colored
The Latest Novelty for Bosoms, etc.
Fancy Percales. Madras and Cheviot

uigefS'^grades

AFESTBY BRUSSELS

SO State Street, Boston.

janll

Tumors. Scrofula, and other terrible blood troub
les that had been pronounced absolutely incurable by the most eminent physicians. It is unquestionably the ·<ΜΙΝΟ OF BLOOD PITBIFIERS," with no rival or equal in eradicating all germs of disease from the blood,
cleaniiing and eoftening the «kin and

lates ou all kiiuls of above work.
ïe have
competent workmen

CO.,

Wholesale Druggists, Moaïreal,

CARTER MEDICINE CO., ?rop'rs, New York·
Bold by aU Druggists.

BARGAINS!

Price 25 cts.

French

Worcester, Homers

Roughs, Colds. Consumption. Hoarseness. Tx>se of
Voice, and all affections of the Throat aud Lungs.

Positively Cured by?

Pique.

NOTICE.

CANCERS.

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,

FOR

η « BWfe.

of

DRESS SHIRTS.
In White, Printed

«gj·* ™,rytl

ODY BRUSSELS,

190 & 192 Middle

Grar's Sjnip of Bel Spnce Gnn.

dlw*

ce £5

7-1

SPRING AND SUMMER
1886.

English, Lowell

mar30

St., opposite Delano's ITIill.
a a

as

CAUTION ! !

R Ε D LO Ν ,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

■ 4*1*

situation

LjlOSl

Gents'

Ml

499 Fore
may 7

a

light work that
early riser. Address

S A EE—Drug store in a smart manufacturing town ; also physician's practice includsd ; old established ; good business ; sell all includid for only $2100, lest than actual cost of stock
md fixtures ; unusual chance for druggist or pliylician.
MAINE REAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St
7-1

lished 17 years ; never more successful than now ;
nie of the largest manufacturing cities in the
state : carries about $5000 in stock ; owner out of
lealtn, wishes to retire ; splendid opportunity for
smart man. JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277
7-1
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Β

an

Γ57ΆΚΤΕΟ-Α good smart girl to do kitchen
τ τ
work, must come well recommended ; would
lot object to middle aged woman if able to do the

Furnishing
FOR
Goods Store, 50 miles out of Boston ; estaband

may7-2m

One Bottle is equal to eight of any
other blood medicine in the market.
In Dr. Flower's hands it has cured thousands of

MADISON SQUARE,
NEW YOKK.

KING KDWAKI) ST.,
LONDON.

receipts.
Address

American.

ELVEt

ττμπτ FTTTM
îvttt
rfft niT ητ
CL0Ta
γι γγλτη

a
\JtTANTED—By
young man.
τ τ
of an office or some

by

oS!î

VTOTICE—Cottage lots to lease in Willard,
Ll
near theVater, Cape Elizabeth.
For fur;her particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43

Ν'FED—Agents

PATENT REEL OVEN.

No physician in America to-day lias such a national reputation as Dr. R. C. FLOWER for radiScrofula, and
cally curing Canccm, Tumor*,
all those deep seated and terrible blood disorders
that for centuries the medical world regarded ai
well-nigh incurable. Dr. Flower's Blood Purifier, more than anything else, has contributed to
its splendid results
his unparalleled reputation
in speedily eliminating all poisonous germs from
the body, and quickly supplying an abundance of
the pure rich blood so essential to perfect health.
is no cheap medicine made
This
to Hell; on the contrary^ is a scientific combination ot the finest and most costly blood remedies.

and

RT SQUARES
OREIGN and
M ERICAN RUGS

VI7"A
io sell steamless and
τ ?
oderless kettles, sold by small models ; ex,'lusive territory given.
C. H. SARGENT, 52
7-1
remple St.

my7dlawF3w*

Blood Purifier !

KnirlUh

iTTT tîin

SA EE—Choice

Commercial St.

low

as

DÏPARTMEiW.

.XMINSTER,
IOQUETTE

Pansies 40 cents per
dozen; bedding plants of all kinds, cut flowïrs and floral designs furnished for all occasions
it the lowest prices in the city. STURD1VANT'S
7-1
GREENHOUSES, 697 Congress St.

FOB

County

8AEE—Hats

CARPET

city;

contains 12 rooms, bath room, hot and
iold water ; all modern conveniences ; gas and Se[>ago in stable ; will lease for 3 years ; rent reasontble. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St. 7-1

Notice

PB. «. C. FLOWER S

BUDD.
8

paper when you send.

LET-House and stable, westerly eud of

Ο

—

is here β\ given, ti at
the subscriber has been duly appointed
ind taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
AUGUSTUS C. BARKER, lato of Portland,

the

<Ve guarantee our prices
as the lowest.

FOR

ADVERTISERS
Lowest Kates for advertising in 971 good newspapers sent free.
Λ-ddress GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.. 10 Spruce St.,
Ν. Y.
my7eod&wim

in

GARDINER,

dtf

exhibiting the best line of

Papers

Loom

W. ALLEN

ESTABLISHED 1861.

cases

Designs and Colorings.

New

This is actually much less than these goods cost or could
be bought for to-day, and they are desirable for making up
Dresses, Aprons, &c., for summer.
In the basement just at foot of stairs, the stock of Lining
Cambrics and Silesia have been placed and will be sold commencing to-day, as follows :
Best Cambrics, all colors, 3 cents yard.
Best Silesia, 9 cents yard.

€.

F. O.

eodly-lstor4tlipcF

preparation

Carpet Department

my6d3t

VALUABLE FARM NEAR PORTLAND,

bottle of Brown's Sarsa-

It regulated my liver and bowels so that

)arllla.

of sale, will be

erly occupied by M. G. Palmer ; sale
this day at 7 p. m. and will sell Friday and Saturday at 10 a. m., 2% and 7 p. m. ; we respectfully
inform the public, dealers and smokers that the
above stockfis of superior excellence and the finest finish; ample time for inspection will be given
to the sale; these goods will be sold in
lots of one box and upwards; the following are
some of the brands which will be offered: Partigas, Upmans. Regalias, Infantas. Our Own, Operas, Manillas. Londres, Balto Belles, La Normas.
Brevas, Principes. Vistas, Conchas, Henry Clay,

rwn···!··—aaeaa·——a—■——■——»

Harmonize

We reauire the space for our uew stock of Shirt Waists,
Flannel Blouses and Jerseys, and have placed all the White
Goods in the Infants' Wardrobe Department to be closed out
at once.
One lot Checked Nainsooks at 8 cents.
One lot Checked and Plaid Nainsooks at 10 cents.

Sarsaparilla

druggists, $1 ; six for $5. Prepared only
HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass-

constipation ; my appetite

day and poor the next, my eyes showed evi-

lence of

sold at

convenience
public
FOlt
auction, at No. *10 .Middle Ht.f store formto commence

previous
Liver Complaint with

severe case of

a

labitual
me

dtd

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

OWEN, MOORE « CO.

Purifies the Blood.
s ome

"I had

WEDNESDAY,
H. L. FOX, Secretary.

rith special reference to the
ach. It is desirable to have

son of
years.

may be full of impurities, but Hood's
Sarsaparilla will thoroughly cleanse, enrich, and
vitalize it. The most severe cases of scrofula, salt
lieum, boils, pimples,—in fact all affections arisng from impure blood, yield to Hood's Sarsanarila.
It also cures dyspepsia, biliousness, sick lieadiclie, kidney and liver complaints, sharpens the
appetite, and builds up the wliole system.
Henry Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
crofulous sores all over his body for 15 years.
lood's Sarsaparilla completely cured him.

the ills

indications of Liver

ail

are

Complaint.

room

myO

and all

Complexion, Constipation

hat accompany it,

of the Portland
May 12th, 1886, at

be held in the directors'
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Purify Your Blood
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Ct

Home for Women
unci Children.
Η Ε Annual Meeting of this corporation will

temporary

ave

Your blood

Hood's

HE

my6

Ί

1

The Finest Itrands, Imported, Key West
and Domestic.

j

[The funeral service of the late Sylvanus D.
Merrill will take place on Sunday afternoon at 3
>'dock, from Vaughan Street Church. Relatives
md friends are invited to attend.

! old by
ι y C, I.

HOME FOB AGED MEN.
annual meeting of this corporation for the
clanou of officers and the transation of other
usines#^will be held at the Home Thursday
vening May 13th. at 7.30 o'clock.
II. F. FURBUSH, Secretary.

11

Jaundice, Indlges-

system.

irilla, took one bottle,

MEETINGS.

TRADE MARK NOTICE.

[Portland papers copy.]
In Milwaukie, Wis.. March 3, Edward,
he late Barker Ilsley of Portland, aged 88

in

I|

to

MÂRRETT,

:

In Willard, (Cape Elizabeth) May 11, Charles H
French, aged
years 5 months.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
:rom No. 3 Cusliing Court, city.
In Windham, April 24, Clement M. Legrow,
iged 43 years 9 months.
In Barsonsfield, April 2G, Willie Α., eldest son
if Alonzo P. and Mary Moulton, aged 16 years.

On Account of Labor Troubles.

ANNUAL

j

the most important

of

one

ion, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach, Variable Appetite,
! Sallow

ao

Board

of the

irgans of

the human

100,000 CIGARS.

sicians, taken various remedies, but got little

I. J. BAILEY 4 CO.,

At the Cambridge Wreck.

Wednesday evening.

apr30dtd

Below we give a list of a lot of Cotton Dress Fab·
rics, which we are closing out, not to be duplicated.
y
SUCCESSORS TO
3000 yards good style Printed Lawns, stylish patterns at 4 1-2 cents yard.
2000 yards Cinghams, in most popular styles and
BAILEY & GO.
most saleable makes, at 9 cents yard.
2 cases good style Furniture or Drapery Cretonnes
saleable everywhere, at 9 cents yard.
; ( 'arpetings, Wall Papers, Draperies,
Lace Curtains, Window
3500 yards Printed Chambray, most readily sold
of any, at only 9 cents yard.
Shades, &e., fa.
500 Dress Patterns of new style linen finish Prints j
from 90 cents to $1.00.
We are prepared to offer the best stock of the
named gtods ever showu in this city. We
5000 yards gOQd quality light ground pattern prints j bove
uarautee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Befow making selections purchasers will do
at only 3 1-2 cents yard.
rell to examine our styles and get our prices. We

DEATHS.

A sloop with lighters is at work at the Old
Man Ledge wrecking the Cambridge's ma:hinery. The condenser has been raised in
jad shape. The boilers lie to the southeast
)f the ledge in six fathoMs of water.
The
wreckers will be at work for some time longer,
rile United States Lighthouse Department
las a crew at work raising a spindle on the
)ld Man.

The regular monthly meeting of the Portland Yacht Club was held at the club house

A Slg Seizure.
Black and Crowell and
Officers Norton and Frith, visited the premises of the Casco Bottling Company on Fore
street yesterday afternoon, and the liquor
they found there made a good sized load for
The seizure comprised ten half
a jigger.
barrels and 289 pint bottles of lager beer.

sources

Sheriff Despeaux's Accident.
Yesterday's Piiess mentioned the report
of an accident to Deputy Sheriff Despeaux
at Brunswick.
It seems that he attempted
to ride a horse that had already thrown off a
The horse started
lad who was riding him.
to run with Mr. Despeaux, and in reining
the animal in a rein broke and Mr. Despeaux
fell off, striking on one of his hips and
shoulder. He got up and walked some distance, when he fainted. It seeins he injured
the sciatic nerve.
He remains in Brunswick.
Ile resides three miles out of the
town.

Portland Yacht Club.

Deputy Marshals

various

i

CLOSING OUT SALE.

In this city,-May β, by Rev s. F. Pearson. AdelIjert Tlllingliast of Providence, Κ. 1, and Mrs.
Emma Clark of Chicago.
In this city. Mav 5, Oy Itev. Geo. E. Street of
Kxetor. N. If
Frank G. Senter of Portland and
Miss a il η le s. ramier οι ûxeter, jn. ti.
In Bangor, May 5, by Kev. C. J. Clark. D. D., of
Portland, Kev. A. S. Ladtl and Miss Helen A. Osgood, both of Bangor.
In Bowdoinliam, May 1, Charles C. Knight and
Miss Air ie (i. Sandford.

ItECEIPTS.

The Billiard Match.
In the billiard match at the Merchants'
Exchange Hotel last night between Wm.
Goldthwaite, ex-champion of America, and
Fred Eames, champion of Massachusetts,
the score was 150 to ill, cushion caroms, in
favor of Goldthwaite, with an average of 34.
A pool match between John Twiner champion of New England and the Canadas, and
Al. Haskell of Portland, best three out of
five, was won by Haskell, who won by two
very difficult shots. A game of 200 points
straightaway between Eames and Goldthwaite was won by the latter, 200 to 105·
The winner's average was Oj}. The matches
were witnessed by a fair sized audience, who
liberally applauded the many fine shots.

The fleet will start on the spring cruise
Saturday May Ï9th at 3 p. m., got to Pott's
Landing and thence proceed under sealed
orders, probably to Wiscasset. The fleet
will return the following Tuesday.
A committee was appointed in reference to
the club's taking part in the centennial procession.
Another supper will be given June lGtli.
The club numbers over 200 members, 25
having joined since March 1st.
The course for the third class yachts was
Start from the club
decided as follows:
house passing Stanford's Ledge on the Starboard, and Little Diamond, rounding House
Island, thence in ship channel, passing
Spring Point Ledge and Stanford's Ledge on
the port side, rounding stake off club house
passing it on the starboard ai'd repeat, a distance of about 13 miles.

5 cases Spring Style Dress Satines, in a large variety of patterns, at 12 1-2 cents.
Half case last year's Satine Prints, in regular 8c
quality, at 3 1-2 cents yard.
2 cases assorted Cream Colored, very desirable,
Shirred Seersuckers at 5 cents per yard.
10 cases Striped and Jaquard Patterns of very stylish and popular Seersuckers at 12 1-2 cents.

MARRIACES.

$2,716

) Harbor
MERRILL,} Commis) sioners.

the bile and is

! lecretes

s now

of Health, ί
April 17, 1886. f
all house-holders,
Ν that
applications for cleaning privyaults. should be made as early as possible, that
îe delay which usually occurs later in the season
lay be avoided. All applications for emptying
rivy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy Marlials, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BUKGESS, Secretary.
aprl7dtf

Office

is hereby given
^TOTICE all

SATINES AND SEERSUCKERS

..

Total

Mayor.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

NEW PRINTED

Everett F. Bowker, druggist, Ffeeport, Me., is
settling in Insolvency.
John M. Trafton & Co., lancy goods dealers,
Bidileford, Me., have compromised with their
creditors at CO cents on the dollar,
John Parris, general trader. Oxford, has assigned.

propriations :

hearing.

to the

Portland, April 29,1886.

Business Troubles.
The following business troubles are recent-

Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association,
held last evening, the government recoin
mended and society voted the following ap-

i-iiv

ilif

JACOB McLELLAN,
CHAKLKS
C. H. FAKLEY,

receives all manner of letters from would-be
pensioners, Recently a lady wrote to him
and asked for a pension on the ground that
lier first husband was a soldier. He had died
Now she is a
and she had married again.
second time a widow. A lady applied to the
Colonel Wednesday for legal advice, saying
that, as she was the wife of a soldier, she
should receive counsel gratis.
She was directed to call on Attorney General Baker.

W1U

CHAPMAN,

above application it is ordered that a
J hearing be appointed for May 8th next, at 4
clock p. 111.. at the office of the City Engineer,
lien all parties interested may be heard, and it
further ordered that a notice of the above aplication, together with this our order thereon be
iven by publication in two of the daily papers
ublished in Portland for seven days at least prev>us

Queer Ideas.
Col. II. M. Sprague, State Pension Agent,

M. C. M. A.

CHAS. J.

(Signed)
"ΛΝ the

iuy7

the City, financially as well as etherwise.
Thecity owns about one-fourth of all the
Portland Gas Company's stock, and thus
manufactures the gas it burns. The city
was as a whole better lighted by
the Gas
Company than since electricity has alone
been depended on. A moderate, well distributed, uniform light, such as gas gave us,
is a better illuminator for otir streets than
glaring lights more widely separated, with
occasional incandescents of an entirely different color, power and effect; these sudden
transitions are painful and confusing to the
eye. Moreover, long stretches of the narrower streets are left dependent on a single
incandescent, instead of two or three gas
lanterns as formerly ; very frequently these
are not illuminated, and darkness prevails,
especially at the worst times. On the street
where a friend of the writer resides a distance of over 30 rods has only one incandescent! and since it was set up he states
that at least one night in seven the street has
been in darkness. Everybody observes that
after running them a short time they lose
power and are in nowise equal to gas jets
for diffusing light.
The plain duty of our City Council is to
let the contract end October 1st next, and
return to gas. It is not a step backward, but
in the right direction. Without doubt some
ten or twelve arc lights might well be used
in the squares and parks, costing not over
$2,000 annually ; with these and our admirable gas service wc should be better off as
to light, in the appearance and safety of the
city, and more than $5,000 better off in the
yearly financial budget. Should anything
occur to stir up a riotous or evil element in
our midst to acts of violence,
the very first
overt act would be to cut the electric circuits
and plunge the city in darkness. Let us
return to common sense, and to common
prudence, avoiding every unnecessary risk
m so important a matter.
G. W. V.

A S500 Loss.

Se® window.

miiWlll I■ l.hi·

To the Editor of the Press:
It will be noticed that the appropriation
just made for our street lighting for the year
ending March 81, 1887, is $25,000; this sum,
being a little in excess of the contract price
for the present electric lighting for the year
ending next October 1st, would indicate that
the committee have in view the renewal of
that contract, or a new one at greater expense. Whatever may be the action of the
City Council in regard to the contract, the
effect of making ;tliis appropriation without
comment or remonstrance would naturally
encourage the contracting party to believe
and act as if such renewal was sure.
Now the great mass of our taxpayers and
the community at large, after due consideration, will not wish the renewal, nor will they
willingly acquiesce in it, nor in the needless
expenditure of $7,000 involved in such

Monday noon, Mr. Fred F. Harris of
Woodford's, expressed his pointers Zitta
Mikado, Belle of Woodford's, Beau of Portland, Sir Anthony and May F. to the West-

side

of Deeriug's Byidge, distant two hundred
ÎOO) feet Northwesterly at right angles from the
ortliwesterly side line of the Marginal Way ;
ience running Northeasterly and Northerly, on a
ne parallel with said side line of said way, and
istant two hundred (200) feet Northwesterly and
four hundred and
asterly therefrom, to a pointfrom
the Southerly
ghty (480) feet Northerly
3int of the curve ou which the said Way passes
round Sandy Point and crosses
Washington
reet; thence 011 a curve to Eastword witn a
idius of nine hundred thirty-five (935) feet, to
ic Southerly abutment of Tukey's Bridge.
This line has been determined by Mr. Goodwin,
îe City Civil Engineer, in conference wtti Mai.
A. Smith, U. S. Engineers, and a plan of the
roposed line accompanies this.
Yery respestfullv yours.

Black and Colored Taffeta Cloves,

A Word to the Wise.

Amusement Notes.
The Musical Herald for May has been received.
One of our leading violinists is very attractive. Only recently, a young lady called
him her "bow" ideal.
Half fare» will be charged and special
trains run over the railroads on the occasion
of Beecher's lecture next Tuesday. Get tickets at Stockbridge's.
The numbers will be given out at Stoekbridge's for the Mikado performances Saturday morning at 7 a. m., and the tickets can
be obtained at 9 a. m.
Half fare and late
trains on railroads.
Haverlv's Minstrels will be at Portland
Theatre May 17th, and The Rag Baby, May
21st and 22d.
London lacks a great tenor since Joseph
Mass's death.
Norman Neruda, Joachim, Strauss and
Piatti are the string quartette which lias enchanted London society.
The director of a prominent Boston choir,
who has been trying the voices of sopranos
to fill a vacancy in his quartette, has been
greatly amused at a number of applicants
with whom the favorite selection seemed to
be, "'Take, oh, take me."

the Northeasterly

'Beginning

balance of last year's stock, goods
which sold at 37, 50 and 62 cents,
all to be closed out at 13 cents. Saie

to-day.

same.
at a point 011

ne

AT 13 CENTS.

SACCABAPPA.
Mr. Charles E.Quimby census taker for the
town of Westbrook has completed his work
of enumeration. He reports 1400 polls, and
170 dogs. The amount collected for tax on
dogs goes into the general school fund.
Mr. S. P. Burnham, merchant and late
postmaster at West Scarboro, is soon to
locate in this village in business.
The Portland & Rochester Railroad Company has placed a handsome express car on
the route between this village and Portland,
to be used on the "shoo fly" train.
Mr. Charles Adams, senior proprietor of
the Highland House has purchased Mr.
Smith's interest in the house.
The assessors have nearly completed takinc valuation.
There is unite
laree advance in the value of real estate over last
year. A number of cases are reported of
property holders voluntarily giving in an increase in value of their estates.
K.

Mass.

PERSONAL.

enough to

AND LADDEK CO. NO.

1.

Convention of Reform Clubs.
The quarterly convention of Reform Clubs
re-assembled yesterday morning at 11 o'cleck,
a preliminary praise meeting having been
held one hour previous.
The regular session was called to order by
President Lefavor.
The following list of vice presidents was

Fox, Portland.
Russell, Portland.
Grand Architect—A. B. Marston, Bangor.
Graud
T.
Faulkner,
Hospitaler—Frances

was

NO.

■f

ton.
Grand Treasurer—Wm. O.
Grand Secretary—John 8.

started, but it

Libby.

Clerk—Samuel Kelsey.

Second Lieut. Commander—A· B. Farnhain,
Bangor.
Minister of Slate—J. Ambrose Merrill, Portland
Grand Prior—Έ. Howard Vose, Calais.
Grand Chancellor—Charles H.;Jumper, Lewis-

rumor

4.

HOOK AND LADDER CO.
Captain—C. E. Ryonson.
Clerk—Ε. T. Knight.
Driver—G. M. Hodgdou.
HOSE NO. G.

ton.

uuw

NO.

Dear Sirs—In view of the contemplated changes
ad improvements on the North side ot' the city,
as in behalf of the city that you will establish
le following "Harbor Line" on that side of the
ty and have the same duly confirmed by Legisitive action so far as it may be found necessary

TAFFETA CLOVES

Another of those wonderful eggs has been
exhibited by Mr. Horace Knight, of Rocky
Ilill, weighing 4} ounces and measuring 7x8
in length and circumference.
Two large rotary boilers have lately arrived, to be put into the pulp mill.
Mr. Charles Moses has purchased a house
of Mr. Cross, and. is fitting it up for a comfortable home.
Mr. William Brown is raisingand remodeling the dwelling known as the Morris house
at the four corners.
Station Agent H. T. Clark has brought out
kx public inspection the piece of baggage
which was sent by him from Halifax, N. S.,
to Kan Francisco, in 1873. with all the checks
attached; also the way-bills and letters
The valise was
which accompanied it.
passed along the rout, both ways, a distance
of 8,392 miles, in sixteen days, with great
It was locked when
care and despatch.
started, and messages, copies of daily papers, letters aud documents of various kinds
were placed inside, through an opening at
the end, at every stopping place. Some of
the contributions were freighted with effusions of poetry, dashes of wit and humor,
and queer characters. Mr. Clark has a large
collection of press comments concerning it.
The Boston Transcript speaks of him as the
man of wild ideas to think it possible to
send a trunk so long a distance and expect
its safe return.
He made the trial and succeeded well.
K.

Captain—Geo. W. Piatt.
Clerk—I. \V. Scott.
Driver—J. \V. Baker.

At a meeting of the Council of Deliberation A. A. S. R., held last evening the Deputy for the State, Marquis F. King, presiding, the following officers were elected :
Lieut. Commander—Wm. J. Burnham of Lewis-

juoi

5.

AND LADDEIt CO.
Captain—John E. Loring.
Clerk—W. It. Gribben.

Organist—Geo.

ten

NO.

HOOIv

Bath.

tuuiu

ENGINE CO.
F. Griffin.

Clerk—D. S. Kay.
Hose Driver—Β. T.

Damariscotta.
Grand Pursuivants—Judson B. Dunbar, Portland; Lorenzo L. Shaw, Yarmouth.
Grand Lecturer—Geo. E. Raymond, Portland.
M. Howe, Portland.
Graud
Grand Tyler—Warren O. Carney, Portland.

miuuuj

CO.

N. Long.
Clerk—Geo. W. itobinson.
Hose Driver—B. L. Sawyer.

Grand Sword Bearer—Wilford J. Fisher, Eastport.
Graud Standard Bear* r—Charles W. Stetson,

uuiiucin.

3.

Captain—John

Belcher,

land.
Grand Capt. Guard—Samuel F. Bearce,
land.
Grand Sentinel—Wm. G. Mills, Portland.

NO.

H. Ball.
Clerk—H. S. Bennett.
Engine Driver—W. II. Boothby.
Hose Driver—G. A. Davis.

Graud Stewards—J. Ford King, South Paris;
Alfred S. Kimball, Norway; Algernon M. Roak
;

CO.

Captain—R.

Farmington.

Auburn

Winslow.

Clerk—Geo. A. Dow.
Engine Driver—W. C. Loring.
Hose Driver—Peter Jennings.
ENGINE

'o (he Blouorable Hour*! of Harbor Corn·
nii»»ionf r».

AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

YOUR LIVER

Mayor's Office, April 29,1880.

lage would be well satisfied with as good a
depot as that at Saccarappa village.
Mr. Fraser, superintending editor of the
art department of the Century, New York,
accompanied by his wife, has been the guest
of Mr. Longlsy for a number of days. Mr.
Fraser has been looking over the mills and
observing the process of manufacturing the
paper used by that publishing house.
Miss Wnrren'of Boston, daughter of Mr.
S. 1). Warren, proprietor of the paper mills,
is visiting relatives in this village.

ENGINE CO. NO. 1.
Captain—Win. H. Perry.
Clerk—Fred 1. Waldeu.
Hose Driver—Fred L. Burnliam.
ENGINE CO. NO. 2.

i dricks, Caribou; James B. Neacle, Lubee; Lin! coin II. Leiglitou, M ill bridge; Elisha K. Bowden,
I Penobscot; Albert F. Jackson. Monson: Win. 11.
Thompson, Bangor; LorinaC. Poor, Searsmont;
I Oscar Hills. Northport: Herbert L. Shepherd,
i Rockport; Samuel L. Miller, Waldoboro; Hadley
Ο. IIawes, Hailowell; J. Wesley Gilmaii, Oak; laud; Columbus S. Mantor, North Anson: Wm. S.
Cotton, Jr.. West Bowdoin; George «.Woodman,
I Auburn ; Frank Stanley. Dixfleld; Martin A. Dilliughani, Portland: Albert F. Richardson, Fryeburg; Geo. A. Gilpatric, Kenuebunk; Hiram
Stevens, Carroll.
Grant Chaplains—Rev. John Gibson; Naples;
Clias. C. Vinal, Kenuebun k ; James B. Coclirau,
Paris; J. If. Little, Skowhegan ; Henry F. Blanchard, Portland; L. H. Bean. Farmingtou; A. J.
Padeliord. Calais; Marion Crosley. Portland.
Grand Marshal—Horace H. Bur bank. Saco.
Senior Grand Deacon—Ben Moore, North An·

CITY OF PORTLAND.

id fix the

AUCTION MAIiKN.

ûHëCELLANKOVB.

CITY ADVEBT18EH1EIVT8.

C't'MBEKLAKL) HUM.

Tlie receipts for the sale of passenger tickets over Portland & Ogdensburg and Portland & Rochester railroads at the union station last month amounted to $670. The
number of passengers passing over both
roads during the month was 1850.
T.he
amount collected for freight was $9,000.
With so large and increasing patronage, the
public necessities require a much larger and
better union depot. The citizens of this vil-

By the new ordinance for the government
of the Fire Department the officers of the
various companies are appointed on the
first Monday of May by the Board of Engineers instead of being elected by the companies. and these appointments have to be
confirmed or rejected by the Committee on
Fire Department. At the meeting of the committee held last evening, the following appointments were confirmed :

of 0.—Wm. C. Masou, Bangor.
Grand Standard Bearer—Aloro E. Chase, Port-

Wihcassht, May 0
J. Manchester Haynes vs. Martin K. Beal and
trustee. Action upou an account annexed and
also to contest the validity of a discharge in in
Beal. The ease is t·
solvency granted to said
court on report.
go before the law
fish
warden, vs. Frank
L.
Thompson,
John

Smith. Action

ί

The Grand Lodge called 011 at lJ o'clock
yesterday morning. Charters were granted
for new lodges at Strong, to be called Davis
Lodge, and at Springvale to be called Springvale Lodge. F. E. Sleeper of Sabattis was received and welcomed as Representative of
the Grand Lodge of Colorado.
The grand officers were installed by Past
Grand Master Drummond, the following appointments having been made :
Corresponding Grand Secretary—Win. O. Fox.
Portland.
District Deputy Grand Masters—Cyrus W. Heu-

sot.

Why don't you try Carter's sick Liver Pills?
headache, and
They are a positive cure lor
all the ills produced by disordered Liver. Only
°"e

j

I

....

Wanted—Situation.

i
i

Brothers.
Satines and Seersuckers—Rines
Owen, Moure & Co.—2. and Builder.
Β. M. Bedlon—Carpenter
Frazer Axio Grease,
Lease.
Notice—Cottage Lots to
Wanted—People to Know.
Store.
Provision
and
For Hale —Grocery

For Sale—Gents' Furnishing
Notice Is Hereby Given.
To Let—House aud Stable.

j

Annual Election of Company Officers

of the Last Day.

Proceedings

MAY 7.

AOVKUTIiSEMRNXS.

IVKW

SUBURBAN NEWS.

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

MASONIC.

PRESS.

3. B. & F. VV

«

"

Gas free of charg ο

Work warranted.

LOC

|>r28 .)Og Congre»*» St.,

MRIOO

5

cor.

ROOFIIVO

KWOOD,
Brown. eod3m

COWPANT

Builders should investigate as to the llooliug
laterinl manuiaetured by the Dirigo Roofing
i>.
it is tidy in appearance; durable with proper
The rooting for loo feot
ire for half a century.
out»» $4 25.
Delivered without freiyht charge
t any j>olnt in Maine with railroad or steamboat
mneetlons. It Is the most valuable roofing ever
ivented for the price. Just the thine for cottages,
end for circular. Address Dirigo Hoofing #>o.,
'cejj Falls, Me.
apr26eou3m

